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QHAPTER I 
INTROijUCTIQN 
Homeostatic conditions must be maintained by living organis~ for 
survival. Homeostatic mechanisms must be able to alter the. rat_e of pro-
duction of various rate-limiting metabolites and enzymes to compensate 
for alteration in the external or internal environment. 
Mammals have developed coordinated homeostatic systems to compen-
sate for environmental changes. One of these systems involves stimula"." 
tion and relf.ase of increased amounts of .glucocorticoids from the 
adrenal cortex~ These hormones aid the organism in maintaining an ade-
quate blood glucose level when normal quantities of carbohydrates are 
not available .to the cell. The importance of this increased release 
of glucocorticoids is indicated by the fact that blood glucose levels 
as low as 50 mg percent, for only a few minutes, leads to the loss of 
consciousness and if it persists death ·results. 
Normal blood glucose level is maintained primarily by glycogen-· 
olysis and glucom:.ogenE.sis. Gl ucoc orticoids are active in these pro-· 
ceases. Ch,anges in internal or external environmental conditions may 
stimulate the production and the release of ACTH from the anterior 
·pituitary. ACTH in turn stimulates the release of glucocorticoids by 
the adrenal cortex. These h<>rm.ones, by some unknown mechanism, reduce 
peripheral gluco:se utilization and cause the release of lactate, amino 
acids, and three"."carbon precursors from extrahepatic tissues. Hepatic 
1 
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glucaneogenic enzymes are increased and glucose prod4ction results from 
non-carbohydrate precursors. Glucocorticoids seem to aff.ect almost all 
tissues, effects varying from catabolic in lymphatic and muscle tissues 
to anabolic in hepatic tissue. 
Many investigators have studied the effects of cortisol, cortisone, 
and synthetic glucocorticoids on various metabolic activities in liver 
tissue of the rat. Since corticosterone is the natural glucocorticoid 
produced by the rat and glucocorticoids appear to affect a:lmost. all 
tissues, experiments were designed to study some of the metabolic effects 
of intramuscular administration of this hormone. Although corticoster-
one has been found to be only one third to one half as active as corti-
sol and cortisone in stimulating liver gly.cogen deposition and thymus 
involution, it was believed that a study of its effects on tissue meta-
bolism deserved greater attention. It is possible that metabolic 
effects of corticosterone may differ from the effects of cortisol or 
cortisone in the rat. 
A review of literature revealed that single injectipns of predni-
solone and hydrocortisone increased oxygen uptake and caused other 
I. 
metabolic changes in rat liver homogenates. In order to study possible 
actions of corticosterone in other tissues, the first experiment was 
I 
designed to measure metabolic activities in homogenates prepared from 
the heart, brain, diaphragm, liver, kidney, and testis taken from 
treated and non-treated animals. Criteria of metabolic activity in-
vestigated were changes in,!.!! vitro oxygen uptake, lactic acid produc-
tion, glycogen breakdown, protein levels, inorganic phosphate dis-
appearance, and glucose utilization. After these biochemical chang.es 
3 
were measured, more basic experimep.ts were performed. 
A search of the literature further revealed that several invest~-· 
igators have suggested an effect of ste.roids on the structure and 
functions of mitochondria. The mitochondrial membrane contains lipid 
and protein substituents. Since steroids are lipid, they may change 
the membrane structure so that oxidation of substrate may be altered. 
!n order to study further the effects of intramuscular injections of 
corticosterone on mitochondria, the second experiment ~as designed to 
measure the P/0 ratio in mito,chondria isolated from hepatic, cardiac, 
and brain tissues taken fron adrenalect.ani-zed corticosterone-treated 
and adrenalectomized non-treated -controlled rats. NAO-dependent sub-
strates and sutcinate were used. These Substrates were selected since 
they are oxidized by different components of the electron transport 
chain. A steroid effect near the NAO-cytochrome reductase would be 
indicated by an effect on the P/0 ratio with NAO-dependent subs.trate; 
however, no effect shpuld be observed with succinate oxidation. 
Various workers have reported that glucocorticoids stimulate de 
~ synthesis of many -enzymes in the liver. Increased enzyme synthesis 
also occurs to some extent in extrahepatic tissues; a hormone-gene 
effect and a membrane effect have been suggested as primary sites of 
action of the glucocorticoid. However, at this time no real evidence 
has been presented in support of a hormone-gene or a membrane effect 
by glucocorticoids. If one assumes that these hormones act "in person" 
at their sites of action, localization of the hormone within the tar-
get c.ell would contribute gr~atly to the understanding of their mech-
anisms of action. Consequently the third experiment was designed to 
4 
localize (PH) :¢ortieostero1:1e w-Hhin the. subcelluJ .. 4r frae:t:iQn.s .of the. 
·. .. . ..... · '· .. · '·· . . . . 
brain.., th.e. thymus, the ~rt, and the lbet~ 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A complete review of the metabolic effects of glueocorticoids 
is beyond the scope of this treatise. Many recent revhws have appear-
ed which cover the subject more thoroughly than it will be covered here 
(31, , 36~ 43, , g3, , 114). An attempt will be made to consider recent work 
in the following areas: (A) the effects of glucocorticoids on carbo-
hydrates, lipids, proteins, and oxidative metabolism; (B) gene regula-
tion of enzyme synthesis; and (C) subcellular distribution of gluco-
corticoids. 
carbohydrate Metabolism 
Within the last few years abundant evidence has been published 
indicating a profound effect of glucocortieoids on carbohydrate metab-
olism. The best recognized effects are an increase in blood glucose 
and liver glycogen. Investigators generally agree that glucocorticoids 
accelerate hepatic gluconeogenesis, increase liver glycogen stbres, 
and exert some action on peripheral glucose utilization (70). Whether 
the prilnary affect of glucocorticoids is upon hepatic or extrahepatic 
tissues is not known. 
The well-known, early wo!'.'k of l,iong ,!! ~· (74) provided experi-
mental evidence that adrenal cortex hormones have a direct and positive 
5 
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role in the metabolism of carbohydrates and prot.eins. They found that 
adrenalectomiz~d, fed rats maintained normal lev-els of liver and muscle 
glycogen. In. adr..enalectomized, fasted rats, a rapid d~cline in liver 
glycogen was observed followed by a depletion of muscle glycogen. 
Hypoglycemia occurred after a fast of 48 hours. A definite fall in 
the rate of protein catabolis~, measured by urinary nitrogen excretion, 
was sugg-ested by these workers to account for th.e decreased carbohy-
drate levels. Treatment of animals with adrenal cortex extracts re-
versed the above observations. These workers proposed that the cor- --
tieal hormones increase the rate of protein catabol ism in muscles, and 
by the process of gluconeogenesis, a normal blood glucose level was 
maintained at the expense of tissue protein. 
In later work, Long!.!...!!· (75) suggested that the effects of 
corticosteroids on protein and carbohydrate metabolism are not always 
associated with each other. In fasted animals a quantitative relation-
ship was observed between the protein breakdown and the carbohydrat~s 
deposited as liver glycogen, muscle glycogen, and as increased blood 
glucose. ;i:n fed animals alterations in the pattern of carbohydrate 
metabolism occurred without any significant change in protein catab-
olism. 
Many other investigators nave reported effects of. glucocorticoids 
on blood glucose and liver glycogen stores since the original work by 
Long ~ !i!· (74). Some early work by Ingle et aL (52, 53, 54) demon-
- -
strated that prolonged glycosuria and hyperglycemia "1ere. produced in 
intact rats treated with adrenocorticotrophic hormone or with corti-
sone. Prolonged treatment of animals with glucocortict>ids resulted 
7 
in a 20-30 fold increase of liver glycogen ( 62, 90, 117) • Winterni tz 
and Forest (128) reported that adrenalectomy in rats resulted in pro~ 
found inhibition of glycogen storage when the rats were subjected to 
a carbohydrate load. These workers suggested that the exc.es.s carbo-
hydrates were apparently dis~osed of by an ovet-all increas~d metabolic 
rate. Hockaday (49) found that the effect of epinephrine in causing 
a rise in blood glucose was further augmented within 15-20 minutes 
after hydrocortisone injection. Rydroco.rtisone may exert a syner-
gistic action with epinephrine on carbohydrate metabolism. 
Many investigators have postulated that glucoC!oI'ticoids have a 
direct effect on extrahepatic tissues which could conceivably be the 
primary hormonal effect. The primary effect may be on decre,ased 
peripheral utilization of glucose rather than on gluconeogenesis. 
Glenn ~ ~· (33) have shown that hydrocortisone administered to 
fasted, adrenalectomized rats resulted in early increases in plasma 
levels of lactate and glucose, whereas amino acid, nonesterified fatty 
acid, and protein levels in the plasma were not altered. These workers 
postulated that the rapid rise in blood glucose was du-e to inhibitory 
eff.ects of hydrocortisone on glucose utilization in peripheral tissues 
and the primary effects were not on gluconeogenesis. Much evidence 
has accumulated supporting this viewpoint. Munck (84) reported a de-
creased rate of glucose uptake by isolat~d epididymal fat pads fr .om 
rats injected with cortisol. Tissues remov.ed from animals injected 
with glucocorticoids a.nd studies in vitro using physiological concen-
- - . . 
tratLons of steroids suggest a decrease in glucose uptake by muscle 
(41), heart (56), thymus (83, 86), skin (91), and adipose tissue (69, 
8 
85). The rate of glu~ose utilization by the brain does not ch~nge dur-
ing glucocorticoid administration (106). ~ing and Nobel (22) found 
that stress in rabbits, which pre~mably increased adrenal cort i cal 
hormone production, decreased glucose utilization by kidney and testis 
slices. The uptake of glucose by liver and muscle was not impaired 
following administration of adrenocortical hormones (88). Munck and 
Keritz (87) have shown that glucocorticoids enhanced slightly the in-
corporation of glucose by the isolated rat ga,strocenemius. Fain et al. 
(23) reported that glucose uptake and its convarsion to carbon dioxide 
and fatty acids were decreased by dexamethasone and corticosterone 
added in vitro to rat adipose tissue. Physiological concentrations 
- . 
oo-7M) of cortisol inhibited glucose metabolism of free adipose eells 
during 4 hours bf incubation according to Blecher (8). Furthermore , an 
intact ce.11 boundary or membrane was . required for the inhibitory action 
on glucose uptake by cortie.ol since phospholipas.e C prevented the action 
of cortisol. 
In fresh rat thymus preparations, physiological concentrations of 
cortisol significantly inhibited glucose uptake according to Munck (86). 
Additional ·evidence indicated that in order to observe physiologically 
significant effe.cts of gluc~ortic.oids i11, vitro, the integrity of tis-
sue cells must be preserved and steroids must be used at physiological 
concentrations; otherwise, physiological effects may be bbscured by 
non-physiological ,effects. 
Further evidence of an .extrahepatic eff.ec.t on carbohydrate metab-
olism hal:i been reported by Lecocq et al. (70). These worker.a found 
. _........,. 
that intravenous infusion of hydtocortisone into dogs produced an 
9 
immediate reduction in hepatic glucose output and a decrease in peri-
pb.er,al glucose utilization. These effects occurred t.Jithin 20 minutes 
after the start of a continuous infusion of hydrocortisone at the rate 
of 1.3 mg per minute. The simultaneous inhibition of peripher.al glucose 
utilization and the fall in hepatic glucose output resulted in an un-
changed mean arterial concentration , of glucose. These workers suggest-
ed that a decrease in hepatic phosphorylase or an increase in glycogen 
synthetase activity, or b.oth, accounted for the reduced hepatic glucose 
output. This hypothesis is $upported by Hilz et al. (48) who i!howed 
. . ~ · ..... 
an increase in hepatic synthetase activity within 30 minutes after glu-
cocorticoid administration in the rat. Holt ~ :!!· (51) have suggested 
that glucocorticoids enhan.ce gluconeogenesis and glycogen synthesis 
and impair glycogen degradation. Goetsch and ~c·Donald (35), Goetsch 
(34), and Geurkink (32) have shown that acute injections of glucocorti-
coids did not , alter glycolytic rates in liver homogenates prepared from 
normal rats and normal goats. 
A direct ,effect of glu,cocorticoids on carbohydrate metabolism in 
~patic tissue was indicated by the observations cf. Eisenstein ~ !!-· (20) ~-
These workers observed that physiological amounts of glucocorticoids 
increased carbohydrate synthesis in liver slices of normal and adren-
alectomized rats incubated with alamine. These observations support 
the hypothesis that glucoeorticoids increase carbohydrate stores by 
promoting conversion of protein to carbohydrate. 
A review of the literature indicated that many effects of gluco-
corticoids on carbohydrate metabolism have been rep·orted. However the 
primary effects which result in the increas~d blood glulcose and the 
10 
liver glycogen deposition still remain unknown. Tb,ese effects could 
be the result of increased gluconeogenesis, the inhibition of peri-
pheral utilization of glucose, or both. Whatever the mechanisms may be 
that influences these processes, they remain to be elucidated. 
Lipid Metabolism 
Many effects of glucocorticoids on lipid metabolism are well docu-
mented, Marked changes in fat distribution occur in the rabbit (81), 
the rat (47), and the human (108) after excessive treatment with gluco-
corticoids. Hill and Prake (47) reported the development of hyper~ 
lipemia and lipid deposition in the livers of rats which had been 
treated chronically with cortisone, 
It is possible that the effects on glucose me.tabolism is secondary 
to the effect on fat metabolism since it has been found that hydro-
cortisone elevates the concentration of non-esterified fatty acids in 
venous blood 10 minutes after the start of a continuous, intra-arterial 
infusion into the human forearm (49). The rapid increase in plasma 
fatty acids was not observed by Maickel and Brodie (77) in adrenalect-
om.ized rats which were injected with cortisone; however, liver tri-
glycerides rose much earlier and because of this they suggested a dir-
ect action of glucocortlcoids on the liver. 
Further studies by Hays and Hill (44), designed to determine 
whether or not cortisone acts directly upon the liver, resulted in the 
observation that 14c--labeled palmitate was preferentially converted 
into the non-phospholipids in the liver of cortisone-treated rats. 
This suggested a specific intrahepatic e ffect of cortisone. Additiona l 
11 
work indicated an enzymatic basis for this preferential synthesis of 
neutral fat in the liver of cortisone-treated rats (44). This in-
creased triglyceride-synthesizing activity was shown to be sensitive 
to actinomycin D and puromycin (44). 
Many reports have appeared which indicate an in vitro effect of 
_,.... 
glucocorticoids on the release of free fatty acids from adipose tissue. 
Jeanrenaud and Renold (55) reported that cortisol or corticosterone 
failed to influence oxidation of glucose, pyruvate, or lipogenesis 
from glucose when they were added to rat adipose tissue in vitro. How-
- . 
ever, a significant increase in net release of free fatty acids from 
adipose tissue was observed. Fain et al. (23) found that the addition 
--
of physiological amounts of corticosterone increased the release of 
fatty acids by incubated parametrial and mesenteric adipose tissue. 
The onset of this action required about two hours of incubation. 
Nejad and Chaikoff (89) found that adrenalectomy depressed the 
incorporation of glucose carbon into fatty acids of rat liver slices. 
Also, hypophysectomy resulted in a decreased incorporation of glucose 
carbon into fatty acids of liver slices. Daily injections of ACTH for 
14 days brought about complete repair of the defective hepatic lipo-
genesis in the hypophysectomized rats, but not in hypophysectomized-
adrenalectomized rats. These workers concluded that activation of 
the adrenal glands repaired the depressed hepatic lipogenesis. 
Protein Metabolism 
-p,rofound effects of glucocorticoids upon protein metabolism are 
well established. However, it still remains to be elucidated whether 
12 
these .e.ffects are primary or secondary. Gluconeogenesis, one of the 
primary homeostatic me~hanisms for maintaining normal blood glucose 
levels, is greatly stimulated by glucocorticoids. F;nzyme.s inyolv.ed in 
the breakdown :of glucose ate not increased. This. has led to an inten-
sive study of the effects of glucocorticoids on enzymes involved in 
gluconeoge:nes is. 
Recant papers by R.osen (98) l:l,nd Tomkins Oll) provide excellent 
reviews of corticosteroid eff.ects on tissue enzymes. There are four 
enzymes in the final pathway of gluconeogenesis which exert a rate-
limiting role on the .cpnversion oj: non ... car;bohy.drate precursors. to 
glucose (125). The.se are glucose-6-phosphatase I fructose 1 1 6-diphos-
phatase, phosphoenol pyruyate carbo~ykinase, and pyruvate carboxylase. 
These enzymes are designated as rate-limiting or key enzyme.a because 
they have low activity, they govern one-way reactions, and they are 
involved in overcoming thermodynamic barriers (12.5). These enzymes 
are chiefly localized in tissues capable of gluconeogenesis. They 
are decreased or absent in rapidly growing liver tumors (118, 119, 
120, 123). Tb.ese findings suggested that the failure of gluconeo.-
genesis in liver tumors was due to the. loss of the enzymes strategic-
ally located at the key steps of gluconeogenesis. 
Tl:le key gluconeogenic enzymes are increased in the liver of rats 
treated with glucocorticoids (46, 48, 67, 79, 107; 122, 125) Weber et 
. -,.:,-; 
a,l. (122) studied glucose .... 6-phosphataEle activity in the liver of rats 
~ . . .. 
treated chronically with cortisone. These investigators found that 
after five daily injections of cortisone there was an increased glucose--
6-phosphatase activity in all particulate subcellular fractions of the 
13 
rat liver. The percentage distribution of glucose ... 6-phosphatase be-
twe.en the various subcellular fractions was not afrected. C,l,)rtisone 
treatment produced heavy deposits of glycogen and fat in the tat liver. 
· Body growth was inhibited and the liver. weight to body weight ratio 
was increased. Later, Weber et al. (124, 125) f.ound that glueos.e-6-
. . ' . .........: -......., 
phosphfltas.e activity in the rat liver increased significantly within 
4 hours after a single injection of triamcinolone, a s:ynthetic glu.co-
corticoid. Cortisol injections res.ulted in no increase in glucose-:-6-
phospb,atase activity in the rat liver during the first 24 hours. These 
in!estigators also found that the cortisol induced glucose"."'6-phos-
phatc1se activity was blocked: by actinomycin, puromycin, or ethi:onine. 
The increased glucose ... 6 ... phosphatase activity was pre.ceded by a rise 
in amino acid nitrogen and was followed by a rise in R.N.A. 'l'hese work ... 
ers proposed that the rapid rise in amino acid content enabled the 
1 iver t.o pr oduc.e more glue ose by sa tu rating preexisting enzyme. How"'" 
ev.er, synthesis of new enzyme occurred within .a few hours thus indi-
eating that ~ novo enzyme synthesis must play an impprtant part in 
the early events of glucocorticoid action. 
Yudoev and Le.ye.deva. (1~2) found that endogenous corti¢osterone 
produced during a state of stre$s resulted in i.nc.reased rat hepatic 
. glucose-6 .. phosphatase activity. 
Mokrasch!:,! ..!!.· · (79) found that liver levels o.f ftuctos.e 1, 6-
diphosphata$e were increased by feeding rabbits diets low in glucose 
but rich in protein or by. chronic administration of corticosterone_. 
It was sugge~ted that the observed increase represented a phys iolog ... 
ical means of caµsing increased gl.ucogenesis. Weber et al. (124, 125) 
~ ......... 
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round tha.t rruc.tose l,6-diphosphatase activity increased in the. rat 
liver within two hours after cortisone or triamcinolone injections •. 
This irtcrease was blocked by actinomycin, puromycin; o:t e.thionine. 
Underwood and Newsholme (116) have suggested that fructose 1,6 .. diphos-
phatase plays a key r.ole as a pacema.ker in gluconeogenesis. l;'roperties 
of this enzyme which indicate its importance as a pacemake.r are its 
very low Km and its inhibition by AMP and fructos.e. l, 6-diphosphate. 
Since an indirect reversal of the Em.bden'-Meyethof pathway is pro-
bably involved· in gluconeogenesis,. Sharago ·,2!; !,!;~ (107) studied the 
effects of gluco<Zorticoids on phosphoenolypyruvate ca:tbo:x:ykinase and 
malic .enzyme in the rat liver. Tl:le direct reversal of the Embden-
Meyerhof pathway does not readily occur due to the strongly .e:x:ergonic 
nature of glycolysis (66). Sha.tago .·~ al. (107) found that phos-
phoenolpyruvate ¢arboxykinase activity increased after chronic gluco-
corticoid treatment, This indicated a close correlation of this enzyn:ie 
with carbohydrate formation especially since it was found to be pre-
sent in sufficient amounts to account for phosphoenolpyruvate synthesis 
during glucogeriesis. Malie enzyme must. not be inv.olved in glucocorti'-
coid induc~d gluconeogenesis sin.ce its activity was not alteted by 
glucocprtieoid administration'. 
Henning e,t al. (46) found that cortis,ol iner¢ased pyruvate car,.. 
.............. ~
boxylas.e activity in the rat liver. 
Current evi<lenc.e indicates that after glucocorticoid treatment 
glycog~nit: amino acids are subjected to transaminat.ion and pyruvate 
is formed. Pyruvate is carb.oxylated to axalacetate by pyruvate car-
boxylase. Oxalacetate is converted to phosphoenolpyruyate by phos-. 
1:5 
phoenolphyruvate earbo:x:ykinase! :From this point the revers.al of the 
Ealbden-Meyerhof pathway occurs during gluc.ogenesis. Glueoeortieoids 
inerea.EJe s,eleetively e,ertain liv.er glueoaeogenie (anzymes • w.hereas 
othfi.\r enzyme systems. are. not affected (12lh 
Se'Vetal other liver enzymes that participate in amin0: acid d~gr.ad ... 
ation OJ:' in gl~eoneogenesJs increase a:1:t-e.r glucoeort:l.eoid administra-. 
tion.. Tb.e$e ~re tyro$inE1-ketoglutarate. transaminase. (6()), glutamie ... 
pyruvate tra.ns1:1.minase (99), glycogen .synthetase (48); and tryptopllan 
pyrtolase (28). 
Lin and l<,nox (73) :found that tyx-9sine iJiereas.ed the tyxa,dne":"4-
ketoglutarate tr:o;!.nsaminase a;ctivity in the live.rs fr.om int~et :t~ts but 
n.ot bi. th.ose frem adr-en.aJ.e,ct$mh:~d rats. Ke~e.y and Flora (60) .found 
tbat. trypt~phan ~nd suspensions of inorganic m.atetials (eelite) were 
as .effective as tyr,osine in. inducing thi$ increa$ed .activity t.1ithin s 
. hours after injecttion into intact :r:ats, tmt not ~drenal~Ctomiz~d tats. 
They also £'01:1nd that hydroeortiS,one w.as .an effective inducer of this 
... . - ' ' . . . : ·. 
enzyme in both intact and adr.e1;1al.ectoinized rats within 5 hours a,fter 
. .· ' . .. ·. . ' . . . . . . . . . 
its administration~ T.J:t~.e. worked e.oncl.uded that incre~sed tyrosin~-
ttansamin~se a:etivity is media,ted by .ad:r~nal. hormones.. Additional 
work by ~nney (&l) has Shown· that glucocoi'.tfooids stimulate~· novo. 
syn~hesis. of t;yrosine..:.t~ansaminase enayme within 1 hour after injec~ 
tion in the rat. 
glutami<t~Pytuvat.e ~J:'ans~m~nase ~ct.ivity. 'i'he. high glu~onepg,enie. 
potency of sul:>strat~s ef th,is enzyme· and the fa.ct that glucocorticoi.ds 
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inetea$.e. the. activity of this enayme. led to the suggestion by Rosen et 
...... .. ·. . . . ...... 
~· (100) · that the control of this enzyme by glucoeorticoids is r'=11.ated 
to the mechanism whereby glucpc.orticoids exert their .actiQn, Addi-
tionalw.~rk by these inv~stigat,ors s.h~e.d t~t glutamic-pyruva.te tran$:-
amina$e. ~etivity also in.er.eased in the thymus gland and in.Walker c~t-
.. cin()lll8, 256 (99) ~ -Other ¢onditions kn.own to ~- 4S$oeia.tE!d with gluco'."' 
neoge11es:i~, eg!, fasting, diabetes, and high protein diets, .resulte.d 
in .a .5 to 7 f.~ld bl.et-eate in tat Jher glutamie-p;yruvate transaminase 
~etivity (99). 'thes.e W(,)f~ts. pointed out that .the. -activity of this 
.··~nzytne may b¢ rate~limiting in. glu.co~oge:nesh. 
... . . . '. ' 
iiilz ~ .!!-~ (48) studied the effe-cts of cortisol. ~eetate inj~-ction 
-on glUCf>se polym.erhatipn in adrenaleetomized rats. Thirty minute$ 
after the in_jection, glu.¢().se-.tS.-ph0sphate coneenttation.s in :t:'at liver 
began to ti$.e and continued t.o- do so for 6 hours. A 40 fold inct:e.ase. 
was observed at th.e end of 6 hours, Glueose-1 .. phospb.ate; glycogen 
levels, and glyc.ogen synthetaae a~thity were a:tgnificantly increas,ed, 
wb.er-~as· t~ eoaeentration,. pf t1PPG...pyrop11,.osph.oryl¥e, glycogen phos-
phoryl'1se., ,a.nd glu~ose ... 6-t>hosphat~e inere~.s.ed ve.ry little~ T~ in, .. 
cr.e~l!led glycogen synthetase ~c·tivity, using ~atura:ted levels of glu-
eosa'."'6 ... phos·l')'~~-' ,was .not suffif!iant _to account for..- the r.apid g;tyeogen 
formation that oecerred. Hqw-ev~r, gluc.ose.;.6-phospb.ate has been s.h!)"iffl. 
to be an at:ti.vator f>f glycogen synthetase (71-). Thus the eombine,.d 
. ·. . . . ' . .. . " . . . . ' 
atim.ul.atton of glycogen syntb.e.tase E!,ctivity by inE:teaae.d eon.¢en.tr.c1-
tions of glu.c:os,"".'6-phos.)?hate and the i:n,cr,e~se in the enzyu,.e its~·lf was: 
suff i¢1ent to ace·e>unt for the incr.e.!if3,ed gly~ogen. syntlu,;;Sis. these 
litOr}.(e.ra <:oaclu~d that cortisol primarily: inda~es the, fi>tmation of 
·Feige.Uton. and Gre,ngai:d (28) found that within 4 hours aftet a 
single, !ntrapetitonea:i administration. of ttyp_tophan or ctortisol to 
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:ra.t.s tesul.ted in a . .3. fold !net.ease in the amount of ttyptop~nrpyrrolase 
enz~ protein in tb.e. liver~ Unlike the $u.bstrate induction of tyro. 
sine,.;,o(-ketoglutarate tr.ansaminaae, substrate indu~tion of tryptophan 
pyrrolaae. by. ti:·ypt:ophan .occurred in ,adrenale¢.tomize:d anim.a,ls as w~ll 
(73). I.t wa:s shown by :i.mnwnpchemica;l methods .tha.t cortisol and trypto,.. 
phan stimulated ~ .novo syntheiUs .of enzrme prt.>tein (28)., 'l'ryptophan 
. '·. .. . . . . " ' . 
ts. alsa ¢apabl~ of act bating .eleistiag tryptophan pyrtolase by the con-. 
'rhet~fot.e., .the. sub$trat.e-
_··, .. ·.,. •.. -.·: 
induced eJevat.ion of the Elnzr;ie activity c.onsisted Qf an initial acti.v-
ation. of the ~xi.sting -enzyme pr_otein f_ollowed by .. 4n incre~«e ;i.n enzyme 
pr0t~in~ Ct:>rtisol had no .effect on. th.e eJC:isting ~n:g,me; however, it 
s.timu~.ated .2! ru>vo. syntl:tesis Qf tryptophan pyrrolase. within. 4 hours 
aft.er inJet!tion in the x-:at (28)._ 
. Pit,ot. !J:_ .!!· (92) $ngge.st.ed th![lt corticosteroids, in ve.ey small 
.tilliiou;nts; ar~ neeesflary to stimulate. m-~ syn.thesis in. hepatic cells. 
1'tyi,to~~n. was ne-<!el:isary to stabilize tryp.tophan J>Yrt~l.ase and to pre-
v~nt its breakdown.~ Acting in this manner th(!, hoi'mon:e s.ti~lated 
m ... R.NA synthe.sis. and de. n.ov.o .en,zyme synth~sis. The tmbstr.a.te permitted 
. · ~~ .. 
maltimum J1ctivity: and s~bilbiad the enzyme. 
Gi>nditio_ns which lead to protein bt'.¢~kdpwn result in an increased 
activity. Of the urea cy~le -enzymes. Schimke (tOl) studied the eff~cts 
of glu-c-ocorticoids on the urea cycl.e en:i:yrn,es in the rat Hver. .It w.a.s 
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found tha.t glueecorticoid ·efrect!i on the ~t.er1 ~ycle .enzyme.a app,ear to. 
be non"".'specifit: that is the enzyme levels iflcrea.S:ed due to the en..; 
han.ced prote.in breakdown and the urea. e;er.-ation. Intae.t adrenal glQJJ.ds 
. wer~ not ne.ees:sary :for the inc.reas.ed en.tyme .levels whi.eh were produced 
by a high protein diet. 
Oxidative Metabolism 
M.llny investigators, ha.ye r.epQ:i:'ted effects of glueoeottiC!l>ids on 
oxidative. metabolism 01, 31, 34; 35;, 36, 41, 57, 63, 64, 7(), 12, 110}. 
'l'be,s.e eff~ts :se~m to vary, depending Ul)on :the tissue tis.ed a~d the 
length o.f trea.tm~nt. Goetsch and ~eDonald (35) and Geutkink (32) hay-e 
shown that single injections .of prednisolon.e or hydrpeortisone in· 
creased o:,cy.gen uptake in rat liver h.omogena.tes.. Goetsch (3l,.) has 
shown that pr~dnisolone administer.ad to notu:tal goa.ts 18 hours be.for.e 
surgical removal of a live.it< sample .e,aused an increase in oxygen up.take 
by homogenates prepared from the$e. liver .l:Iam);>les. Repeated adminis.-
tr-ation of glueoco-:rtieoids caused a, deCJ;"eased oxygen uptake by rat. 
liver homogenate$ {35f -43). R.ober-ts and Kaller (97) found that 4 hours 
.after cortisone w1:1-s injected inttavenously into tats; oxygen eonsump ... 
. tion., of the anterior pituitary W.!lS redueed. At the same time an in-
crease in the te$piration and aer.obie glycelysis of the posterior ;· . . . .. . .... . . . . 
hypothalamus was observed. Th-lay suggest.ad that cortisone acth~:te·s 
the po$te;t'ior hypothalamus. The posteripr hypothalamus .may initiat~ 
an inhibitory n.eu:tohum0.r which in turn inhibits actb,dty in the .an-
terior· hy:pothalamus. 
Olatk and Pesch (11) found .tlult ehronieally administered ~ortis.pp.e 
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lowered the oxygen uptake of normal rat liver mitochondria when ~-keto 
glutarate was. used as the substrate. No effect on oxidative phos-
phorylation was observ.ed. They also found that the protein content and 
the relative weight of the liver increased in tr.eated animals. Liver. 
mitochondrial protein also increas,ed. 
The exact site of these effects on oxidative metabolism is unk11-own 
although much work has been done .attempting to localize sites of action 
within the mitochondrion. Gordon et al. (36) have Shown that the in 
--
vitro addition of adrenal cortical extracts and crystalline corticost-
erone depressed oxygen consumption by rat brain tissue in the presence 
of glucose. Methylene blue did not reverse the steroid-induced inhib-
ition of oxygen consumption, This indicated a site of action preceed-
ing the flavoproteins since methylene blue can act as a carrier be-
tween dehydrogenases and oxygen. 
Most workers seem to agree that generally the inhibition of oxid-
ative metabolism is limited to the activity of enzymes requiring 
pyridine nucleotides for electron transfer. The succinoxidase system 
is unaff.ected by steroids. Gallagher (31) provided evidence that 
hydrocortisone inhibited 9xidative metaboli.sm in rat liver mltochondria 
in vitro by destroying the selective semipermeability of mitochondrial 
membranes. This destruction of semipermeability resulted in a loss of 
soluble cofactors from the mitochondria. This was supported by the 
fact that hydrocortisone increased the uptake and reduction of NAD by 
mitochondria as measured spectrophotom.etrically at 340 mp. 
Jensen and Neuhard (57) found that the addition of steroids to a 
sue.pension of electron transport particles oxid,izing NAPH, spontane-
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ously dec:r:eas~d the rate .of oxidation. They found that steroids were 
concentrated in the e}eetron transport particle p.hase and that the rate 
of inhibition was related to the solubility of the steroid in the part-
icle more than the .. effect of the steroids upt>n the NAD,H oxidase enzyme 
activity. 'I'nese workers (57) also found that corticoster.one had an 
a.mytal--Hke effect upon the oxidation of NAJ)H by heart sarcosome fra.g..,. 
ments. Succinate .oxidation was not inhibited. They suggest.ed that 
tile site of steroid action in mitochondria is located near flavoprotein 
in the respiratory chain. Klingenbe:r:g and Ref.en (6.5) found that corti"" 
costerone interfers with the H transfer between NAD and the succinate 
. dehydrogenase region of the respiratory chain. 
Boje.!!en and J.ensen (9) reported that steroids had no effect on in 
vitto oxidation of NAD-dependent substtates in intact heart sart::osomes 
when measured by c.onventional Warburg man.ometry. However, wMm a Clark 
electrode was used to measure oxygen consumption during a short period 
of time, an inhibitory effect on oxygen consumption was obse.rved on 
'.NA,l)H and succinate oxidation. Hatefi ;!;!. ~· (42) suggeste.d that the 
NA.DH oxidaae syst.em of beef heart mitochondria is very elosely ass.oc-
fated with a respiratory control me,chanism and furthar sugge.sted that 
the. oxidatipn of succinate does not seem to be regulati;wd by a r~spir"" 
atory control mechanism. 
Hartm~m (41) found that mitochondria of the rat central nervous 
system becom~ ,vacuolated after administration of cortisone. He prti-
posed that the in vivo effeiets may be the same as the in vit:ro effeets 
···.~-...........,._.- ·. ~
observed by Gallagher (31). Hartman (41) suggested that glueocor'ti'-
coids may be a factor in governing the sele~tive semi"'.'permeability of 
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mitoc.hondria ~ .vivo .and in regulating tiss.ue metabolism. 
. . . . . . ·. . . . 
:in orde.r to study further the possible effects .of glucoeot'ticp.ids 
on .~idative metabolism, lu\'!rppola and .Pitkanen (64) inve$tig.ated the 
action of cortisone upon .oxidative and glye.Qlytic liver ·e.nz~es in. 
the rat. The.Y found that the ac.tivity .of cyt.oeb.rome oxidas,e was de":" 
cr~sed in liver mitochondria isolated from no,rmal tats chronically. 
tt-eat.ed .with t!.ortisol'l.e. Decreased eytoch.tome Dxidase W'!l\S inc()st obvious 
in Q;J..d f:,tnale rats. 'I'M activity o:f NAJ)H..,.,ey~ochro~ c. re.duttase was 
deex:-eas,ed only in i:>ld rat.s~ The activity ef succinate dehyd:rogenase 
'Was unchanged in animals of dif.f.el'.'ent .ag~ .and s~x. cortisone tr.~t-
ment had no eff:ect on glycolytic en2ymea. The~ inv~stigators sugges1:.-, 
ed that mitochondrial fun.,ctit>ns .are in.£1uenced b}t cortis.one. 
. . . . ' . . . . . . . . . 
Kerpl)Ola (63) reported that ehronie injections. of corti$o~ into. 
intact anim~qs fJ;'equently inhibited oxidative phosphorylatton in li\1er 
mitj>ehondria ft-om rats of all ~ges snd _of. both sexes. The util.i.zati.on 
of pho$phorou;s in male rats w~ v~riably in.hibit.ed with sueein.a.te, 
mala~,, and pyruvata as subst~ate. ~ygen (!)onsumption was unchanged 
in y.pung male rats wh~n su¢oina~e or ma~te was 1:$~d as substx:a.te~ 
Wlth maJ.at~h a small d~crease. in t.he. P/0 .ratio was ,obtabtl;\d in tol,l;1e 
animals. With. succinate as sut>strat'}, ~ decteiiii;ie in P/0 ratio wt:1..s 
slight in. yeung females, significant in old male$, and even gr.eat.er 
in old £:elllale. tats. 
Strickland. (110) r,eJ>orted that elimination of end,ogenon,s corti ..... 
e,ostero.idf! f.a.iled to eJiange the P/0 .value.a of tat. li.ver mitl,)ehondria 
:···· ·. . .. . . . . .. · . . ... . ,. . . . . . 
or hemogenat~f:i~. R~sp.iratory rat.es ba$.a,d upon pro~in nitt'oge.n in 
mitoeh1:mdria and in homogenates w~,re unaff~cted by ~d.:e,e.nal~c.t<>my. 
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H&we:v'6r, adtenatectomy W$S. found .t.o decr~4$e, liver homog.enate te$pir ... 
. . . . . . . . . . ' . - . . 
.at~y r~tes b~ed upon :ONA le,'1els: Since DNA i.s getteraUy a measure 
of the nutnbex.- of liver cells, St.:riekland (UO) po.stulated th~t .a.d~ 
.~r-~~S¢. in tb.E!' number ti>! mito~b.ondria per livex.- cell may occur in 
adrenale,ttomi.~d r.Et.t.s. This decrease may al t,-et the ina;,cimum tea.pira t ory 
capacity ,evan though the eone.entrati.on of re.spiratory enzymes Pet 
mil~igram of mit.ochondtial protein remains unchanged. 
Recent tv'.ork by Lilj~root !!, !!~ (72) did tiot ,agree .t11i.th the .. obser'"". 
• • • . <. ,·· .' • • • • .. ' 
.vations of Strickland (110). 
. ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . 
Lilje:root et at. (72) found t];$. t .adren-
. ~~- " ·. ~ . 
. a.lettomy .caused :a decr~Al3ed P/0 ratio in :tat . liver mitochond:da~ .A4di-
tion of cortisone ~ vitro incr.ease-<l. the tnit.ochondrial P/0 rati.o~ The. 
impaired. ~id.atb~ phosphorylation in adrena.te:etomize.d .anima.ls. w~~t the 
result o.f a de.c·rease in ,de.nosine triph0$pha:i:e. synthesis whieh w~s 
~c.epmpan!ed, in most eas,s., by an increAsed -oxygen t!:e>nsumpti.on. Corti ... 
s,t>ne .add~d .!.! vitr.o had no:.·effe,et on the P/0 ratio in liv,r mitochondria. 
bh)lated from normal rats:. These invet;1tigat1:>rs suggested th~t the 
st~ro14$ may ¢ont:d.bute, to the integrity of the mitoehon<;lrial membrane$ 
~nd that ste.ri:>i,QS may enhance the e,fffoiency of t>ltidativ,e p;b,osphoryl.-
atit>n. 
K11risen (:!$9) and ~lokru:- (1$3) suggested inde1>endently tb.s.t 
teveral hli)rm.ones may func.tion by stimulating .-enzYW,e ilynt~s.is._ 'I'his. 
eon~ept ~a been des ign.at,ed as ·. t:he hormone-ge.ne thesis. Rl').t,n,Ones. may 
exert th¢ir .S.{it.ion by regulating genetic tran:sctiptiat;t at the chtotno-
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one or b.oth .of the .abpye sit~s would be expr~s.sed in terms of enzyme 
formati.on focllowed by changes in cellular metabolism. W~teyer the 
mechanism may be, t~re is t:onsiderable- evidence that .s.om.e. of the bio-
.ehemieal effe,ets elicited by the glueoeorticoids involve the synt!;tesis 
of enzymes. 
The hormone-gene thesis is an attractive hypothesis for. the meeh.-
anism of .a .. etion of the glueoeortieoids and there is considerable evid,.;;. 
enee supporting this hypothesis. A recent review by H~ehtet and 
Halkerston (4.5) provides an e~eelle.nt es.say on st'.eroid hormone regula-
tion .of gene activity. They concluded that the action of steroid her-
mones at the cellular level does invalve gene regulation; however, the 
e~et site of the action and the primary e.ff.e.et are Qnknown. 
Allostetie mechanisms and the .op~ron theory for protein synt.hesis 
·were .suggested by Monod ~ !±· (80). They suggest that many proteins 
posse.ss. two non .... ov¢l;'lapping r¢ceptor sites. · on:e, an active site, 
which bintis. the subs.tt.<ate; t.he ot~r, an allosteric site, binds a. 
metabolit..e or ,a. hormone. '!'he binding: of an allostetic effector to the 
a.llQ.st.erie site .results in an alteration of ,the protein stru.ctu.re so 
that the active site is alt.ei:-ed resulting in tl'le alt¢red aetivity of 
. a.llosteric enzyme.a. 
Tll.e a'J.l.Qst¢rie eff'ects ma.y be inv()lyed in the contr.ol of. protein 
synt;h¢Sis (8,0).. Along tb.e ch.rompsomes, clusters of genes .or units of 
.ONA ~J' be blocked by a repressor subst,anee~. If the repr~ssor mp.le.-
eule is not pre. sent, the synthesis (tr,anacription) of .all types .of RNA 
. " . . -. . ·.. . . . . ,, ·, '· . . . ·.·... . ·.· . . . . . 
by the units .of DNA proeea<;Is. 11es.s.enger, ribosoinal; and transfer .RNA 
are syntheh2:.ed by the units .. of DNA and they lea.v,e the nucleus .and 
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,enter the cytoplasttt where they serve as templates for translation , or 
to transfer activated amino aciqs to the template. H-t>rmones may be 
active in removing repress.ors from units of DNA. 
There are many points in the se,quenc.e. of protein synthee.is tllat 
glueoco-rticoids may affect. Th~y are known to affect the size of amino 
afid pools, energy supply, purine .and pyrimidine biosynth~.sis, DNA-
dependent RNA synthesis (tran.seription~ and m~RNA directed assembly of 
a,mino acids (translation). A,ny one or several of the above, points may 
be the primary site of glucoe.orticoid action. 
Hechter (45) concluded that the action of the ste.roid ho.rmones 
at the cellular level does involve gene regulation; however, there is 
no tonclusive evidence for th~ direct action of glucocorticoids. at the 
gene. A.ls .o., there is much evidence to indicate that some of the actions 
of g.lucocorticoids are. not mediated through the genes. 
In order to study the effects of glucocorticoids. on amino acid 
pools, Betheil et B,.l. (6) studied the differential effects of c·ortisone 
--
acetate on tissue and plasma amino acid levels in the rat. They found 
that 4 hours .after cortisone acetate administration, liver and plasma 
tyrosine, eonc•entrations were depreesed. This was probably du,e to the 
known induction of tyrosine-c:(-ketoglut,arate transaminase in the liv~r . 
'th!:i principal amino acids formed by transamination ~mely glutamate, 
aspartate, and alanine were elevated . The conc.antration bf numer-ous 
ot)::lE~r amino a:cids in the liv,er was dep~,ssed due to the intreased rate 
of protein synthesis. In thymus and mus~le ti.s$u.es , glutamate, asp.ar-
tatec, .alanine and Other amino acids rose, presumably due to depressed 
pr otein synt~sis and involution (6). tt was suggested that intra-
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a$ rapidly as. involution i>ecurs. The alterations in ~mino .,acid con-. 
centrat:tons may be due to t~ hormonal induced tr,ansaminase a.etivJty 
in .t~ liv~r and in prptein degredation in lymphoid and mus<rle tissues 
{6)., 
Rivlin ,2 ..!:!· (96) r.E;ce.ntly rep.e>rted that ·eorti.S(>ne treatment de-
pres.sed plas.m.a ty,r:-o$lne concentration in man. Tn~se worker$ sugge$t~d 
that cort;tsone depr~ssed the:. e.oncentratioµ of tyro.sine by in.c:e~ased 
ha.'.[>~t.i.c. ·tytosine transamin.g.se .activity. 
R:¢<:ent wor:k indicating ,an -~Hect of glq,ee>t'ticoi.ds on enzy~ pro... 
tein tuis led to many $tudies of glµc.ocortieoid effects. on R:NA synthesis. 
F'eigelson and feJgelson (26) found th.at four hour.a after .cortisone-
ation of labelled glycin$ into RNA decreased. A similar but quantita~ 
tively i;;mall¢:r eft\;et on protein metabolism was obseryed. :rncre.:1..$.ed 
ineotJ;,:or:atilln of glyeina..:.2-J4c intp taJ: liv,<r RNA 1:>eeurred in. all sub-
c,ellu lar fr.j'ie:tions; f).owever, ~.uantitat:iv:ely; tb,e most rat;>id ineorpor,;t"'" 
Web~r et .al.. (l.26) 
.-~-~ 
inje,etion. .In r.ats treated with triamcinolone, thi.s in~re.ase was. pr~-
e·eeded. by a rise in. amino ~e.id nitrogen and fruet1>se t, 6--diphos.phatase 
.9.Ctivity. Glu-c,os:e,-($ .. phosp~t}~se ~etivity <jid not ti,s~ during t.he 24 
hour $tu<iy.. Wiek :z!_ 2l· (127) .and Gi;eenman .il !!· (~8) recently re,.. 
ported tllat 2 hours after glucoeprtieoid treatment .~.· novo syntMsis. 
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of all three ma,.jor speci~s ef RNA wa-s stimulated in the rat liv~r. 
Since RNA and J?rOt(:}in ·bi.osynthesis ;ll:re endergonie reactit>nsl it 
is possible that inete*8ed A'l'P product ion may stimulate the inc:r:eased 
RNA . a.nd prot.ain biosynt~sis. Feig.elson and Feig~ls:.on (2.5) found that 
ad:r;~nale,etoniy resulted in. decreaiied hepatic A'l'P coneentrations. Treat-
ment of ad:r;:~naleetom.ize;d animals- with .eorti:$01 elevat~d th~$e Ieve.;t.s 
to ae.ar nil>rmal. Adminis.tr~tion of glucose to ~dr.enale,ct.om.i.zed. animals 
increased ,A'l'P levtls more than c.pttiSPne administration; how~ver., th.i.s 
had no .eff.e.ct on glyeine.-2.;..l4c inc.1:>:tporation into .RNA or prot.ein. T~y 
con.eluded that t.he Primary a(?tion .. of glueocorticf>i<is was. nc:,.t .on .ATP 
synth~sis .•.. 
]1ei.geJson. and Feigel~on (26) and Betheil (IS) l~tet obje.I'ved that 
in.ere~sed transamitl.i;l.se reactio111,s following .cortisone treatment in the 
rat for:med ,glutamate, ,$part.ate, . and later glutamim~ whieh stimulate 
· hepatic purine nU.(!le.otide and urea. btosynthe:sis. 
Cµtrently the.re is nP eon.elusive evidence indicating a dire.et 
effect of. gllleocprt.icoids at thee gene toeus; howeve:t\ it st.ill remains 
an attr~etive hypothesis. There is sugg~stive evid~nee that ,ecdysone; 
.an insect hprmt:>ne, and aldoSte.rone, a minetalo<!ot'ticOid, may i:l,et at 
the g$ne locus (3t 13; 15; $:8) 9 
. Ile¢t~nn (3) µ,as pr.esented e.vi<ien(ta- that the W'.ell def ine-0 bands 
on c~ptain ins(;!,et saliv.aty chromoso~s repre.sent h.igh ,eonc?ntrati.ons 
of l)NA. D~ting metamorphosis .f:>r l.5 to 30 minut~s afte.r e<!dys.pne treat ... 
m¢nt, these. bands exh.ibit a "p.uf:Hngtt.. l'h~ "puffs:'' are thought tp, 
repr:~l:3ent sit~s of ae,t:.ive ItNA synth¢Sis. Kfirlson {58) suggi;H:1ted tl:).at 
¢,cays.one. 4~ts. dire-e.tly .trm th.e. giane. 1.a:t~r Ka..rlson (5:9) .£aond that 
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ecdysone inijection led to puffing of a certain region on a specific 
salivary chromosome of Chiro11omus. The same locus undergoes puffing 
just before pupa formation. It was suggested that e<:dysone may act iv-
ate genes in s.ome manner and thereby stimulate DNA .... dependent synthesis 
of RNA; the RNA, in turn, carries the genetic information to the cyto-
plasm and directs. the syntJ:i.esis of specific proteins. Using tritium 
labeled ecdysone, Ka.rlson (5:9) found a large proportion of t.he radio-
activity in the nuclear fraction of the epidermis, the target organ. 
Incorporation of labeled precursors into RNA was enhanced by ecdysone~ 
RNA produ~ed in the epide.rmis of Colli.phora, under the influence .of 
ecdysone, stimulated incorporation of amino acids into protein and 
directed s.ynthesis of dopa decarboxylase in an in vitr.o protein-
.. . . . ·''. -~-
synthesizing system from rat liver oo.n. 
Aldosterone may exert it's effiact on sodium transport at the gene. 
Sodium tra-.,isport in mucosal cells of the toad bladder is blocked by 
;;i.ct:i.nomycin D (19h Edelman·.!!,.!!.· (19) have shown by autoradiography 
that labeled aldosterone is concentrated in the nucleus or perinuclear 
region of the muco.sal epithelJum of t~ toad bladder. 
Dahmus and Boomer (15) reported· that hydrocortisone treatment 4 
. . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . 
hours before sacrifice resulted in increased template activity for DNA-
dependent .RNA s.ynthesis in chromatin isolated from .the rat liver. The 
differen<Ze in template activity between chromatin extracted fr.om treat-
ed rats and c.hromatin extracted from control rats was abolished by the 
removal qf DNA ... bound protein. These· investigators concluded that 
hy.dr.ocortisone acti9n appeared to be _associated in some way with D:NA-
bound prot~in. 
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Sekeris and Lang (104) and Lang and Sekeris (68) have provided 
evidence that cortisol action in rat liver may act at the gene locus. 
Sekeris and Lang {104) reported direct evidence of cortisol stimula-
tion of messenger RNA synthesis by the use of P32 turnover studies in 
rat liver nuclei and cytoplasm. La-ng ,;1.nd Sekeris (68) stimulated pro-
tein synthesis in an in vi_tro amino acid incorporating system with 
nuclear RNA fractions isolated from normal and cortisol treated animals. 
RNA fractions from cortisol treated animals caused a higher incorpora-
tion of c1-4-L-leucine into protein than the corresponding RNA fraction 
from normal animals, 
As attractive as the hormone-gene thesis appears to be, some ex-
cellent work which indicates th-e primary effects of glucocorticoids 
are not on de novo enzyme synthesis has been presented; however, de 
- --..- . ......... 
novo enzyme synthesis appe~rs to be necessary for complete expression 
- . 
of hormone activity. Ray et al. (94) studied the effect of hydro-
··. _ ...... 
cortisone on blood glucose, hepatic glycogen, and hepatic phosphoenol-
pyruvate carboxykinase. Animals were treated with NaCl, actinomycin D, 
actinomycin D plus hydrocortisone and with hydrocortisone. The levels 
of glycogen and glucose were much higher in animals treated only with 
hydrocortisone. Actinomycin D blocked any rise in phosphoenolpyruvate 
carboxykinase in the above experiment. In the same experiment by Ray 
et al. (94), rats were similarly treated but also were given glucose 
intraperitoneally to insure a glucose load in all aninµils. Glycogen 
formation was stimulated by hydrocortisone plus actinomycin Das well 
as by hydrocortisone alone. Since actinomycin D blocks enzyme protein 
synthesis, these workers concluded that increased glycogen synthesi s 
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after glucoc.orticoid treatment did not require 2! ~ovo enzyme synthesis. 
This was also suggested earlier by Kvam and Parks (67). 
Tomkins .!!.. !.!.· (112). have recently suggested an important role of 
trans lat ion in enzyme synthesis. These workers foµnd that tryptophan 
pyrrolase activity increased in the liver of adrenalectomized rats 
treated with hydrocortisone. This increase began 2 hours after treat-
ment, peaked at 4 to 8 hours, and returned tocnormal 8 to 10 hours after 
treatment.. This increase was completely blocked by previous treatment 
with actinomycin D. Although actinomycin D blocked tl:1.e initial steroid-
induced increase in tryptophan pyrrolase activity, later administration 
of the antibiotic caused an.increase in trypotphan pyrrolase activity. 
These workers suggested .that sufficient m--RNA w~s present for increased 
enzyme synthesis after tryptophan pyrrolase activity began to dec.rease; 
however, a cytoplasmic RNA-dependent repressor blocked further synthesis 
of the enzyme by m-IrnA. Later administration of actinomycin D blocked 
the synthesis of the t'epressor and translation was permitted to con-
tinue. These investigators proposed that glucocorticoids may act on 
protein synthesis at some step beyond the gene transcription site. 
The effects of glucocorticoids in the thymus, another target organ, 
are considerably dif.ferent than those in the liver. In the thymus 
glucocorticoid ... induced involution occurs by some t,mknown mechanism • 
. Although there is. considerable evidence that the glucocorticoids exert 
a hormone gene effect in the liver, existing evidence indicates that 
.hormone effects in the thymus do not involve. gene regulation. 
Reduced rat thymicweights and K/Na ratios can be observed 6 hours 
after .glucocorticoid treatment. Hist·ologic studies by Stevens et al. 
-----
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(1Q9) .6 hours after .cortisQl treatment revealed depreesed mitosis and 
,· .. . . ... , . · .. ' . ·.. . 
the presences of a large number of shr1.mk~n pyknotic· niJe.leL Since 
. . '. . .. .. . . ... 
tb.ere. was no meas\lrable ehange. in the levels of nuc~eic. acids, a J;)re-
ferantial loss of water and cytoplasmic constitueilt,s probably occurred .• 
t>NA syntM,Sis, me_~sured by the rate of thymidine-2-J4c inci,rporatioEl., 
decreased after cottisol administratio11~ 
Halkerston !E !!.• (?9) studied the ef:£ects .of cortisol on gene. 
regulation in. the. thymuf:i. ThE!Y found t?\at cortisol treatment caused· 
a similar reduction in both the thymus we.ight and K/Na ratio in b.oth 
c.on:trol and ac::tinomycin ~treated rats. 'l'b,~se workers als.o foQnd that 
.. the thymus weights were not redu.ced in rats receiving. actinom.ycin D 
.alone. If inv,oJution was tile r~sult. of. cat~bolic enzyme syntlu~sis, 
actinomycin D should blocl,c thymus involution after co:rtisol treatment. 
Alternf.!.tively, if cortis.ol represses the syntbesis 1>f enzy~s neeessacy 
for an_abolic processes, actinomycin D should exert a catabolie. effect 
on the thymus also, by. blocking the synth~sis of anabolic enzymes~ 
Since th:~se eftects were not ob$~rved, these workel"s concluded that 
cortisol ~et ion may not involve t® gene locus in the.· thymus. 
Sul;u::ellui~r Jlbtrib':,ltion of Glµcocorticoids 
R~<:ently, seyeral investigators hAve stu~ied the subcellul.!!,r dis,-
.tribution of labeled glQCocQrticc,ids in hepatic tissue. If one a.ss4mes 
that th~ hormone ~cts .ffi.n personU at it primary site of ~etion, local ... 
i~ati.on w:i..thinth,e cell would Pr.-ovide some indics.tio:n of its primary 
~ct:i..on. Rapid, preferential lQca.lization of tritiated aldosterone in 
the nl;lclea..r and perinucleE!,r tegion of te>ad bladdet ml,Jcosal cells. has 
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provided suggestive evidence that this. hormc;me may act at the gene 
locus (19). If it could be established that this radioactivity repre-
sents free aldosterone and not metabolic products, this wQu:ld provide 
additional evid1.mce for an effect at the gene locus. 
Several investigators have studied the aubcellular distribution 
of labeled glucocorticoids in vivo and in vitro (4, :5, 113). Ulrich 
, , . ·---- ---- -· - . 
(113) studied the subcellular distr:il;>ution of ( 14c) cortisol in rat 
hepatic tissue in vitro, He found 75 t.o 80% of the activity in th.e 
·-
supernatant fraction, 18% in the microsomal fraction, 3% in the mito-
chondrial fraction, and 2.8% in the nuclear fraction. Incubation of 
isoiated mitochondrfa with (14c) cortisol demonstrated that the hormone 
~mtered the mitpchondrio.n very rapidly by the process of diffusion. 
Two washings with sucrose removed 95% of the radioactive cortisol E;J.nd 
it$ metabolite.s from the mitochondria, thus indicating very little or 
no binding of the. steroid. 
Bellamy!!..!!· (.5) studied the. ,l!! vivo uptake of cortisol in rat 
tissues. It was noted that tissues af the rat differ greatly in their 
ability ta concentrate (14c) cortisol. Tissue/plasma ratios were found 
to be about 6 for liver, 5 for ~pleen, 3 for kidney, 3 for intestine, 
1 for skeletal muscle, and less than one for nerve tissue. Mu,ch of the 
.s.ctiyity was probably due to .metabolites of cartisol since a large per--
centa.ge of the activity moved into the water phase when partitioned be ... 
tween chlotofotm and water. It was suggested that cortisol entered the 
~ell by diff11sion and that a favorable diffusion gradient was main-
tained by the intrc,tcellul.s.r adsQrption of free cortisol. A barrier ta 
the diffusion of cortisol into the brain seemed to. exist since the 
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.. tissue pl~sma ratic,, w-as l~tls than one • 
. Lat~r Ball~my (4), in an .!! vivo study, found tb,at (l4c) cortis.ol 
was not adsorbed to any type of rat liver cell particl~s. lie :found 
that abollt 14% of the. total ~omogertate acthdty w~s present in the 
nijelear fraction, 6.6%. in the mitochon<lrial ftaetion, 7~3% in the 
mi,ct'osomal fr;1;tet;.ion, and 75%. in t.he supernatant fra<?tion, t~ eoncen ... 
tration c>f 14c eounts/min/g. wet. wt~, waa high~st in the. micros0me frat-
ti.on, and· low~st in the m;ielear fraction.. $imUc:1r r~sults wete obtained 
with.!.!!, vitro experiments •. Most of the act.hity in the sup~rnatant w.as 
due to 1)-&lar metabolit~S of t1:>rt!sol, whereas the non~polar compounds 
te111ained mostly in t~ particulate fractions~ (14c) Ce>rtic.ost~:tone Wfl.S 
.tak~n up by liv~t sJices faster than c.ortisol; howeve.r, the subeelluh.r 
distribution was similar. .At low temperatures the adsoJ:bed la~led 
sttroid w,as not easily removed by washing. At higher. t~mperatur~s it 
was. teaq.ily r.e&o,ved. This indicated thtjl.-t: metabolism. of tb,e .steroid to 
more pol~r me,tabolites oecurred and that the metabolites were readily 
. . . . . . . '. . ... . 
le.ached out. Tteatm~nt of the .PaJ;"ticulate fraetion. with ribonuclease 
·or removal of ribe>nuele.ie .aci<is from tissues with hot t:.riehloro.acetie 
,;1.cid made no diffe.renee in t~ a.<j$orption of e.~rtic,Qst~rot1e. It w~s 
tures whet~. they W?;te. relatively inaccess.ibl~ to enzyme l;lCtion. '!'he 
tissue/plasma ratip.s wete:. ])rain 0.38, skeletal muscle 0.38, s,plesn 
0 • .30. and liver 1~ 72. 
'l'®. sub¢ellui.ar distribution of ( 14c) eo.rtisol .and c14c) eorti .... 
eost~rone in pat l.iver and muscle 11as be,~n s1;udied .!.!!, vivo .and !:! 
vftto by Ile Venut.o ~ !.!.•, 06) •. "Eq~Uibtium fra~tiona.tion" was used 
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dijring the separation by different fractions. This procedure provides. 
for separation by differential centrifugation in sueh a way that the 
original suspe·ndiJ.11g me.dium w~s utilized tlltoughout th~ entb;e fraction-
ation procedure, and therefore remained in equilibrium with all frac-
tions. These: workers compared the difference in the subceJlular dis-
.tribution of labeled steroids when prepared either by equilibrium 
fra.ctionation or by the standard frl;1ctionation procedure.. A differ-
ence was clearly shown. Standard fractionation procedures result¢d 
in a higher percentage of the activity in the supernat~nt fraction and 
a lower percentage of the activity in the nu.clear and mitochondrial 
fraction. The distribution pattern 5 minutes after the inJ~~tion of 
cortisol is ~ssentially t.he same as that of corticost~rone, whereas in 
··.. ~
vitro the amount of corticosterone bound to. the mitochondrial fraction 
is great~r than the corr~sponding value for cortisol. Thia results are 
ess~ntially the same in adrenalectomized rats or normal rats. The sub..; 
ce.Uular- distribution of (l4c) corticosterone in vivo in adrenalectom-...... -~ ..... 
ized rats was as follows: nuclear fraction 13.4%, mitochondrial :fr~c-
tion 26.6~, micr.psomal 7. 8%, and supernatant .51.·1%. :E!quilibr1um frac--
tionation proc!3d~r~s were used to obtain the above frEJ.ctions. 
Equilibrium dialysis experiments "1ere prep~ed by placing th~ 
different fractif>ns in dialysis bags and placin,g the bags and contents 
in wide mouth glass _jars cont~ining a known ~mount o.f radi0q.etiv.e 
. st~roid (16}. A,ft~r a predetermined shaking time the radioactivity 
of the solution' inside the bags, outside Qf the bags, and the amount 
of radi{)_active mat~rial bound to the subcellular fractions was deter-
mined. T.ne results of the dialysis stodies: were simil~r to the .!£ vivo 
....... J 
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studies. Far less steroid was bound to the nuclear and microsomal 
fractions than to the mitocb.Pn<;lrial f.raetion. 
The possibility of metabolic transformations of the steroids in 
vivo and in vitro was investigated by chromatography (16). rt was 
........................ ---
found that the nuelei and supernatant tractions contained only original 
cortisol or eorticosterone and no metabolites were detected. The 
radioactive material in the mitochondria and micros.omes consisted of 
about 15 -to 25 percent metabolic products. Previous w9rk by De Venuto 
ciin<l Westpha 1 (17) p;royided evidence that in the presence of a NADPH ... 
regenerating system all fractions metabolized cortisol. In the absence 
of a NADPR.,._regenerating system micros.omes and mitochondria metabolized 
cortisol ;rapidly, wheretis nuclei and supernatant fraetions did not 
metabolize the steroid. 
Ranngren et al. (40) made whole body autoradiographs of mice in-
--- .......... 
jected with (14c) labeled cortisone and cortisQl Both were rapidly 
distributed to all tissue. Selective accumulation w..;3.s observed in 
liv¢r, kidney, intestines, bronchial muc.osa., ductus epididymus, vas 
deferens., and interstitial cells of testicle and ovary! Th.e brown 
:eat in the neck region .and the pituitary contained relatively high 
eonce:ntrations of the st~roid. aadioactivity in joints, brain tissue, 
c;1.nd cerebrospinal £1uid was low. The radioactive steroids penetrated 
the placental barrier; however, uptake in the foetus was low. 
Dingman and Sporn (18) studied in the intracellular binding.~ 
v.i.vo or ,;1.ctinomycin D and hydrocortisone in tat liv~r. These workers 
._......._.. ', . . 
round that DNA was the major binding site for labeled actinomycin Q, 
whereas hydr .. ocortisone did not bind with DNA. The activity in the 
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subeeHular fractions was nuclei .5%, mitochondria 8%, micrqsomes 4%, 
and .supernatant 85%. The possibility of binding si.tes in t.he s.uper-c 
nat~mt fraction was investigated wi.th equilibrium dialysis teehnlqu.es. 
It was tound tl).at only 7 ... 12% of the activity W!!S non-dialyzable. 
The.refor-e a l{:lrge number of binding sites }?rObably do not exist in the 
soluble part o.f the cell. Tl\,ese workers concluded that the prima:ty site 
of action of steroid hormones is not the genetic apparatus. 
Bojesen and Jensen (9) studied the in vive> incorporation of (3H) 
. . . . ........ ------- ' . . •',, .. . 
corticoster.:>ne in subcellular particles of heart and kidney. These 
worke.rs reported that attempts to localize eorticosterone le, vJvo in 
subeellular fr.actions of heart tissue indicated no ll!l'Calization with.in 
tb.e particulate fraction. The major part of the activity was found in 
the supernatant fraction. 
Additional attempts by these investigators were made to localize 
(3H) coirticosterone in order to gain clues concerning its site of 
a.ct.ion. Animals received a continuous infusion of (3H) cortieost~rone 
and W?:te sacrificed after 60 minutes of infusion. The heart and the 
kidney were quickly removed and homogenized in suero$e-mannitol si;,lu--
tion containing (14c) corticosterone. Accor<ling to th~EJe investigators 
this permitted distinctiQn between st¢:toid incorp~rated into subce11 .... 
ular ,Particli;ls and steroid Simply a<lsorbed or dissolved in these p.9.r-
tieles. This was d.one by determining the 3n/l4c ratio in the super .... 
natant and in the particulate fraction. The 3H/14c ratio in the super-
natant fraction re.pre.sents only steroid that is dissohe.d or acJEJorbed 
to. i;,articlias. A large amount of incorporated steroid in a particulate 
fraction would result in a higher 3H/l4c ratio tha11 observed in the 
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$~pernatant £r.1iietion. Qne hot1r after starting a eontinuous infusion 
of ( 3H) ·Cor-ticoste.rone the animal w~s s~crifice.d a.nd th~ <3H)/(l4c) 
was f<>und to. be. 1~83 in the. heart mit.:>ehondrial pellet and 1.04 in 
the. he~rt .sµp.ern.atant &elution~ Reliable ratios were not f()Und in 
.the microsomal f raetion. This indlctted that 111itb.in tb.e mitochondrion 
the :Ster()id is slightly incorporated and tmexehangeab~e. M~tabolism 
of the st;~roid in kidney tissue cemplieated the rati()s being mea.sure:dJ 
hl')wev~r, it W~$ found that. a amall amog:nt of the StE;1roid wjs bound in 
une-,cehange.able form to mitochon.d:tia and mic;rosmnes. 
CHAP.TE!R III 
M.4TERIALS.AND MEI'HODS 
Experinient I 
Treatment .2!,. Animals: Young Holtzman strain1. tnal£$ rats weighing 
150 to 200 g were bilaterally adrenaleetomized under eth~r an:esthesia. 
Two separate incisions wer:.e made parallel to the last pair o.f tibs. 
The glan<ls were removed and the .abdominal opening w1:1s closed with two 
layers of sutures, a muscle--peritoneal layer and a skin '.Lay.er. Th~ 
rats were returned to eages and aUowed to recover for three to five 
dayg. Tiley Wet:',e. given a rat laboratory chow* and 1.0% saJt water ad 
libitum. 
Th.e animals were fasted twelve hours befot'e sacrifice. Five 
hours hefore .s,aeri:Hce the treated an.fmals wer.e injected (IM) with 
five mg of cottieosterone** suspended in a sterile aqueous vehicle.*** 
Control anii:nals were injected wtth the carrier vehicle only. 
Frep?ration & H0tnogenates ~nd W~rbur.g Flasks: :S:aeh anitnal was 
decapitated by a mechanical device. An incision w~s quicklymaae. 
iµto the body and cr~nial caviti~s; about half t>f the eystic lobe 1'f 
t~ liv~r, the :dght kidney, the right testis, the diapb.ragm, the 
*g_alston-;Pudna Company, St. l,ouis. 
**N\ltritfonal Bd.ochemical Gorp., Cleveland, Ohio. 
*1d•T.he UpJolm Co., Ka.lam.a.zoo,· M:ichigan. 
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brain, and the heart were quickly rem.oved and each. plat!ed in 9. O ml 
Qf cold 0.154 M KCl. The entire btain was removed by unroof ing the 
cranial vault. lt was bise,cted sagittally and one half was used. 
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E!gch tissue. was cut into small pieces with scbsors and homogenized 
for approximately thirty sec.onds in a chilled :I?otter-Elevehjem homo-
ge.nizer. The diaphragm required an additional thirty se.conqs of homo ... 
genizing;. Six ml of the homogenate were transferred to a large test 
tube containing three ml of cold 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7,.4. Three 
ml of this mixture were tran!Elferred to a cold Warburg flask containing 
0.2 ml of 25% KOH and a small pie,ce of flutted, filter paper in the 
center well. One ml of the mixture was. placed in a 10 ml tared beak~r 
t::1.nd dried for 12 hours in a 90° C. oven. The following aliquots were 
taken from the mixture for prein.cubation analysis: Tw:o. ml were depro.-
teinized with L 8% barium hydroxide and 2% zinc sulfate for glucose 
and lactf.c acid determinations, one tenth ml was removed for protein 
determinatLon, one tenth ml t(a.s removed for inorganic phosphate deter-
mination, and 0.5 ml w_as. removed for glycogen determination. 
Tll.e Warburg flasks. containing the tissues were pla,eed on a Gilson 
ri?spirometer and the tissues were equilibrated 1:md¢r air for 10 min-
utes at 379 C. The equilibration period was followed by a 30 minute 
inc.ubation period during which oxygen uptake readings were taken at 
10 minute intervals. At the end of the incubation period aliquots 
were removed from the flasks and used to determine protein, glucose, 
.gJyeogen, inorganic phosphate, and lactic acid levels in a manner .sim... 
ilar to the preincubation analyses noted above. 
Protein was determined by the Biuret method (37). Glucose wias 
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deti;trmi:n~d by th:e glucose ox.idase metb:od (~4.h Inorganfo p~osp~at~. ~as 
determined according to the. pro.cedure ~f L,ow~ry and tope:z: (76) •• 'L,~et.ic 
,a.eid w~s de·t(;!tmined ~e~ording to the pro.ceduz:e of Barker ~nd Su1Illllera.on 
l'iteat;ma:nt ~ .Animals: Th:e treated and control rat:s ia th.is e~peri-
ment wer~ handled in J;tn identical manner t,o treated and con.trot rcits ir1 
Exper in1¢nt I ... 
~te;M;rat,i1on 2£. Mit~hon<iria: Each anima.l WSJ!I. dec,apitat:.ed an~ b.f)lll&-. 
genat~s w~r.e 1Ii8-de -0t btain, ~art, and tiver-. tissne. ~. btai~ and 
. ' ' '. . 
~u¢rt)se; o.oos M ®TA; 0~002 ~ tris buffet}. The Hv~t was homogania~d 
. . . . ' 
in ice e-oid stlct'()St ... JWJ:A solution {0.2.5 M su~ros.e; ~.00.5 M ED'l'A; O.Jl02 
M tt: is . buf f~t) • 
ed by Ba,yJitys .(2)~ _ Heart mitoehpndtia .. were isolated ~ceording to the-
t,rocedure deS¢;i;<ibe-d by c1ela:nd (12). Liver m:ltoehonqtia w~r-e isolated 
ace~!:'<ling -t,~ t.he pr.oeedut~ de$etibed by- Hogeboom {,50) .. 
P/0 tatioa, w~re mea.sure<l in l:5 ml Warburg v~$sel$ in1"'" 
. ·. .. ·. . . . . ·. · .. · - .. 
oxygen up-take ni.easuteinents. 
Tb,e final _vollllD.~ .oJ: the re.action mixture was 3~0 tnl.. It ~oa..,. 
t~ine.d: su.ctos~, 120 JJ moles; tris buff~~ (pH 7.4), 200 p mpl~$; 
,eita,,r $u.¢tinatE!•;_ 7S p moles, 2':5 p moies, or malat,e- ,p~us 1,>;r:tuva.te; 2.0 
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)l moles of eaeeh; cytochrome e~, 0.03 p moles; phosphate, 40 p mol¢s; 
ATP, 3~0 )l moles; magncesium sulfate, L5 p moles, and a mitoch.ondrial 
suspension containing 4 to lO mg of mitochondrial p.rotein. 'I'h,e side 
a.rm contained 50 )l mo1¢S of ,glucose, 350 KM. units o.f h€!xokinase, .and 
5.o p moles Of ADP. Reagents wete purchased from Sigma Cl:);emieal Com-
pany.* Duplicate flasks wet:'e- prepared and were allowed to equilil;>rate 
un.der air for 10 minutes. The rea.ction wa.s initiated by adding the 
he:x:okinase-glue.ose trap from the s.ide arm. One flask .of each pair was 
removed and immediately aft~r adding the side arm contents, 0 •. 2 ml was 
r.emoved and placed in O. 8 ml of 5% TCA. This was an'1lyzed for iM>rganic 
phpsphate by the method .o.f Lowery and Lopez (76). The other flasks 
were incubated for 1.5 minutes during whfoh oxygen uptake was mellsu.red. 
At the end of 15 minutes .the £lask were removed and aliquots were taken 
f.or inorganic phosphate and protein determinations. The eha.nge in in-
organic phosphate levels reptesented the amount bound as high energy 
phosphate. The P/0 ratio was determined by comparing the decrease in 
inorganic }?hospll.ate, expressed in p. moll::ls phosphate, to t.he p atoms of 
.oxyge:n taken UJ?. 
~periment III 
treatment ~ Animals: A4tenalectomized rats weighing about 150 
gram.$ we;r-e anesthetized wlth sodium pentabarhhaL The left femoral 
v~in waa exposed and each animal re-eeived 0.5 ml of s.olutit>n eont.ain-
ing lQ micrograms of "cald" cprticosterone and 20 mictoeµries of ( 3H) 
*Sigma Ch,emical Co., St. Louis. 
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corticosterone:* intravenously. The solution was prep~red by evapil>r"" 
ating to. dryness o.2m1 of benzene. containing 0.2 milU.eut'ies of (3H) 
Cilrtieosterone. The residue was diss:&lved in 0.2 ml of ethyl alcohol 
containing 0 ... 10 mg of ''cold" corticosterone. Saline w~s added to makt:l 
a total volume o.f 5.0 ml. A (3H) corticostElrone with a specific aetiv .... 
ity Of 33. 9 curfas pe.r millimole l>tas used without prior pudfieation. 
Fra¢tionation ,!?! Tfa:sues.: Thirty minute,Is .after injection of ( 3H) 
e&:rtie.oste:rone, one ml of blood was collected by eardiac puneture. 
'I'be a.nitllals were immediatgly s.aerificed by decapitation and the livetr, 
heart, thymus, and brain were removed am rinse.d twice in sucrose.. The 
'!)rain, thymlls, and b.eart were e~ch placed in 0.3 M suerQ,se; o .. 005 M. 
EDT.t\., and. 0.003 M tl"is buff~r, pH 7.5 •. The liver was placed in 0 .. 25 M 
$ucrose, o.oos M EDTA and o.Q03 M tris buffer, pH 7.5. ~eh tissue 
was cut in.to small piec.es and homogenized in .a Potti;ir-Elvehjem homo-
genizer <lriven by an. el?Ct:dc drill.. Fifty µg of ¢arrie::t' corticoste.r,., 
one were added at this point. Aliquots: of the hsmogenai;.?,S w¢re saved 
for e'.X:tra-ction.. The remaining hom9ge.nates were f.raet.ionated into 
nuclei (fraction 1) 1 i:nitochon¢tria (fra.ction 2), mkrt>somes (fraction 
3), and $npernatant (frattion 4). Frat:tion 1 and rra.ct:i.on 2 of brain,. 
heart, and liver were obta·;ined as previ<>usly indieated in Experim~nt 
11:. the thymus was fractionated by the same procsdure u.sed for the 
hea:t-t. The eombined supernatant for each tissm,~, w,as centrifuged at 
10:5,000 x g for 60 minut(:>S in a. :Beekman model t-2 ultr,aeent:dfuge in 
ord¢ir to 0btain fr~ctipn 3 and fraction 4 .• 
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Mictoseopie examinati<m of f:tactJon l indicated the a'bsenee of 
intact cells in this frac.tion. 
Electron micrographs .of fraction 2 s.howed a· very high concentra--
tion of mitochondria and very few eontaminants in all preparatipns 
except fr.om tp,ymus. The thymus preparatbin w~s contaminated with 
.othet organelles and cell fragments to a gre~ter extent tru1n this 
fraction ftom tlle ot~r tissues. 
Extraction and Purification of Corticosterone: &Ach fraction 
, ., .--· . ......... . . -.. -- ...,, -------
was e.xtr~eted with 15 v0lume,s of hot acetone (54-609 C.) and filtered 
with #40 Whatman filter paper. The filtrate was evaporated to drynesl:l 
using a Rotavapor and a water bath at .soo C. · In Qrder to remove acids, 
phenolic compotmds; and conjugated steroids, 5 ml .of water and 0.25 ml 
of 10% Na.OH were added to the dry lllater:i,al and e.x:tr<=!icted 3 times with 
lO ml dietllrl e·the.r. The ether extract was w:as:hed 3 times with 2 ml 
of water in orde,t' to remove all sodium hydroxide. The ether extract 
wais evaporated to drynes.s Qttder nitrogen. Tlle material was reconstit-
uted in 2 .ml of 90% aqueous methanol and partitioned 3 times with 2 ml 
of ligroine in or:-de:t to de:fat the i:1xtract. 'I'he partitioning was accom ... 
plished by placing three test tubes in a row, each c:ontaining 2 mi of 
90% aqueous methanol. The fiJ:'s.t tube contained the recon.stituted 
ether extract~ Two ml of ligroine were added to the first tube and 
after thoroughly sha,ldng with a vortex mixer, the tube was e,entrifuged 
'btita!ly to break the emulsicm and the ligroine w.as ttansfetred with a 
pipet to the nex.t tube containing 2 ml .()f 90% aqueous methanol. Fresh 
ligroine was added to the first tube and tile above procedure was re-
peated 3 times. Each tube was shaken and tr.ansfers were made to. the 
ne~t tub~.. 'l'he 1 ig:t:'oine removed from the last tu.be in t.he '3eries was 
disicarded. Tb,e aqueous methanol in the 3 tubes .was e.ombined, placed 
in an evap.orating fl.ask and evaporated to dryness. Five tenths ml of 
water was added to e,;1ch evaporating flask and extracted 4 times with 
di~thyl ether. The ,ether was evaporated to dryn~ss. and the residue 
was ref!onstituted in 1 ml of chlot·oform-.tn(:}thanol (1.:1). F'ifty ug of 
carrier steroid were added at thi$ point.. One tenth ml Gf .this mi:.1ett1re 
was taken and $J;>otted on. th.in layer .Pla:t~s: which wete <::Mted with. 
silica gel (30 g Siliear* and 60 ml .. t11f H20) and ehromatpgraphed in a 
·ehlorof orm ... methanol st)lvent (85: 15). Spots eor:tesponding tt:> st,andard 
ctrtieo.sterone were. removed and placed in small test tubes.. One tenth 
ml 01: water was added a1:1d the silica gel was extrt.teted two times with . 
.2 ml .of benzenlilf. 1'1,ie b~nzene was plaeed in a Uguid seintLllation vi.al 
and ev.apor.s.ted under. nitrogen. T¢n ml of a.cintillation f luld .(4 g 
count~d f.or 10 minutJas in ,a P~cl.<:ard T:ri ca.rb $tlintillation Counter. 
The samp;tes were prepared to give a co1,1nting rate at least twice the. 
batl.<:grpund eount. 'l'l;te total ¢ount;$ were at least 400 £,or this counting 
time. It was pos,$,ibi~ t.o count 3u with an ~:ef ieieney of 13% using ,a 
V!Dlta.ge setting of 1()'"'"'200 on ehannel A, and a voltage se,tting of 200~ 
*M1:tllinc:krodt, St. touis. 
**Packard: Inst. Co., Down~rs G!t'ove, Ill.. 
CHAPTER :rv 
Tlla objee.tf~,a .of these atudies w~re the following: first; t,o 
meast:1re bi~<Hi•ica.l chang~s in diff ~r~nt t;i.ssues. of tM ra.t .after 
,e:ot>ti.eos.t~rene t:r:-ea.1:.m.~nt; see:and; to me~sure .. P/0 rattQs .. in mit:ochen4ti.a. 
isolated tt.om lb.er, hear:t, ,a..,nd brain tiss~H¥. t.ak~n ft:.~m a:dr-en.al~ctom-
. '. : ' . . ' . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . ·• .• . ·. ~· . 
i~d ·eo;tieMt.~tone,-treate<l. -~r>,d a4renale,etembed non-t~s.ted rats; and 
thit'd, t.o l,~eii':li~e (3H) e.~rtie.()s~rone within ,t.he subeeltulAr fr(t.1Jctio.ns 
of t~ bt-ain, the. t1':ymus, the 1,l.~art and t.he li.v~r.. Tt is. h~ped that 
th~ t~suitl pr~!~nte.d he.rein .. and t.he expe1:ime.nts suggt,sted by this t.r.¢it<k 
will contr-ibuU to the ell'leidat~.Qn t,f $11,11.ui>e;o:rtie·oid ~tion sitea •. 
aioch¢mie~.1 Cha·ng¢s in Ti-se,ue~ 
. . 
. .In O,rd~r t.o. ~a A Ct)mpaJ:"iaon ~tWffl!n .gl.ueoe.O·ttkoid~indu~.ad 
¢ba.nge,s ia di:cf~ten:t tit:l1iu~s andi ~tabolic .altera~ions in t~,e ti$,SUf$, 
th~ f it-~t experiment. t.1as dtsig~d t.Q mefJ.-Sµte: t1i~· ~£~ts. o.£ ~eu:te, ,a4min-
istr.Jltion b,f eot-tieo$terona on the. me,taboJ.ism of .. hQmogerut.tes: which wiet,e. 
i,r~~~d from the b:tain, he-art, diapl,tragm, li-'W,!t'\ kid~y, .and t~sti~. 
Pr•i~bation l:e\f.~,ls ~d eh4ng~~ in the amJunt of oxyg.~n. qpt:~1Jt$.; .la.~tie 
,~eld prt)<luetion; .glf·«!1>g~n br~kdo.~; f:)J."otein ebang,s~ in().tganie pho~ .... 
. ph#~: disatti>'~Jr~Itce,. and glucose u:t,:Hbation w(lre llt(;l~S~red during a 30 
minute ineubat.ion J;>&.r-iod. App~opriate· aliqu,trt:;$ were., remt:>vl;ld ft~ th~ 
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4:5 
ineubatic0t1 mb:tute. f~~ prein.~ubation det~~in;ltions. and .afte·t i~nbf:1..-. 
ti-~n t:1im.Uat ~liqunis. w~r,~ r:e.mi))ved f.rom tb.e- f la.1,k for ps0stint'!ubati0:n 
d~te;'mi~t. i.~Jlla;; 
TAB,l;E I 
A.V.~Glt-PJQ!'G •. ;U:PXAK.E: (~,,t;tCRP;l.:C.'l$R.$/100 MG PROTEIN) .BY .BRA!N, 
~r,, DIA1:1imAGMt .trv:Ea-~ Iq:DN~' AND TESTIS . HO.MOGn:NA'.fES . ', 
FR.0~.CFA$Tlro, AnRENALECTOM!ZED, _ G()RttCOSTERONE;..':rR$A't':ED 
lt4.'11S MID FA$TSO, 'Al])JffiNAL~OMtZED, -NON.-.tREATED BATS,. 
-'.I'RM1EJ) .@.TS . RSC$:tVln> 5-., () :MG OF OOR'l'-!CQSTi{tt()NE 
r1$sJlle 
llpmbgena,t~ 
BtJin 
Bt,ttin 
ll~tt 
RM@ 
D i.apb.t'.agttt. 
napntagm 
ti,~ ' 
t.iv~t 
:t(i,it1ey 
t<:idn.e,y 
·r~stJs 
r,itis 
,:of_ S. ltOURS . BJWO:RJ? SACRIFICE·. NPN..;,nt~TEP -
- RAT$ IiBC.EtVm> CAl~Rr;ER V$lci;& O~Y -
Tteate-a 
N~~:fa:,<ia-ted 
'l't:fa~t~4 -,, ---
Nr>~t:rea.ted 
. •. . . . - .. ·-· - .. , .. ~ .. 
T.tt¢~ted 
1il'on,-.t;.t~"1~~i 
''rt'~t$d 
Nfn1""1:,t'~ated 
'r:tdted 
i::;:::a~d 
N~n-treatt4 
NO. t)f 
Rats 
Ineubat.ion Time ·6n!nut~;11J 
-10*** . ;20*** . 3()*** 
62.$21 
58 -*17 
-.11;;,2. ,:45 
11~·*41 
43 4;34 
41 ':t.io. 
143 :t43 -
.119 ~3 
.70-t25 
74. ~9 
-21 · :t; a: 
io'. *ld 
122 z.3-6 
113 d.:32 
165_%~1$ 
-180 *f 8 
7'0 ~l 
-S9 ;kcjg 
2:49* ~8 
-193 :f.82 
131 ~l 
128 i47 
''5;5 *1:5 
~st ~~1 
176 f.$& 
15$ t3-5 
.213 *-- 7-1 
2;2·6 z 44 
9-8 ;I.:. 44 
79 -:k 47 
328** %104 
.· ;246 ·-;lic-----96 
178 .f:$1 
1if ,;t,61 
71 -*·-. 26 
~9--~-- 2,7 
*:P< 0#, l~O-s **P< -#\-0,.Ql. Tre,ated ttt no.n...-t:r.~a.t~d. 
- ***Vil.l,U.~$ t.~);lr-~JRt ,wcyg~n upt~ka. dtiting le); 2(!)( ttnd 30. min~t~S •_1)£ 
ineu~tton. 
T~ ~ffeet .c>f ~euf.-~ ·¢C>-rti~ost~tone. trt;i_;:t,ttJ,tS:nt &n -o:a:ygen Ul)t.4k-el by 
-~~$~~t~s fr,pared f~t>m b.t,-in_, diaph1:1gm;. tlvt:, -~nd tt~t;J ~:c\e. Jh•n 
in l'fb~~' I &clld ill.u-~f;~,t:~d g~lil.pht~-UY in li'~gu~s i,. 2, ,and s. Qn:ly. in 
~gtn u.tt,i-~. l>)'· t~,, 1iv,tr ~tMnoge:n1;1:t~$" W'.hieh. w:~~ p~e~~d ft·• ~.~t-t,J-. 
Jl>~~ttilne.,.tr,~~ ~11l.itnal.$ w~$ s:ig;nH.i<!~,tlr gr:ea..tfJ;.' .1,ft;~r 20: mirua:t~.t 
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Average Oxygen Uptake (mier-oliters/100 mg protein) by Brain 
and Heart llomogenates. Tissues prepared from fasted, 
lidrenalectomized, corticost.erone:-treated rats. and fasted, 
adrenaleetom.ized, noii-"treated rats. Treated rats received 
.5-.0 mg of cortfoosterone · intramuseularily five b.,.ours be ... 
fore Sl;l;Ctifiee.. . . . 
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Figure 2. Average Oxygen Uptake (microl i:ters/100 mg protein) by Dia-
phragm and Liver Homogenates. Tissue prepared ftiom fasted, 
adrenalectomized, eorticosterone-treated rats a,nd fasted, 
adrenalectomized, non..-treated rats. Treated rats received 
5.0 mg of cortieosterone intramuscularily five hours be-
fore sacrifice. 
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Figure 3.. Average Oxygen Uptake (mi.croliters/100 mg protein) by Kidney 
.f,lnd Testis .Homogenates. Tissue prepared from fasted, 
adrenalectomized,' corticosterone ... treated rats and fasted, 
a<lrenalectomized, non-treated rats. Treated rats r¢ceived 
5.0 mg .of corticostero~e intramuscul~rily five hours be-
fore sacrifice. 
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(P<. 0.05) and after 30 minutes (P.( 0.01) of incubation when compared 
to the corresponding value for non-treated animals. The treatment pro-
duced no effect on oxygen uptake by homogenates prepared from the other 
tissues. 
Protein levels in the different tissues taken frem corticosterone-
treated and non-treated rats measured before and after incubation in 
the Warburg apparatus are given in Table ll. A treatment effect was 
TABLE II 
AVERAGE PROTEIN (MG/Gi DRY TISSUE WT) IN BRAIN, HEART, DIAPHRAGM, 
LIVER, KIDNEY, AND TESTIS HOMOGENATES FROM FASTED, ADRENALECT-
CMIZED, CORTICOSTERONE-TREATED RATS AND FASTED, ADRENALECT-
OMIZED, NON-TREATED RATS. TREATED RATS RECEIVED 5.0 MG 
OF GORTIGOSTERONE IM 5 HOURS BEFORE SACRIFICE. SAMPLES 
. WERE TAKEN BEFORE AND AFTER 30 MINJTES INaJBATION 
IN WARBURG FLASK UNDER AIR • 
Tissue Type of No. of Preincu- . Postincu- Differ--
Homogenate Rats Rats bat ion bat ion ence 
Brain Treated 21 445 ± 88 436 ± 88 
- 9 
Brain Non-treated 19 492 ±101 483 .± 89 
-
9 
Heart Treated 24 405 .±123 364 -±138 -41 
Heart Non-treated 25 435 .:t101 436 2125 
- 9 
Diapllragm Treated 20 4~1 -±140 417 3'156 -14 
Diaphragm Non-treated 2-1 452 .±152 430 .±163 -22 
Liver Treated 24 540 .:t159 524 %163 -16 
Liver Non-treated 25 550 ±151 553 .±171 3 
Kidney Treated 24 460* ± 51 443 :t:108 -17 
Kidney Non-treated 22 529 ±119 498 ::t:124 -31 
Testis Treated 24 522 ±105 525 ±110 3 
Testis Non-treated 22 570 .±122 546 -±116 -24 
*P < O. 05 Treated vs non-treated. 
observed only in the kidney. In this tissue, the quantity of protein 
was significantly less (P< O. 05) in the kidney homogenates prepared 
from treated rats when compl;lred to untreated rats, This is not sur-
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prising since glucocorticoids are known to enhance protein degradation 
in extra hepatic tissue for the gluconeogenic process. There was no 
signific-ant change between preincubation and postincubation protein 
levels in any tissue. 
The effect of cort icosterone treatment on glucose and glycogen 
levels in the different tissues and the changes that occurred during 
incubation were made in order to obtain some idea of substrate utiliz.-
ation. The results of these studies are shown in Tables II and IV. 
TABLE III 
A.VE!RAGE GLYCOGEN (MG/100 G PROTEIN) IN BRAIN, H~T, ffIAPHRAGM, 
LIVER, KlDNEY, AND TESTIS H<l10GF,!NATES FRCM FASTED, ADRENA-
. LECTCMIZE:P, CORTIGOSTERON&.-TR&\TED. R.A:TS AND FASTED, 
ADRENALECTOMIZED, NON-TREATED RATS. TREATED RATS 
RECEIVE!D 5. 0 MG OF CORTICOSTE!RONE! IM 5 HOURS 
BEFORE SACRIFICE. SAMPLES W:ERE TAKEN 
BF:FORE AND -AFTER 30 .MINUTES INaJBA-
TION IN WARBURG FLASK UNDER AIR. 
Tissue Type of No. of Preincu- Postincu- Differ-
Homogenate Rats Ra.ts bat ion bat ion ence 
Brain Treated 15 362 :I: 272 269 ±155 - 93 
Brain Non-treated 15 288 ± 212 177 :t114 -111 
Heart Treated 14 436 ± 208 156 *-150 -291 
Heart Non-treated 15 361 :t 114 86 ± 52 -275 
Dfapb.ragm Treated 14 305 ± 159 109 ± 98 - 96 
Diaphragm N()n-treated 14 286 :!:: 149 121 ±101 -165 
Liver Treated 16 2200*.il420 241 ±224 - 1959 
Liver Non-treated 14 '89 :t 48 70 ± 46 - 19 
Kidney Treated 15 114 ±. 63 84 :t 40 - 30 
Kidney Non-treated 14 88 :t • 33 59 ± 36 - 29 
Testis Treated 14 76 :!: . 37 79 ± 41 3 
Testis Non-tr·eated 14 69 ± 37 59 :I: 33 - 10 
*P<0.05 **P < 0.001 ***P ~ 0.001 Treated vs Non-treated 
Treatment produced a highly significant (P~ O. 001) . glycogen increase in 
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the liver (Table Ill). Although there was no significant ,gl)'cogen in-
crease in any other tissue, a numerical increase in glycogen levels was 
.observed in a:J.l tissues of treated rats. A rapid bre-akdown of glycogen 
during incubation was observed in the brain, heart, diaphragm, and 
liver of both control and treated rats. A high standard deviation 
occurred in a.11 tissu.es; however, this was expected since tissue gly-
cogen levels .!lre known to vary considerably in tbe rat. 
The effects of treatment on tiss\,le glucose levels and on glucose 
changes during incubation are shown in Table IV. Glucose levels were 
TABLE IV 
AVERJ\GE GLUCOSE (MG/100 G PRarEIN) IN BRAIN, HE!AR.T, DIAPHRAGM, 
LIVER, KIDNE.Y, .AND TESTIS HOMOGJi!NATES EROM FASTED, ADRENA-
LECTCMIZED, GORTICOSTERONE-TREATED RATS .AND FASTED, 
ADRENALECTOMIZED, NON-TRE!ATED RATS. TREATED RATS 
RECEI~ED .5. 0 MG OF CORTICOSTERONE IM 5 HUJRS 
Tissue 
Homogenate 
Brain 
Brain 
Heart 
Heart 
Diaphragm 
Diaphragm 
Liver 
Liver 
Kidney 
Kidney 
Testis 
T~stis 
*P < 0-.001 
BEFORE SACRIFICE. SAMPLES WERE TAKEN 
BE'.FORE AND AFTER 30 MINUTES INaJBA-
TION IN WARBURG FLASK UNDER A.IR. 
Type of No. of Preincu- .Postincu-
Rats Rats bat ion bat ion 
'l'r~ated 20 41 * 25 28:. 20 
Nim-treated 22 54 * 30 34 ± 29 
Treated 22 164 *- 81 183 :I: 118 
Non-treated 20 165 * 91 167 :t: 106 
Trea·:ted 20 157 *108 193 :I: 1301 
Non...treated 19 143 = 94 170 ± 103 
Treated 21 784* i:k.318 2690 :t:1228 
Non-tr-ea ted .20 361 d:184 745 :I: 264 
Treated 21 341 =310 569 :I: 280 
Nl~n-trea ted 20 329 *171 593 :I: 270 
Treated 14 30 d: 22 24 :i:. 21 
Non".'"treated 14 45 :I:. 53 40 :I: 45 
Differ-
ence 
--13 
-20 
19 
2 
36 
27 
1906* 
384* 
228* 
264* 
-6 
-5 
Treated vs non-treated And preincubation vs postincubatitm 
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significantly higher (P< 0.001) in the livers of treated rats than in 
the 1 ivers of non-treated rats. Treatment pro.duced no -chang,e in the 
glucose level in other tissue·s. During incubation of liver and kidney 
homogenat·~s there was a highly significant glucose increase. The ori-
gin of this glucose was the breakdown of glycogen as indicated in 
Table III. 
A further summary of corticosterone treatment effe,cts on tissue 
carbohydrates is given in Table V. Since gly,c.ogen levels are expressed 
TABLE V 
AVERAGE- TOTAL CARBOHYDRATE (MG/100 G PROTEIN) IN BRAIN, HEART, 
DIAPHRAGM, LIVER, KIDNEY, AND TESTIS HOMOGENATES FROM .FASTED 
ADRENALECTOMIZED, GORTICOSTERONE-TREATED RATS AND FASTED, 
ADRENALECTOMIZED, NON~TREATED RATS. TREATED RATS 
RECEIVED 5. 0 MG OF CORTICOSTERONE IM 5 HOURS 
BEFORE SACRIFICE. SAMPLES WERE TAKEN 
BEFORE AND AFTER 30 MINUTES INCUBA-
TION IN WARBURG FLASK UNDER AIR. 
Tissue Type of No. of Preincu- Postincu- Differ-
Homogenate Rats Rats b~tion bat ion ence 
Brain Treated 403 297 -106 
Brain Non-treated 342 211 -131 
Heart Treated 600 328 -272 
Heart Non-tre.ated 526 253 -273 
Diaphragm Treated 462 302 -160 
Diaphragm Non-treated 429 291 -138 
Liver Treated 2984 2931 - .:53 
Liver Non-treated 450 815 365 
Kidney Treated 455 682 227 
Kidney Non-treated 417 652 235 
Testis Treated 106 103 3 
Testis Non-treated 114 99 - 15 
as mg of glucose, the sum of the glycogen levels and .glµcose levels are 
given in this table. It can be seen that in almost all cases a dis-
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appearance of total carbohydrate occurred during incubation. The car-
bohydrate decrease does not appear ~s lactic acid (Table VI). Since 
no exogenous substrate was .added, the carbohydrate which ~isappeared 
was like:ly used as substrate f-&r tissue metabolism. Total carbohydrate 
disa)?.peared more rapidly in the liver homogtmates frem corticosterone-
treated rats than from non-treated rats. 
Lactic acid values for each tissue from treated and non-treated 
animals; before and after incubation, are sulIIIIlarized in Table VI. No 
TABLE VI 
AVERAGE LACTIC ACID (MG/100 G PROTEIN) IN BRAIN , HEART, DIAPHRAGM, 
LIVER, KIDNEY, AND TESTIS HOMOGENATES FROM FASTED, ADRENALOCT-
CMIZED, CORT!'COSTERONE-TREATED RATS AND FASTED, ADR~LEcr-
CMIZED, NON-TREATED RATS. TREATED RATS RECEIVED 5.0 MG 
Tissue 
Homogenate 
Brain 
Brain 
Heart 
Heart 
Diaphragm 
Diaphragm 
Liver 
Liver 
Ki dney 
Kidney 
Testis 
Test is 
OF GORTICOSTERONE IM 5 HOURS BEFORE SACRIFICE. 
SAMPLES WERE TAKEN BEFORE AND AFI'ER 3;0 MIN-
. UTE.S INCUBATION IN WARBURG FLASK 
·UNDER AIR. 
Type of No. of Preincu- Postincu-
Rats Rats bat ion bat ion 
Treated 21 43 ·t".16 37 =12 
No.n--treated 21 36 .±14 .30 *14 
Tt:'eated 20 69 -±24 69 '*22 
Non-treated 20 69 :.l:26 74 .±24 
Treated 20 100 :l:i69 88 :t52 
Non-treated 20 82· -±31 69 :32 
Treated 19 6 :t 4 14 ;,1:13 
NQn-treated 17 11 ± 9 12 *11 
Treated 21 18 ±23 24 d:24 
Non- treated 20 21 i:16 14 ~11 
Treated 19 19 ±24 22 :J:43 
Non-treated 19 12 :t- 8 12 :t: 9 
*P < o. 05 Preincubation vs Postincubati.on. 
Differ-
~nee 
- 6 
- 6 
0 
5 
-12 
-13 
8* 
1 
6 
- 7 
3 
0 
signif i cant treatment effects we;-e observed on lact i c acid l eve l s in 
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the preincubation mixtur~s of any tissue. A significant lactic acid 
increase (P < O. 05) occurred in tI'eated liver homogenates during incuba-
ti.on;. however, only very small, nonsignifieant changes occurred in 
other tissues during incubation. 
The changes in inorganic phosp_hate leve.ls during incubation are, 
shown in Table VII. Since the homog·enates wer.e. buffered in phosphate 
TABLE VII 
CHANGE!S IN INORGANIC PHOSPHATE:. (MICROMOU:S/G PROTEIN) IN BRAIN , 
HEART, DIAPHRAGM, LIVER, KJDNEY, AND TESTIS HOMOGENATE.S FROM 
FASTE!D, ADRENALE:CTbMIZED, CORTICOSTE!RON~-TR&ATED RATS AND 
FASTED, ADR~l.EC'I'OMIZE!D, NON-TREATFD RATS. TREA,TED RATS 
RECJUV:tm .S. 0 MG OF -·GOR'!IGOSTERONE IM 5 HOURS B]WORE! 
Tissue 
Ht>mogenate 
Brain 
Brain 
Heart 
Heart 
Diaphragm 
Diaphragm 
Li ver 
Liver 
Kidney 
Kidney 
Testis 
Testis 
SACRIFICE!. SAMPLES WERE TAKEN BEFORE AND AFTER 
30 MINJTES INCUBATION IN WARBURG FLASK UNDER 
AIR. 
Type of No • . of Difference between Prein-
Rats Ra'.ts cubation and Pt>s t ineu hlt,ti on 
Treated 22 71.6 
Non-treated 20 53 . 5 
Treated 21 78.1 
Non-treated 23 68.7 
Treated 20 - 1 9.0 
Non-tl'eated 17 
-· 2.4 
Treated 23 11. 7 
Non-trec!,ted 25 31.2 
Treated 19 48.0 
Nim- treated 21 25.7 
Treated 19 26.3 
Nan-treated 19 45.6 
buffe r , initial levels of phosphate i n the tissue are not given . Only 
tb.e changes that occurred during incubation are reported in Table VII. 
These data indicate no s i gnificant treatment effect on inorganic phos-
phate levels in any tis s ue . Although not significant, the increase 
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of inorganic phospb.ate during incubation of liver homog·enates prepared 
from corticosterone.;.treated rats was les.s than that ol;>served for non-
treated rats. 
Experiment II. Mitochondrial P/0 Ratios. 
In order to study f.urt~r the effect of glucocorticoid treat~nt 
on oxidative metabolism, a second group of experiments was designed to 
measure the effect o.f ·Corticost~rone treatment on phos.phorous/oxygen 
utilization ratio. Animals were treated as previously indicated (p 37), 
and immediately after sacrific-e the brain, he.art, and liver were re-
moved and homoge-nized in sucrose-EDTA solution. A mitochondrial pe.Uet 
from each tissue was isolated by differential centri~ugation as pre-
viously indicated (p 39). P/0 ratios were determined using suecinate, 
malate, and malate+pyruvate as Substrate. These substrates were 
.selected because they ent~r the electron transport chain at differ-
·ent points ci.nd a steroid eff,e,ct at one c~rtain locus might have an 
-effect on the oxidation of one substrate and not · on the, Other. 
Electron micragraphs were made from sample pe:llets of each tissue. 
All pe,llets examined were found to contain highly concentrated intact 
mitochondria. The results are· shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
'!he effects of corticosterone treatment on oxygen consumption, ATP 
formation, and P/0 ratios by rat brain mitochondr i.-a are given in Table 
¥III. Regardless Of Substrate, corticosterone treatment had no signi-
ficant effect on oxygen consumpti(>n or ATP formation in rat brain mito-
chondria. A s.ligp.tly increased P/0 ratio (P<. o. 2) was obs~rved using 
malate As subs:trat-e. This change was due to a .slight de,cre{i..se in oxygen 
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Figure 4. (X35,000) Electron Micrographs of Brain (upper) and Thymus 
(lower) Mitochondria Isolated from Adrenalectomized Rats. 
A few cell processes and synaptic vesicles are apparent 
in the brain mitochondria. A lymphocyte, ribosomes, and 
portions of the cytoplasmic matrix are present in the 
thymus mitochondrial pellet. Some dehydration of the 
mitochondrial matrix occurred. Stained in lead citrate, 
embedded in epo;,cy resin and sectioned 0.1 micron. 
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Figure 5. (X3S,OOO) Electron Micrographs of Heart (upper) and Liver 
(lower) Mitochondria Isolated frc,m Adrenalect-cmized Rats. 
Portions of the sarcoplasmic reticulum are apparent in 
the heart pellet. Some dehydration of the mitochondrial 
matrix occurred. Stained in lead citrate, embedded in 
epoxy resin and sectioned O.l micron. 
TAB;LK VIII 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, ATP FORMATION, AND P/0 .RATIOS IN BRAIN 
MITOqHONDRJA ISOLATED F.Rrn ADR~LECTOM:J;ZED, CORTI-
C::OSTERON&-TREATE!D RATS ANO ADRENALEC'l'OMJ;ZED, 
NON.-TRSATE:D 'CONTROL RATS. 
Type. of No. of 02** AtP*** 
Substrate· AnimAl:S Animals Uptake Forme.d P:0 
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Succinate Treated 10 60.5 ±~0.0 69.8 ±,29 Ll7 ±0.08 
Suceinate. Ntm-trea.ted 10 64.4 ±19.9 
mi.late Treat~d 12 22.2 -~ 4.3 
Ma:late Na;m-treated 9 24.6 .t 3.9 
Ma late+ 
fyruvate treated 6 38 .• 7 ± 4.3 
Ma late+ 
fyruva.te Non-:treated 6 .36. 9 ±. 8.5 
*P < o. 2 Treated vs Non-treate.d. 
**Microatoma/g. mitochondrial protein/min. 
76.3 ±29 1.18 :to.25 
32.9 ±85 1.53*.Z0 , 5 
29. ·6±-7.5 L 24 -t0.41 
88.5 Zl7.8 2.29 ±0~45 
87.2 :t:24 2.37 ±0.49 
***Micromol~s of inor-gani<: phosphata disappea:dng/g of mitochondrial 
prbt¢in/min. 
consumption and a slight inerease. in ATP production. 
The effects of cortieost~rbne treatment on oxygen uptake ,. ATP 
f.ormatibn, and P/0 rattos by mitochondri a isa:>lat ed from the rat hear t 
are reported in Table rx. T~re wc;1.s no treatment effec·t -<>n oxygen up-
tilke, ATP 'formatibn , o,r P/0 ratios using suc-cinate or m.als.te+pyru~ate 
as subStra.te-s. When mala.te was used as substr4te, cor ti-cos.te rone treat-
~nt eaus~d a de-creased -oxygen upta.ke (P < 0. 1) and an increased P/0 
ratio {P < o.1)'. 
Corti,cQSterone tr:eat~-nt had a. more profound ·effeet on liver mit-o-
chondria than On mitochondria isol..a_ted from. ot~r tis:.su~s; however, this 
is not .surprising in view t)f the we.11 known f ,act th.clt the liv~r ts a 
target (>rgan af the glucocarticc;>ids. The effeet,!f .bf co,::-ticost~rone 
Substrate 
Succ inate-
Suecinate 
Ma late 
Ma late 
Mal-ate+ 
Pyruvate 
Ma late+ 
Pyruv.ate 
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TABLE IX 
OXYGSN CONSUMPTION, ATP :PORMATl.ON, .AND P /0 RATIOS IN. HE!ART 
MITC>CHONDRIA ISOLATED FROM ADRENALE!CTOMIZED, GORTI-
GOSTERONE!-'I'REATED RATS AND ADR&'.NALE!CTOMJ;ZE!D, 
NON-TREATED CONTROt RATS. 
Type of No. of 02** ATP*** 
Animals Animals Uptake, Forme-d P-:0 
Treated 7 129 .. 3 ±26 64.3 ±27 .8 0.5 ±0.18 
Non-treated 8 116.1 :1:2a. 9 67.4 ±30. 6 0.57 ±0.2 
Treated 9 25._8*:I: s .. 4 59. 7 -±22.3 2.25*±LO 
Non...-tre:ated 12 33.2 ±10.1 58.l ±29.6 1. 72 ±o.s 
Tr~ated 6 59.9 t.u. 1 126.l ±49.3 2.06 ±o.55 
N:on-trea ted 5 53.16±24.0 119,.8 ±13. 74 2.14 ±0.51 
* P < o .• 1 Treated . vs Non-treated. 
** Microstom.s/g. mitoch(>ndrial protein/min. 
*** Micromole-s of ino-rganic phospha.te disappearing/g ·of mitochondrial 
protein/min. 
tre.atment on liver mitochondrial oxidative metabolism is given in 
Table X. A significant treatment effect t.tas found on both the guantity 
&f ATP formed and the P/0 ratios in liver mitoehondria oxidi.zing malate 
(P(0 .• 01) and malate+pyruvate (P<.0,.05) .a.a substrate. Certicost,erone 
treatment increased ATP formation s.nd increa-sed the P/0 ratios in mito-
chondria oxidfaing either malate or malate+'pyruvate. No treatment 
effect w.!l-S obs~rved when succinate- was used as the- substrate. 
Experiment III. Subcellular Distribution of ( 3H) Co,rticosterone. 
The third experiment was designe·d to localize ( 3H) corticoat-erone-
within tb..e calls- -of the bra in, heart, thymus, and liv~r. Thirty minutes 
aft~r an IV injection of 10 micrograms of coI't;icoster:one and 20 micro-
Substrate 
Succtn~te. 
Su-ccinate 
Ma late 
Ma late 
~late+ 
Pyruvate 
Ma late+ 
Py-ruvate 
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TABl..E x 
OXY~N CONSUMPTION, A'tP FORMATION, AND P/0 RATIOS IN LIVER 
MITOCHONDRIA lSOLATii!D FROM ADR~LSCTOMlZED, OOR.TI--
COSTERONS,,...TREATED RATS AND ADRENALECTCMIZED, 
NON-TREATED CONTROL RATS. 
·Type- of Nb. of 02** ATP*** 
AnimA.ls Animals Uptake Formed P:0 
Treat,ed 9 75.8 ±22.8 74.9 ±21.4 o.98 ±o.13 
Non-treljlted 9 68~5 .±10 .. 2 64.2 ±20.6 0.95*f.23 
'I'reated 14 19 .• 07;1; 3.9 36. 2*%. 9. 95 1. 91 -0.41 
Non-treated 14 . + 19.23- 4.5 26_. 9 ±11.9 l.33 ±o.4 
Treat-e-d 6 25.18±. 3.3 52.l ±12.2 2.04*±0.3 
Non-treated 6 22.3 ± 2.4 32.3±13.l 1.47 ±o.s 
* P< 0.05, ** P< 0.01 Treated vs Non-treated. 
** Micrl)atans/g . mitt>chondrial pr-o.tein/min. 
*** Micromoles of inor-ganic phosphate disappea:ring/g of mitochondrial 
pr-otein/min. 
-curie~ of (3n) -eortic·osterone, th¢·s~ organs w-ere removed, homog~nize<l, 
and fractionated into nu-elei (fraction 1), niitochtmdria (frac:ticn 2). 
. . 
mi-crosomes (fraction 3), and ,su_parnatant (fraction 4). 'I'he disintegr~-
ti-on,s ~r minute of (3H) corticos.terone in e~ch subcellul~r fraction 
exp~ss-ed as per~ent of total disintegrations p-er minute contained in 
the homogenate are given in Table XI ,and shown graphically in Figure 6. 
In each tissue fr~ction 4 ~ontained significantly mor-e activity than 
fraction 1, 2 or 3. This difference was highly significant in ,all 
cas~S' ,eJ1:cept the liver. In the- liv1:;tr, there was a highly significant 
-difference- be-tween the s.upe-rna.tant -and the mitochondrial fraetions, 
and a significant differenc·e (P< 0·.02) between the- superna.tant and tne 
ot~r frac.tion.s. Fr~ction 1 of the brain, ; heart and thymas ~ontained 
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signifi,cantly more activity th.!m fr~ction 3. J?ra.ction 1 -ef eaeh tissue 
contained signif ic~ntly more ,activity· than fra-0tion 2. 
TABLE XI 
M]i!AN StJBCELLULAR DISTRIBUTION OF (3ii) CORTICOSTE!RONE IN EAT 
BRAIN, 'l'HYMIJS, '.HEART, AND LIVER 30 MINJTES AFTim. AN rv 
lNJECTION OF 20 MICROCURIES OF (3H) CORTICOSTERONE. 
ACTIVITY EXPRESSED AS .PERCii:NT -OF TOTAL ACTIVITY .. 
CONTAim:D IN '11IE HOMGGE'NATE. 
Brain Thimus ,Heart Live.r 
'.Number ()f Rats 3 4 4 . 4 
Nuclei* 14.4 13.9 15.2 23.8 
Mi t ,ochondr ia 6.4 6.8 3 .• 1 6."5 
M:icrosome-s 4 .• 6 4.,0 6. 1 14.4 
Supernatant 69.0 76.5 75.7 48.0 
R~eovery 94.4 lOl. l 100 .• 1 92.7 
* The possibility of cross contamination cannot be completely -e-xcluded. 
A c·om.parison of one tissue fractipn with the ,corres·ponding .frac--
tion of oth~r tissues is given in Figure 7. It wa:s found that frac-
tion 4 of the thymu,s and the ~rt wa.s significantly greater (P<0.05) 
than fr~etion 4 of .the- liv.er. A diffet:ence (P<-0.1) was observed be-
tween fr:action 4 of the brain and fI"SCtion 4 of the liv-sr •. Fr.action 3 
of the liver was -significantly (P< 0.05) greater than fraction 3 t>f the 
brain ,, thymus, and ~rt. Fraction 2 -of the liver was significantly 
great~r than fraction 2 .of the he-a.rt. 
The tiss_u~blood ratio, ltas de-termine-d by -c-o.lleeting tme ml ·of blood 
by -cardi~e puncture just before s~crificing the r.at. TJ;\e specif ie gr-av--
ity of whol~ blb-od and th~· disintegr~tiOns P(!r minute per ml c;>f bloo.d 
were used in i>~er to calculate the disintegrations pe-r gram of blood. 
Tne wet loteight .of ~~c.h tissue sample ~as determined and the di.s.inte~ 
gra.t.i~ns. per gtam ~et w.e-!gh.t of e~:e:h t_is:.~u,~<we:r~ ~al:eul-a.\f.d •. FtQDl this,., 
tb.e til!lau.e/bl~-d ratio, was. ealeu_lated. rt . r~pr,f-s,ents, :t,:h:e di$.integtA...,, 
. .• . . . . . . . . . ,· . 
ti-~J1$ ~r minute pe:r gr.am of bli!>od.. -~ .a~r:age :r-,$:ults ilf theff deter-
min.ati,a$ ~t~ .$Jl,f)wn in 1tigui-e 7. TJl,~ tiss.ue/bl•El<l r~tiflS a,t~ J;>tain 
o •. S7;. thym.a,s o ... 42l' ~.rt 0.-?9, .a:nd. liver 1.s1 •. 
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DISCUSS!ON 
. Expe:titnent .l. Biochemical Cllang,s in 'fisau~s 
The faet tl,l.at acute eorti,coste.r;one:· treat~nt incre~sed oxygen 
uptake by Uver h11>mog~nates is inq.ie~ted in Ta~le I and Figure 2. No 
sign.ifi,.c~nt effect W:JilS o.bs~rv:e<l on hemog~n~tE3S p,tepa~d ftom the. brain, 
l\eart, <:1.iap:t.,.ragm, ki(lney, or :t;.~stis. A trend toward a d~crea$ed oxygen 
uptake by heart homogenat(ts prepared from c.ortieoa.ter,;>ne·••'(:reated rats 
was observed; l\e>wev~r. it. was not found to be significant. Th~ in ... 
creased o:1<;yg~n uptake by .gl1,1eocortit!oid,,•tteated liver honiogenat~f! re .... 
ported here an<l by other'3 (34, 35) may be. ne:e~s~ry for the enhance<l 
oxidative .. pb,osphor.ylation.. ~bs~rved by other inv~s.tJgators. Adre,ma ... 
le¢t.omy is known to .decre~se oxidative phosphory;Lation (72) .and .ATP 
l~ve,ls within the rat liv~r (25). 'l'teatment with .gl11~f)cortieotds 
¢n,ha.n.C¢S oxidative ,phosph.or,ylaticm and .A'tP l~v~.ls .. (25). Tb.e:t1.e is 
am,ple -e·vidence t.o indicate that a decre.",lsed glucose µtiU.zation occµ:rs 
·£tfter ,glucoeortieoid treatme-nt in many S:Xtra hepatic tissues (69 t 82, 
83, 84, 8.5, 86 1 91, 95). It is pQaSible that the. dec.rea~ed glu·eose 
uptake by e:xtra hepatic tissues might be~ccompanied by a de-cr.eilsed 
.oxygen uptake by t.b.e$e tissues; howe-v~r, the r~su l ts reported here do 
not indicate any significant decrease· in oxygen uptake by bJ;'ain, heart, 
dia,pll.ragm 1 or kidney t.issues of treated rats. 
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The increased oxygen uptake by liver homogenates of corticostE}rone ... 
treated rats reported in Table I may be due to alterations in metabolic 
pools within the cell or mitochondrial: alteratiims that affect oxida-
tive metabolism.. The results o.f studies on mitochondrial oxidation 
.of various substrates support the hypothesis of .alter.ed mitochondrial 
oxidation rates (Tables VIII, IX and X). These data, although not 
significant, indicate that corticosterone treatment may decrease the 
oxidation rate of NAD-depemdent substrate and increase the rate of 
succinate oxidation. The increased rate of oxygen uptake may .be due 
to altered mitochondrial conditions which permit increased oxidation 
of succinate. 
The results reported here agree with those reported by Goetsch 
and McDonald (55) and Geurkink (32) on the effect of acute injections 
of prednisolone and hyclrocortisone. They found that acute treatment 
with these hormones ·resulted in increased oxygen uptake in livc;:r homo-
genates. Chronic treatment resulted in a decreased oxygen uptake. The 
above investigators reported a much greater effect than reported here; 
however, p;tednisolone and hydrocortisone are known to have a much high--
er glucocortieoid activity than corticosterone .. as indicated by greater 
liver glycogen deposition. Additional work by Goetsch (34) has shown 
that prednis.olone treatment stimulated oxygen uptake by homog~nates 
prepared from the liver of goats. The results of this experiment 
provides additional evidence for an acute effect of glucocorticoids 
on oxygen uptake in rat liver. 
Gordan et .::i.1. 06) reported that glucocorticoids in vit:.ro de-
~~ . .....-, 
pressed oxygen consumption by the rat bra.in. The results reported in 
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Figu:re 1 do not indicate sueh an effect on brain ti§sue taken fr.l()m 
cortieo.$terone-treated tats. These difference.a .!lre not alarming since 
pharma..cological ..amounts of :glucocortieoids were used in the .!!!,- vitro 
studi~.; therefore, the res.ults may repreSEmt nonphysiological eondi-
tions and, in fact, they rnay_ not ev·em be related to in _vivo effects. 
.. ,• ~,........,.. 
Ro.berts and Keller (97) found ,that cortisone treatment produced en-
llaneed .oxygen. uptake in the posterior hypothalamus, wheraas cortisone 
treatment redueed oxygen uptake in the anterior pituJtiiry. 'I'h:e results 
reportad in T.abl,e> I and Figµre 1 do not indicate any significant effect 
.of. glucocorticoid treatment on homogenates p:i::epared from the entire 
brain; however. a trend was observed. The res.ult.a reported herein 
represent the effects on the '¢-ntire brain :i::ather than t>n a particular 
part. Additional s1:udies on certain portions of the brain might re ... 
veal local effects. 
The results re.ported here do not indicate a.ny effect m>f acute 
glueoeorticoid .treatrnent on oxygen uptake by kidney or testis. $Wing 
and Ni0bel (22) found that st:.ress fo-r 5 days produced an increase in 
oxygen uptake by rabbit te,stis ~nd kidney slices in intact animals. 
TM~-t~ w~s no significant increase by day 3 and by day 10 a dec:rease 
was observed. .$t_ri,iSsful conditions result in a variety. of respons~s 
by _.an organ.J• t:o compensate for .alterations that occur in the external 
.or it1tt;1:tnal environment. Selye (10.5) has ghl)wn tna:t glue.oeortie.olds 
and epinephrine are released in greater amoitnts by the adtenal c11n:>tex 
and the a<ir:enal medulla during stress. Five hours aftEft t.reatrnentt 
r~sults reported here do not indicate any e.ffeet of corticoster_one 
treatment on, 0xygen uptake by kidney or testis homogenates (Figure 3). 
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Continn~d treatment for 5 d'1:tYS may have produced an inerease<i oxygen 
uptake by kidney and testis similar to that observed by Swing and 
Nobel (22); however, it is known that stress ea.uses an increased re,;,; 
lease of epinephrine as well as glucocortieoids. The increased oxygen 
uptak~ obse:tved by Ewing and Nobel (22) may have been due to the effect 
of epinephrine rather than an ~ffe.ct -of glueoeprtfooids.. 1'here ar~ 
indications t.hat acute injections -Of ,glucocorticoids stimulate an in-' 
itial rise in oxygen uptake (32, 34, 35), whereas chronic treati,nent 
r~sults in decreased oxygen uptake by liver tissu.e (22, 35~ 106). 
The data reported heriain. indieate that only in the kidney was 
there any me_asureable -effec.t of corticpid treatment on protein content 
.of tissues. 1'h¢re was no obst;!rved effect of tre,;:it~nt on protein 
cha,nges during incubation in any ttssue. It is known tllat glllcoc.orti---
coids stimulate eataba-lism in extrahepatic tissue and anabolism in 
hepatic tissue. These effects .are not apparent .after a single treat-
ment. !f anabolic or ,catabolic effects occu.rred in tis~ue$ oth~:t' than 
the kidney, the turn over rate w.as n.ot sufficient to be detected by 
the procedures use;d in this s.tudy. There is ample- ev idt?mc-e for ~ 
novo enzyme synthesis in hepatic tissue after glueocorticoid treat-
ment (46, 48, 67, 79, 99, 107, 122). The increased E,anzyme coneent::ra-
ti10ns has,ia been detacted by incre,ased en2;yme .activity, immunochemical 
titra.tions, and radil\'.'!active _precµrsor ineo:rporation into enzyme pro ... 
,tein. Th~se procedures nte~sµre much smaller ,changes than the total 
protein deterntination pr.oeedure us.ed in this study. 
cia:rk and P~sch (11) reptirted tha.t ~b.roni-cally administered 
eprt.i~ost~rone inere.ased protein eonte.nt _p~r kg. wet liv~r weight and 
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relativ~, weigb.t of the rat liver. The r~$ults of this expetime:nt did 
npt indicate any increase in liver protein based upon dry weight (Ta,ble 
TI). The explanation af these different observations p:tobably lie.s in 
the length of treatment. Data teported here are the re,sults of a. single 
injec:tion ,of eort!costerone, whereas data reported by Gl~rk and Pe:seh 
(11) are the t·es.ults of ehronically treated animals. 
The glyeoge,n levels in all tissues taken from eorticosterone-
tteated animals appeared hi.gh!1lr than the .glycogen levels in tissues 
tP.ken from n,n--:tre1:tted animals. The increased .gly~ogen level was highly 
signif ieant in the livlfr of treated a.nims,ls v.1hen it was eompa.r¢:d with 
the liver glycogen in eon.trot animals (Table III). Iner.eased ,glycogen 
ed by Long et ,al. (74, ?5) .as e.arly as 1940. It. was sugg~sted that the-
. . ·.-:,,;..:,.,......., 
source :of this new glycogen was the degradation of pr0t.ein. 
It is likely tJ:i.a.t the small .gly¢ogen inerease observed in the extra,.. 
hepatic tisStH~s after cortic.o.sttH:'one treatment resulted from increased 
blood .glµcose 1~!11els i:tnd decreased tates of glucose utilization by 
th~s~ tissue. Cortieosterone. may have redueed th~ rate of glyeog~n 
In all tissues of both treated and rum-treated animals th~ <iiffer-
ence be;twe~n preincubation and postincubation indicated glycogen break,.. 
.down. In most eases. the .glyciagen breakdswn du:ring incubation can be 
a~coqnted for .as increased glµc ose formed during ineubatil()n (T;;tblE: III 
McPonald (3$) and G~utkink (32). 
It is appar.ent that .$U;lnte glucose is unaeco'l:mted for e.;s,p.eciaUy fo 
the brain and the- heart ti.ssue.. Glucose is the principa1 substrate 
for the brain; therefore, it is likely that t.he lost glucose may be 
acc.ounted f.or over normal metabolic pathw.ays. 
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Heart glycogen disappeared rapidly during incubation; however, 
there was only a small increase in glucose or lactic acid during in-
cubation (Table IV and Tabl~ VI). It is pos.sible that .some of the 
glycogen which v1as broken down resulti:!d in lactate formation.· The 
lactate could have .then been us.ed as substrate by the heart;, thus 
lactate would a.how ve.ry little change during incubation. 
The glucose levels in the liver of cortieosterone-treated 
animals was signi~icantly higher than those in the liv,er of non--
treated animals (Table IV). This is likely due to incr.ea.$.ed gluco-
neogenesis. within the hepatic tis.sue. 
Tll,e increased glucose levels in the. kidney homogenates after in-
cubation cannot be completely due to the breakdown of gly·cogen since 
the. total carbohydr.ate after incubation was greater than the total 
carbohydrate before incubatLon (Table V).. tJndoubtedly some gluco-
neogenesis occurred ,within the kidney hompgenate during incubation. 
'!'here w~s no difference between. treated and non-treate.d animals, with 
resp.e.ct. to kidney glucose changes during incubation. :Bo,th glycogen 
and glucose levels in the tea.tis are .very low (Table UI and Table. 
VI}. These findings· are suppe>rted by other work~rs who have found 
low glycog-en levels in testis tissue (78). 
A further s,ummary of corticosterone trea.tment effects on tissue 
carhohydr.ates is shown in table V. Since glycogen levels are expreased 
as mg ~f glueose, the sum of the glycogen \$'1!(:;lS and glucose ley~ls 
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are given. lt can. be. seen.that in almost all cairns .a dis.appearance of 
total carbohydrate oceurred during incubation. 
Tb.e disappear.anee of total carbohydrate did not appear as lactic 
acid (Table VI). Since no exogenous substrate was added, the carbo-
hydrate was likely used as substrate for the metabolism in the differ-
ent tiss.ues. 
Total earbohydrate disappeared more rapidly in the liver homogenate 
of cortie.Mter.one .. treated animals than in that from non~treated animals 
(Table V). P.art of the carbohydrate loss appeared as lactic aeid 
(Table VI). Th.e increased respiration rate of liver homogenates fram 
t:r.eated animals als.o required additional substrate and this may account 
for at least part of the carbehydrate loss in the liver n,omogenates of 
treated animals. These data do not agree with those rceported by Go,etseh 
.and ~cD0,nald (35), and Geurl.dnk (32); however, difference.a in techni ..... 
qu~J used for the analysis of glucose may account for the different 
. observations. The results reported here indicate that the enhanced 
respiration and carbohydrate utilization are related. It is possible 
that the en.hance.d respiratory rate in. liv~r homogenates. prepar~,d from 
rats reeeivitig an acute injection of glucoeortie:oids may be du.e to the 
inct\ea.sed sub,strate pools present in the cell; however; Gt1etsch an¢! 
MCDQnald. {35) proyided evidence that the mere presence of additional 
giucose which is pre.sent in the livers from cort,ieosterone-treated 
rats. {Table III and Table IV) does not, in its¢1f, stimulate. re.spira-
tion. 
Cprticosterone treatment produced no effect on lactic acid lev~ls 
in thEi preincubation mixture.$ of any tissue which was studied. A 
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significant inc:i:~ease of lactic acid occurred during incubation of 
treated liv$r homogenates. This accompanied a rapid decrease of total 
carbohydrate. Similar results were reported by G~etsch and NeDonald 
(35) a:l:ter treatment with prednisolone. They also reporte.d a similar 
increaS,e in. lactic acid for control animals, an observation, not made 
in this experiment. This discrepancy may be due to the fact that 
normal animals were used in their work and adrenalectomized animals 
were used in the exp.eriment reported here. The pr,esence of small 
amounts of endogenous hopnone in normal animals may have prevented the 
obse.rvati.on of this difference. 
The increased lactic acid production during incubation .of liver 
homogenates from treat13d animals indicates that cortieosterone treat ... 
ment enhances the rate of aerobic glycolysis,. There are increased 
amounts of glucos.e .. and glycogen in the liver (Table III and Table IV) 
and, according to the "Crabtree effect", this should enhance glycolysis 
and reduce res.piration (14). These data indicate not only an inereas~· 
ed rate .of gly,colys:is CT.able VI) but also an increased rate of re:spir-
atiom. in livE?r homogenates Crable I)~ It is possible that glucoc:orti-
coids enhanced lactate formation as well as increa1S.ing respiration. 
The marked increase in glucose levels in the liver homogenates of 
treated .animals (Table IV) may have enhanced glycolysis (14). Simul-
ta,neously induced eff.ects at the mitochondrion or altered levels of 
other metabolites or cofactors may have enhanced respiration. The 
data reported in Tal:?le X indicate that the steroid effect cm liver 
mitochondria metabolizing malate did not result in an increased respir-
ation but rather an enhanced phosphorylation. It is possible that 
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mitochondrial alterations resulted in enhanced roxidation of substrates 
other than those requiring NAD-dependent enzyme.s for oxidation. Al-
though it. is n.ot .statistically signifie.ant, there is some evidence 
(Tabl~s IX and X) t_hat treatment enhances the oxidation of suecinate 
by liver and heart mitochondria, whereas treatment decreased the rate 
of malate oxidation by heart mitoehond:da (Table rx). In view of the 
results observed here it seems possible that corticosterone treatment 
enhances both glycolysis and respiration. Glyeolysis may have been 
enhanced due to the large concentrcition of glucose in the liver homo.,,. 
genates of treatl:'!cd animals. Respiration may have been increased due 
to mitochondrial alterations that enhanced oxidat:l..on of substrates not 
requiring NAD-dependent enzymes for oxidation. 
Anoth.er possibility for the increased lactate formed during fo.cuba-
tion may be the de.amination or transamination of eert-&in amino acids 
which produce pyruvate. Reduction of pyruvate by NA.DH to lactate may 
have occurred. This would require a source of NADH which could be sup ... 
plied by the .oxidation of glyeeraldehyde,-3-phosphatl;'.;l. It is also 
possible that NAOH was released more readily from the mitochondria of 
cortic.osterone treated animals.. Gallagher (30) found that hydrocorti-
sone des.troyed the selective semipermeability of mitochond:tial membranes 
and incriaased the mo.vement of NAD a.cross the membrane. Gortic.osterone · 
treatm~nt may destroy the selective semipe.rmeability of the membrane 
and loese NAD .and NAtm which would be available for the oxidation of 
glyc.eraldehyde.:.3-phosphate and the reduction of pyruva.te to lactate~ 
Treatment produc~d no significant effect on inorganic phosphate 
levels during incubation of any tis$ue homogenate. Apparently a. brea.k-
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down of ATP, pr-e$umably by ATPase action, o.ccurr©:d .at a mo.re rapid rate 
than ATP synthesis in all t!Ssue- homogenates exce:pt the diaphragm. In 
the diaphragm indit!ation.s are that synthesis occutre.d at a greater rate: 
than breakdown since inorganih phosphate decre;ased during incubati,0,n. 
A rupturing ~f cells during homogeni.z.ation may relea$.e large am:ounts of 
ATPas,e en~yme; therefore., any new ATP f.ormed o,:· present may l:).ave been 
cJ.e.aved by ATPase .action releasing incu:ganic phosphate. 
Go,et.sch and M¢D.ona.ld (35) raported no increase of foo.rganie Phlils-
phate during incubation of liver homogenates pr,epared from pre.,dnlsolone; 
' ... 
h.¢>wever, a highly significant :tise ·occurred in control rats. 'rl;ley s1:1g .... , 
gested .that the glucocorticoids in some way enh.ance php;sphorylation. 
Data reported in Table VII support their suggestion. The fact that 
pl:'$dnisolone was u,ged in their experiment, .@d its glucQeOrticoid 
actions are many times greater tnan corticost.Elrone, u.sed in tn.fs expe:ti-
ment, may aeeount for the greater efficiency of phosphiQ,rylation ol:>serv .... 
ed in their work. 
&;periment IL Mitoenondtial P/0 Ratit>$, 
In order to study further the efr$ct 9f gluc.ocQ:rtieoid treatment 
·On oxida.tiv.e metabolism, P/0 rat:ios were determin~d in mitochondria 
isci>',L.ated from .the livei:t, heart, and brain. Su<:cinate; m.alatis, or 
malate+pyruvate were used separately as. substrates. for determining 
P/0 tatiQs. The$e substrates weN~ sele~ted because they are metabolized 
diffe1:ently by the mitochcmdrion. A steroid .effeet at one :certain locus 
might have ~n eff.ec:t on the oxidation of one substrate. and not on the 
other. This m.ay he indicated by th.e follo~ing schema of electron trans-
port (21). 
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pl 
NADH~Flavoprotein.-,.CoQ, Cyt b~Cyt c1~Gyt c "'7Cyt a + a3L,,. o2 
. •.. (1) J 
,Succ inate. "'7 Flavoprotein 
' (2) 
A st~roid eff.eet at so~. point al.ong the chain near th,e fo.rmation .of the 
first high ·en~rgy phQsphate ( PJ.) wottld have a11 effect .on the P/0 ratiQ$ 
of NAD-dependent substrate, wher:~s no eff~ct on the P/O ratios sb:ould 
this experiment was. to determine if corticosterone! ,treatment had any 
eff.ect on the exid,:1:tion .pf NAD-,.dependent substrata !'>r .suc.ci.nate. 
Many investigators have rep.orted effects of glucoe.ortico:i.ds on 
mitochondrial oxidation (29, 31, 36, 57, 82, 106).. Whether these are 
primary ·O:t:' s:econdary effact13 remain to elucidated. Tll.ete has be,en 
.suggestive .evidence that the glueoeorticoids may have ,an effect near 
the ~AQH Flavoprote,in por'tion of the eleetron t:.r.ansport chain. This 
was first suggested by G()rdan ·~ ~- (36) afte.r their observation that 
methylene blue did not rev:e.:t'Se the ste.rioid,..induee.d inl:dbition of oxyge,n 
consumption in rat b:tain ti.ssue. This indicated a sit~· of .a,etion pr~-
e~ding the flavopr1:>:t.e.ins sinee, methylene b1u:e ean ,act as. a carrier be-
tween 4ehydrog:E?na,ses and .oxygen. GallaghE!.r (31) sugge.sted that corti-
sone destroyed the sele:ctive semipermeahility 9f mitoch.ondrial.. mem-
hranes and a loss o.f NAD occurred. J¢ns.en and Ne:ub,prd ($7) found that 
steroids are cone.entrated in electron transpitlrt partiele,S .in vitro~ 
'rb.ey alS'.o reported that eortie,oster,ne Md an· amytal ... Hke i:~,ff~ct upQn 
ojCid1:1tion of NADH by ngatt sarc,®s,ome fragments~· Bojesen and J:?ns,en (9) . 
. rep¢>rt~d that s.ter,oids had no ·eff.e.ct in .vitro on xtxidation of NAD--
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dapendetit substrates in intact. b.@,$.rt sar(j:-.01:tomie.$ wh~n ~4sur:~ by con-
. . . . . . . . . . 
v~ational Wa.rhurg l11.op,omatry; hQWev~t j if a Clark. ~leetrode were us~d 
to ~as.ure C>xygen e.onsumptie.n fo.r- .. a few:- mi.nut~s .,an inhibi.t.ory ,effeet 
en oxygen eonsumptiQn wa;s ob~rv~d. ihis inhibition wa$ obs·~rved .on 
hc,th NADli s.nd .succina.te .. ,x:tdation~, 
Tl\e,r.e. was no .signiffoant -eff.eet of corti~·ost~rone trec~rt;ment: on 
1:>r:ain mit~ehondrial metab:olism. 1'b.~re was a -Vt!!ry .slight tt'e.nd toward 
an iner~~d P/0 ~.tio (PC:::Q.2) in btain mitii,ehondria fr.om t;r.e,a~d 
rats using nialate .4s sub$tra;e.~ 'l'his slight ehange waa apl)ar.entlr: du.e 
ts& a slightly ~~reas~d ~ygen eonsumptt<0n Jind ~- vety .slightly- iner~s ... 
~d ,ATP prpdueti~n •. Hart~n (41) has sugg~sted th.at eo.rti$Qne aff~ts 
· the. s.~leetJv• p~l'IIUi;S.bility .of brain mitochondria and it ma,y help regu--
·J.at-~ ~ta,bolism im n.~rve tJs~ue. The data r.e.ppr.ted. here di.'> not c],..~rly 
suppor-t t_his .. suggesti-on. 
.. . . . 
Np tpea,tme.nt .. ef£e.et w~s :&bs~rve-4 ;on oxygen uptake1 ATP formation. 
or P/0 :i:-.atfos on he.art mit:oehondt:ia using .saceinatt or lllAlate+pyruv.ata. 
-~s s:ubstr:-ate. A slight effect ;on ,exy-g~n uptake .and P/0 ratios w.a,s . 
. ~b~rv,ed using mali:tte .. a.,s substta..te. Treatm~nt eau.sed a de.~rease in 
o::cygen uptake (P ~ 0.1). Results repo.i::ted ~.re._ agr~, with t.ho.se rce-
parted by J~n:sen. a~.d N~u~:M ($71 tµ.at ste-r.oi<l$; add~d .~ .v,i.tro to 
elec'tJ:()n transpo,rt particles t:uddizing NADH d~creas:e the .. rate of OJCid-
r~aults re1.or:t:..e<l her.~ do not agr~e with th..(lse. Y:·e;po:rte<:l by Bo.je:s4)n .and 
J"ecna:.~n (9) 1:1;1,at. st~t'i>i4$ in ,ritro had no ,e:ffect on ()xida.tifn by NAD-
·. . . .. . . : . ·.-. . ......... . . .. . . 
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vehtional Warburg monometry. TJ:i.e se~ming difference in the da,ta re·~ 
por-ted here and thoS:e repotte.d by Bojeaen and Jansen (9) may rep~~ 
sent .eff.e,ct$ in vitro that are different from erfects in vivo .. 
. .... ......... ~
Co,rti.costerone treatment had a more prof.ound effect on Hver mito-
chondria than on mitochondria isolated from other tis;s,ue$. This i$ not 
un:gan o.f the glµcocerticpids. A significant treatment effect was. found 
upit,.n the qg.a.ntity Of ATP formed and the. P/0 :tatit>.s in liver mit0:.ehondria 
p~idizing bPtll ma.late and malat(;l+pyruv.ate .as substt.ate. CC>rtic.oster~ne 
treatment increased ATP fot'matitm and tne P/0 rattip.s in mitochondria 
oxidizing either ma.late o.r malate+pyruvate. No tteatment ,effect was 
obse:i;ve.d with suceinate as substrate. 
The data r-i:'JpOrted here ar.e S:cQmewhat difficult· to compaPe to those 
repox-ted by other investigators bE;icause of dif fe.rences in the treatment 
.of anim.als, the. type .9.f .animals used, .and the type pf substrate used. 
In thitt expe.riment a<:lrenalectomized animals r~e-ebe.d one. inje:ction of 
animals w¢te injected with carrier v.ehicle only. Toe substrates us~d 
ar.e indtc.ated in 'Table :x:. Other investigators have us~d normal animals 
ehronie injecticms ,· or dif.fe:r:.ent substrates t.o study mit!Oehondrial 
.;i.xidathe metabolism. 
Clark and P~sch (U) f0und that chronically ag:ninist,e.red cortis.ona 
low~r-e.d .Ql<:yg~n. uptake ~.f normal r~t liver mita,el1ondria .and no effect 
was pbsu~rv~d on oxidative phosph-orylatiicm u.sing o(-keto glutarate .as 
.substtat.e,. The rast1lts reported here <l.p. not a.gre(;'I with the abQVe obs~r-
v,ations.; however, it should be pointed out that in the work re.ported 
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here adrenalect!lllize.d animals were tteated :with a single injeetion of 
C:i!>ttieo$terone 5 h0urs befor:e saerif ice. Differ.enees. bet~~n ~,cute and 
chronic injections haye been reported by Glletsch and McDonald (35). 
Glueocortic.oid .effects .on mitochondria were first sugg~sted by 
Gordan et !!~ (36) after sh.owing that adrenal cortical .extract or ceorti-
costerone. depressed oxygen consumption by rat br:ain tissue and methylene-
blue did not reverse the stert>id--induced inhibition. Gallagher (31) 
later reported that. ster.oids altered t.he Semiper~ability ,0.f the mitli>--
ehondria.l me:mbr.arie and NADH ~as rapidly libs.t from rat liver mitochondria. 
J~nse.n ..";t.nd Neuha.rd (57) report,ed that:: the addition of steroids to a 
s.uspensi.on -of ,electron transport particles: oxidizing NADH decreased the 
);'.ate .of: oxidation. Kerppola and Pitka.nan (64) rep,prted that eortisQne 
reduce.d NAillheyt.oehrpme c r$ductase activity in t~ liv~rs of old rats. 
Several investigat.ors have reported an eff.ect .of glu.coc.t>rtfooids 
on P/0 ratit)s in liver mitochondria.. K~rppola (63) report~d tha.t 
ch.ronie injections of cortisone into normal .rats inhibited oxidative 
p.hosphorylatit>n by liver mit,oehondria prepared frpm the.s.e .animals. The 
J$Xperiment reported her~ indicated treatment enhanced oxidative. phos'"' 
ph0,ry}ation; however, adtenale.ctomize,d animals Wl'?re used and qnly a 
single fojeetion of cortieo.sterone was made.. These data suppbrt · the 
recent work reported by Liljero()t et.!!· (72) that adrenalectomy re ... 
sul.te.<l in a decreased P/0 r.a.tit> in rat Hv.e,t mitochondria and the .addi-
t:iit)n .pf .e.()rtis.o:ne in vitro incl"-eased P/0 ratios. 
' ..... ~ ............. ......, 
'the J;?.El:u}ts .of tl:1.e ex~riment r:eporte.d he:rdn indicat.e that ,Corti-
eost:etone tr.eatment altered mitocbondrial. oxidatixm and ATP formatitln. 
Whether this is a primary or a secondary effe¢t remains t,o be- res>0lved. 
8() 
-&P;l)S.t'~nt ,Dn m.i.t~hondria oxidizing NAD-.depen4~nt .:SubSt.r.ate.. Tll~ · ob!le,tv ... 
·~ atfeet .A:ppe.~ted to b~ due. to -~lteted ra.t~s of subStrate metabolism , 
.and .4 ... tighter -e:oupling i;,f 'fi>.d.dativ,e phos.pho.ry,ia:t:it>n~ 
T~$e .. dat.A aupport the. hypt>th~sis that ~he giuco.¢,ortie¢>-i4 a:cf~t 
mit~el,londria.1 ..l>xtdation. at, s.ome ;point .. ·~ the NAD,H""---7fla,vp.protein sd.te. 
Tlltl: f,9.-et th4t eorti<U)$tei',~1.le treatment. had a,n eff.ect .pn ATP :f.Q.rmation 
.,t;;1.nd P/0 r~t.:i.:t:>s with. tnalate .as suhatrate but had no eff~et when s.u,eeinate. 
w~ used -c;l,$ the f:lubstrat~ indt~.at~d a gluc,oe,prtico1d .,e-ff~et n~r th$ 
NADil~flav.~prot-ein par-t of t~ electron transport -eJ1afn. 
'l'M- tff.~t c;>f e.ortieoia.t~rone, treatm.ant -on ox.idatiye. me,tab~lism ~y 
hfl: due. t~ tlle 4$13,ecfa.ti.tUl of the $~rold mple-cul~ with the mit.()eh~ndria.J: 
tbaF, ,alte:f:'.~d &~id.a.the phosph(}rylation ,~eu.rr,ed. E:vid~nc:e pr.e$;$ated in 
t~b1~ XI .and Figur,e, 6 .and by ().tl\et "inv.es .. tigatP:t.S indie~tes that. the 
.s.teroid is i:>:P~~nt .and weakly bound within t~ m.it.ilC:h,endri*>n 06). 
Blair- et 41. (7) f.ound that EJobm!toeh~ndtial pa_ rt._iele ,contains .. 
. _,,.... . ......_ .. 
-
su~t~4 t~t thi,s ~le:inenta~y parti.ct~ is e!JUltt>~d Qf s:e,v~+~l e.omplexe,s, 
~~eh -eQmple;ic ¢.antaining .ee.,,rt,ain compo.ne:nts of. the ,.e,le.etron t.:t~ns:p,lf)rt 
. eh.a.in~ El,aet.r~p.$ fr.Qm .aub$:l;rat.~s may ent.et tb.e :chain by ·f>na. :tf two, 
-~Q,lllpl~~.$.. Aft.-e.t entx.-y t,~• ,e .. l~trons t~v~l. id~ti.eal · path$ until they 
~r.ij pick~d up. by m~l~cula.r :*1xygen.. If the ~.i~etrons C#l>me fr.Qm. NL\D.l:I, 
the,y ,-e-nt~,r at •~a. ~nt of th,e cb,ain but {f the .,alE1e'l:.rE,>ns a:r;e, dona.t.~.d . 
by s~cCi.llJ:!.-te,, they ,@nt¢:r At &nothe,r point. :It ·~- l>~en sugg~.Jte,d pr;e;.. 
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viously that a steroid effect at some point along the ch.a.in near the "I 
formation of the first high energy phospb.at~ (.-vP) woul_d have an effe.ct 
on the P/0 ratios of NAD:-rdependent substrate, whereas no .effect on the 
P/0 ratio should be observ.ed using suceinate a.s substrate. Tha re-
s.ults reported here indicate that corticost~rone treatment enhanced 
. ATP formation and the P/0 ratio by isolated Ii.vet and heart mitochondria 
oxidizing malate, where.9.S np. significant effect was observed using sue-
cinate .as substrate. It is therefore sugg~s.ted that -cl!>rticoster,on,e 
treatment has an eff-ect on live·r and heart mitochondrial oxidation~ 
These ,data indicate that the site .of actiQn may. be near the NADH~flavo-
prQt~in portion -of the elementary particle within the mito.chondrion. 
Tb.is hypothesis is even more attra.ctive .· in view of t_he fac-t that Hatefi 
et al. (42) h,ave pr.ovided evidence that the NADH-oxidaSe· system of beef 
,........~ . . 
hel:lrt mitochondria appears t.o be -very closely associated with a respir-
atory control mechanism. 
E!xperimeut _III. Subc-ellular Distribution (3H) Cortieosterone 
This. experiment w~s de.signed to loe,;1,lize (3H) cort.icosterone with-
in the .cells of known target tissues as well as otb.er tissues not ·r~,.... 
cognized ,;1s targe.t tissues of th,ese hormones. 'l'hirty minutes after an 
J.V in~~!l:tion of 10 micrograms .of corticost$rone and 20 mierocllries .of 
(fR) cortiepsterpne the rats were s.a.criffoed and the ¥arious tissues 
re.moved, homogen.ized, fractionated, and ,extri:icte.d. TAe liver was n.ot 
p~rfUsed J! s.itu after ~crif ice to remov,e red blQod -c.eUs sin.ca 
Bellamy (4) repo.rted that perfusion Jnade n·o diff~rence ta ~ither the 
amount of p.artieulate ... bound corticosterone or the distribution pa.ttern. 
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'I'he disintegrations per minute of (3H) corticosterone in each fraction 
were determined. The tissue/blood ratio w,9.s detetmine,d and it was 
found that only the liver was capable of concentrating (3H) cortiaos,;, 
tercne from the blood. The tissue/blood ratio may be, about 15 percent 
higher than tissue/plasma ratios. Studies on the binding of corti-
costerone to red btoo.d cells have not been reported; howeve,r, about 
25 perc.ent of hydrocortisone in a given volume of blood (hematocrit, 
40 percent) was found in the red blood cells (10). Thee ability of t,he 
liver to concentrate corticosterone is not surprising in view .of tb.e 
fact that the liver is a target organ of the gl11cocorticoids and it is 
also the major site of conjugation and degr<=H;lation of the steroids into 
normal excretory forms. Since cortisol enters the liver by diffusion, 
a favorable diffusion gradient appears to be maintained by the intra-
Cellular adsorption of free cortisol (.5). The data re.ported in Table 
XI indicate that the nuclear and micr.osomal fractions of the liver may 
in some way bind corticosterone more than these frl:!,Ctions in· other 
tissues and provide a favo.rable diffusion gradient. 
Bellamy et al. (5) reported liver/plasma ratios of about 6 for 
...... ~ 
(14c) cortis.ol in rats. 'I'his is considerably higher than the l. 51 
liver/blood ratio reported here. 'I'h,e difference may be even great~r 
since the tissu.e/blood ratio is about 15 percent greater than the 
corresponding tissue/plasma ratio (10). F~ctor$ responsible for the 
ol:>served difference may be. due to extraction .and purification proced~ 
ures. The procedures followed in this experiment were des.igned 1:0 
eliminate conjugated steroids and polar metabolites of corticos.terone. 
Since these are produced in the liver, it is very likely that the 
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lower liver/blood .ratio reported here does not include many of the 
metabolites that were present in the work reported by Bellamy et aJ. 
(5). In fact, these investigators reported that about 75% .of the 
activity in the liver passed into the water phase when partitioned 
between an organic sol vent and water. 'I'ru:i data reported he.re do .agr.ee 
with those later reported by Bellamy (4) in which he reported a liver/-
plasma ratio of 1. 72. 
Tissue/blood ratios of less than one are reported for tissues 
other than the liver in Figure 8. Apparently corticosterone was not 
concentrated by the brain, thymus, or heart. In fc3.ct, a barrier may 
be pres.ent that prevents the uptake .of the hormone by these tissues. 
If the ·1:issue/blood ratio for corticosterone is about 15 percent high ... 
er than tne corresponding tissue/plasma ratio, the data reported here 
agree with those reportE;ld by Bellamy (4) in which he reported a 
tissue/plasma ratio of O. 38 for brain, 0 .• 38 for skeletal mu.scle, and 
0.30 for spleen. The low ratio for the thymus reported in Figure 8 
and the low activity for spleen (4) was somewhat surprising since it 
is known that at least the thymus is a major target organ of gluco-
corticoids. It is possible that the low concent:tation is .sufficient· 
to initiate any direct effect this hormone might have upon the thymus. 
Low tissue/blood ratios for the heart and brain are reported in Figure 
8 and by BeUamy (4). Again only relative low concentrations of the. 
hormone may bE\ necessary to initiate any direct J;tction these hormones 
may have upon these tissues. At this time there is little convincing 
ewidence that the glucocorticoids have a direct .effect on the h13art 
and brain. The tissue/blood ratio for the thymus is about the same 
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as for heart and brain. There.fore it is possible that concentration 
greater tl:l.an that found in the blood are not neeess.ary for physiological 
actions. This steroid may be concentrated only in organs involved in 
the metabolism of the steroid. 
It is we.11 known that adrenal cortex steroids enl:l.ance nerve trans .. 
miss.ion. An insufficiency of adrenal e.ortex steroids results in a de• 
creased ability to supp.ort reflex activity. It has been suggested by 
Woodbury 029) tllat the defect may be in the .supply of essential sub-
strate to the nerve tis.sue rather tll.an a direct effe.ct of the hormone. 
Comparing the distribution in the vari-ous subc.ellular fractions, 
it was found that in each tissue fraction 4 contained signif kantly · 
more activity than fraction 1, 2; or 3. This is given in Table XI and 
shown graphically in Figure 7 .. These data indicate tb,at most of the 
activity within the cell$ of these tissues was not firmly bound to any 
particulate fractfon. Standard fractionation procedures were 1:1sed to 
obtain the subcellular fractions, Le., fresh sucrose solution was 
us.ed to re.suspend each pellet for the. next centrifug.ation. All super,;. 
natan:t fluids were then combined for the Hnal supernatant. This pro~ 
cedure enha,nced the remov.al of most of. tne free unhound corticosterone 
from the particulate fraction leav-ing only corticosterone that was 
bound in some manner to. the particulate fractil!)n. The proc~dure. used 
here differs from the "equilibrium fractionationg' used by De Vre:nuto 
et a.l. (16) fpr fractionation of rat liver and rat muscle. tissue. us .. 
~~ 
ing an "equUibrium fractionation" procedure, the supernatant WEI.S used 
eaeh time to resuspend the particulate fraction and no new sucrose was 
added. Each fraction remained in equilibrium with th1a initial sucrose 
s:olutien; therefora, the diss,o).ved steroid as w~ll .as bound Steroid 
remained in ea.ch partieu late fr.action. 
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One sh.auld no.t · ov-erlook the fa.et th.at binding sites may be present 
within the supernatant. Evidence that this is the ease has .been pre-
sented by Dingman and Sporn (18). They reported that 7 to 12percent 
of the, activity in .the s.u.pernatant ~re nondialyzable. It should be 
realized that the relative: volumes occupied by e~ch. of these subeellula.r 
fractions varies eonsid~rably within the cell.. The volume oeeupie·d b}' 
the supernatant part of the cell is probably many times g:re.a.ter .th.an 
th~v,olume .occupied by tb,e nucleus, mitocho.ndria, (>r miC:rQsomes;· there-
fore, a particulate fracti:Qn may have. a much high.(;}r ,concentration of 
the steroid than tb.e supernatant, yet 111hen a eomparisQn is made of the 
percentage of. total. activity in the varioqs f racti-ons the supernatant 
.appei:lrs to contain by far the most activity. B~eause of this it can .. 
not be t!oneluded that th,e ,;1.etivity w:as definitely not coneentrated 
in .some parti-eulate fracti.on. If the relati·w;1 volumes .of t~ various 
particulate fr,.1ctions. were known, .a more .:1.eeutate estimate. Of r~la-
tiv-e eoncentrations could be n:ia.de. 
Table X:I and Figu:i;•e 6 shoW' that fr.a-ctipn 1 &f brain, heart, and 
thymus contained more acti".7ity th<;1.n fr.1etion 3. This w~s n.o.t the ease 
in the liver. · Fraction 1 of all tissues contained more activity. than 
fta·etiOn 2. A .comparison of fraeti-on 4 of the dif'feren.t. tissues is 
depicted in l<'igu:te. 7. The p~reentage of a.ct:iyity in f:tacti.on 4 .of the 
thymus and heart w4s signif ie~t1.y greater tt,,an the corr~sponding 
fraction. 0cf the. liver. . Frae:tion 4 of the br.ain also appeared to be 
~teater t~n ftaeti£>n 4 .of tb.e liv~r alttiough the diff~renee wa.s not 
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significant (P< 0.1). It can be seen in Figure 6 that the subcellular 
distributions within the brain, heart, and thymus are similar, whereas 
within the liver the pattern of subcellular distribution differs from 
the other tissues. It is suggested that the subcellular distribution 
may be related to the different effects observed in different tissueso 
The percent of the activity in the microsomal fraction .of the liver 
was much greater than the activity in the microsomal fractions of the 
other tissues (Figure 7). These data suggest that corticosterone may 
have a relatively active role in the liver microsomes but not in the 
microsomes of the other tissues studied. Although not significant, the 
nuclear fraetion of the liver contained more activity t!J.an the nuclear 
fractions of the other tissues. These differences may be related to 
the known different effects of glucocortieoids in different tissues of 
the body. The high percent of activity in the nuclear and microsomal 
fractions of the liver is compatible with the concept that glucoeorti-
coids have a role at the transcription site (nuclei) and translation 
site (microsomes) of protein synthesis. DtJe to the very low activity 
in the nricrosomal fraction of the other tissues it is suggested that 
corticosterone may have less effect at the translation site in brain, 
heart, and thymus. The nuclear effect may also be less in these 
tissues. It is possible that certain unite of LINA on the chromosomes 
are permanently repressed in these tissues while only temporarily re-
pressed in the liver. Corticosterone may combine with a repressor in 
the liver and derepress the units of DNA so that transcription and 
the production of RNA can continue. The corr~sponding units of DNA 
in the other tissues may be permanently repressed so that corticosterone 
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cannot combine with the repressor. 
Little difference was observed in the mitochondrial fractions of 
the diff.erent tissues. Figure 7 indicates that a significant differ-
enee occurred only between the heart and liver mitochondria. The re-
latively constant percentage of activity in this fraction of these 
tissues suggests that if there is an active site within the mitochon-
drion, it may be the same in all tissues. This suggestion is. s.upported 
by the results obtained in Experiment lL Corticosterone ap:i;>ears to 
have some effects on mitochondria isolated from brain, heart, and 
liver; however, it is greater in the liver than other tissues. 
Some differences E)xist between the data reported in Table XI, 
Figure 6, and Figure 7 compared to those reported by other workers; 
however, it should be pointed out that a great deal of difference in 
procedures used by various investigators may account for part of this 
discre.pancy. De Venuto et al. (16) studied the subcellular distribu-
....,..... ~ . 
tion of (14c) corticosterone using e.quilibrium fraction, a procedure 
n.ot u.sed in the studies reported here. Centrifugation speeds for 
fractionation, time aftc?Jr inj?-Ction before sacrifice, amount of hor-
mom~ injected, and the use of adrenalectomized animals in some experi.-
ments may all contribute to these differences. The degree of purif i"'." 
cation of the extracted steroid before counting may have caused large 
differences in the observed results. The data reported here do not 
include the more polar metabolites and conjugated steroids that passed 
into the water phase during the partitioning step. 
Table XI shows that the average liver nuclear fraction in this 
study contain~d 23.8% of the to'l:al activity in the llomogenate. This 
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corresponds to 13 .• 4 reported by De Venuto et !!..!.· (16). Calculations 
from the figures reported by Bellamy (4) indicated that he recovered 
about 14.7% in the nuclear fraction of rats injec.ted with (14c) corti-
s.ol. Dingman and Sporn 08) found 7% in the nuclear fraction of rats 
injected with cortisol. A possible explanation for this differ.ence 
may be the purity of the pellet or a diffe.renc.e in the labeled sub-
stance counted. Purification pcrocedures used fo.r t.he work reported 
here eliminated conjugated steroids and more polar metabolites of Corti-
costerone. Thes.e were not removed in the procedures reported by the 
above investigators. Although: it cannot be said that the activity re-
ported here repre!3'ents only {3H) corticosterone, many labeled metabo:.. 
lites were removed by the purific,qtion procedure us~d. 
According to the. results repor-ted here, the liver mitochondrial 
p,ellet contained 6.5% of the total activity present in the homogenate. 
De Venuto et al. (16) reported 26. 6% in the mitochondrial pellet. Gal-
eulation from Bellamy (4) indicated about 6.6% in this fraction. Ding-
man and Sporn (18) reported 8% in the mitochondrial pellet. 'I'p,ese 
differences are difficult. to explain. Electron micrographs (Figure 4 
and Figure 5) indicated a relatively pure mitochondrial pellet w,;1.s ex ... 
tracted in. thi.s experiment. De Venuto et al. 06) reporte.d that about 
. ,, ...--· 
25% of the activity in their mitochondrial pellet was due to metabo-
lites of the steroid. This, plus the fact that other fractions also 
contained metabolites, may account for a large part of these differ-
~mces. Fractionation procedures used may al.so. account for these diff-
erence.s. E<}uilibrium fracti.onation was used by De Venuto et al. (16)0 
. - ...... --
Standard fractionatia:>n procedures were used for the wrork reported here 
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and t.he work reported by Bellamy (4) and Dingman and Sporn Cl.8). Re-
sults obtained by standard fractionation procedures agree very well .and 
they all diff~r froin the values reported by De Ve.nuto et al. (16) who 
~ ........ 
used equilibrium frl:l.etionation. Ulrich (113) reported that (14c) corti-
sol enters the mitochondrion by diffusion and is leached out by washing. 
The. equilibrium fractionation procedures used by De Venuto!.! !1.- (16) 
did not remove the steroid that diffused into the mitochondrion, there-
fore higher eoncentrations were reported. Apparently the (')I) corti-
costerone is not le;;i.ched out of the nuclear or microsomal fractions or, 
at least, it is more tightly bound than in the mitochondrion. 
The micros-0me fraction of the liver contained l,.4.4% of the total 
activity contained in the homogenate. De Venuto (16) reported 7. 8% 
for this fraction. The results reported by Bellamy (4) indicate about 
7 .• 3% for this fraction. Dingman and Sporn reported about 4% for this 
fraction. It appears here as before that differences in fractionation 
proc~dures, cent.rifugation ape.eds, extraction. procedures, and purif i-
cation proeedur~s may account for the different results 01:>served. 
The data reported b,ere indicate th.at in the liv·1;1r about 48% of 
the (3H) corticosterone .activity in the h.omogenate was in the super-
nat~nt fraction. De Venuto et al. (16) r~ported 51.1% of the homo-
. ------- . 
gen.ate corticosterone activity pr~sent in the supernatant fraction. 
Bellamy (4) reported .about 75% of the (14c) cortisol radio<;ictivity of 
. the homogenate was found in the supE;irnatant solution. Dingman and 
Sporn (18) reported about 80% of cortisol· in the superpatant fraction. 
This. indicates that the .subcellular distribution of CQrticost,erone 
may be di:tferent than cortisol in adrenalectomized rats in vivo. This 
·. . --~· 
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should be further investigated since it is also indicated in Table IV 
of the work reported by De Venuto ~ !;!_. (16) and Figure I of the work 
reported by Bellamy (4). 
A re-view of the data reported here and that reported by other in-
vestigators indicates that some important differences may occur in the 
subcellular distribution Qf laJ:>eled corticosterone and cortisol in rat 
tissues. The data reported in Figure 6 indicated a difference in the 
subcellular distribution of (3H) corticosterone in the tissues studied. 
This dUference is of interest because of the wide range of effects 
that results .after glucocorticoid treatm.ent. It is unknown if the 
accumulation of corticosterone or cortisol is in any way ass.ocia ted 
with a metabolic effect, or if it is dependent only upon physiochemical 
pr.operties. 
At the present time it seems vi?,ry unlikely that the numerous eff,e.cts 
of gluciocorticoids can be the result of one site of action between the 
steroid m6lecule and a single receptor molecule in one or two target 
tissues. The wide distribution of the hormone within the body indicates 
that it may act at a number of different sites. Some of these sites may 
be vulnerable in some tissues and not in others. This may result in an 
overi-a.11 effect· in one organ much diff.erent from the over-all effect in 
another organ. For example 1 glucocorticoids may have a minor effe;ct on 
cell membranes, mitochondria, nuclei (transcripti.on site for proteins 
synthesis), microsomes (translatii:m site for protein .synthesis),. and 
allosteric effects upon enzymes in the soluble portion of the cell. All 
of these sites may be available in the liver but only one or two may be 
available in the thymus. 'rhis could result in completely diffe:tent 
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.over-all -effects in the di:cf~r~nt organs. The hormone-geJ1e hyp.othesis 
is a v~ry attractive. hy:(>Qthesis to explain s:0me of t~ glucacorticoid 
effects; he>wever, sbtne -ef:fects seem to .occur that. do ntit require enzyme;.. 
protein syntb.e,$is. It is possible that the glucocorticoids have an 
effect .of derepression of repressed genes within cells. This may read-
ily occur in the liver by a teaction of the hormone in some way with 
a ga.ne repressor and, as a result, the gene is no Longer repressed and 
RNA synt~sis occurs. This s.ame gene in the t.hymu.s may be pEtl,'.'IDB,n·ently 
repressed and the. hormone may be unable to d~repress. the gene. Under 
this hypo.thesis protein synthesis would occur in the liver but no.t. in 
the thymus~ This same type of reasoning could be extended to mito-
chondria~ micr.o.somes, and enzy~s within the soluble pa.rt of the. ceU .• 
This hyp.othes-is S·eems more attr~ctive in view of the fa;ct that many 
investigators b.ave repo;i:ted numerous effects Qf gluc.oeprtieoids in v.iv.o 
and _!!! vi,t!'.~· .It seems reasonable. that the. gluco,co:rtfooids. may inf lu ... 
enee no:t only one site i.n -one or tlo?o target ti s~s, · but they may act 
at a number Qf 1:1it~s within the eeHs. Tb,e availability of these 
sites within the. eells IMY v~ry from one tissue 1.o another. T'he. gluco ... 
~OJ:'tte.oid effects in one tissue o;iay depend upon t.he numbf?r of site 
available in that tissue and some .effects may occur in all tissues .of 
the body. nie. data reported here does; no~ in an.y W~1 pt~sent any clues 
as t.o the type of steroid recept;ors;. howev-er, these data do. indicate 
that the st~r&id is present in all subeellul.a,r fractions of the tissues 
.stud:te.d.. .It conceivably may be pr~se:nt in all body eeJls and ex.art 
s.c,me action.. in each cell. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Three experiments were designed to study effects .of single injec..,. 
tions o·f :corticosterone on tiscSue metabolism in the rat and provide 
additional information concerning the s.ites .of action .of this hormone. 
The first experiment was designed to study poss.ible. metabolic effects 
in brain, heart,· diapl:lragm, liver, kidney, and testis tissues. Qritetia 
bf llletab0lic activity investigated were. oxygen uptake, lactic acid pro-
duction, glycogen deposition, glucose levels, protein concentrations, 
and inorganic phosphate changes. Tlle second experiment was designed 
to measure the P/0 ratios in mitochondria isolated fr.om the brain, 
heart, and liver taken from adrenalectomized .. treated and adrenalectom-
ized-,.control rats using suecinate; malate, or malate,i.pyruvate as sub-
strate. The third experiment was designed to liocalize (3H) corticos-
terqie within the subcellular fraction of the brain, thymus, heart, and 
liver 30 minutes after IV injection. 
Tb,.e ftrst exp,e:r;-iment revealed that corticosterone tre;atment pro,.. 
duced an increased oxygen uptake by liver homogenates (P< 0.01). 1'h.e 
increased e>xygen uptake Wt:!.S accompanied by incre.ased carbohydrate util-
ization and simultaneous increases on mitochondria ATP formation (P<0.05) 
and P/0 r.atios (P< O.Ql). Glycogen and glucose l~vels were increased in 
the livers of treated animals (P < o. 001), La.ctate increased during in- .. 
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cubation ,of liver homogenates of treated animals. indicating incr.ea$ed 
glyc.olysis as: well as increased respiration. 
TJ:ie -·experiment designed to measure P/0 ratios revealed that treat-
ment significantly in.cr.aa.sed ATP formation (P(0.05) anµ the P/0 ratio 
(P( o •. 01) in livl:!r mitochondria when ma.late or malat-e+p.yru.v.ate were 
I . . 
used as §:Ubstrates.. TI!.ere was .a.lso evldenc-e of a treatment indueed .fo,,.. 
crease in P/0 ratios in brain (P <0.2) and heart (P< O.l) mitochondria,. 
Tb.~se data support the hypothesis that gl,uc.¢>eortieoicjs affect mitor · 
chondrial ~xidation a.t s.ome point near the NAD,H..:....flav:,Oprotein site 
since corticostero.ne treatment enhanced ATP fQrmatic>n a.no. P/0 ratios 
by mitoehondria. oxidizing ma.late, wher-eas no significant effe~t was. ob-
served using succinate as su,bstrate. Wbethet this is a primary or a 
seeondary effect r~mains to be resolved. 
The results of the third exp~rim.ent indicate, diff.ere.11.ces in the 
subcellular distribution of labeled cortkostl:}rone in the tissues 
studied. Only the liv~r was capabl,e of concentrating <3a) cortie.ester-
o ne · :erom the blood. Tile steroid was p~sent in all subcellular 
fractions of the tiss.ue.s studi~d •. The supernatant :t:raction .of e~eh 
tissue contained more activity than nuclei, mitochondria; or miero-
a.om.es. Tb,e. nuclear fraction of ea.ch t.Lssue contained more actb-ity 
than the mitpehondria.l fraction. Gpmparing one tissue fr<J;ction ,vith 
the eorr~sponding fr1;1.etiE:>n .of othecr tissues it was found that the 
percent of total activity in the supernatant fr.action of t,he thymus 
(P<0~0.5) .and the h.eart (P<0 .. 05) was greate.r th,i:1.n the pereent of 
total a~tivity in the supernatant fra.ction of the. liver. Tb.e .. micro-
somal fract.ion of the ltver w:as greater than the mforqsomal fraction 
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of the other tis$ues studied (P .(O.Q5). The distributi1;>n pattern o.f 
the liver was different :1:rom that observed in the other tissues. The 
nuclear and microsomal fractions of the liver may in some way bind more 
corticoster.one than the. corresponding fractions in other tissues. · It 
is unknown if the accumulation of corticos.terone is in any way ,;1.ssoc-
iated with its eftects. It is sugge.sted that the subcellular distri-
bution may be related to the diff.erent e.ffects observed in diffe:r:.ent 
tissues. 
These experiments were not designed to study the types ,Of steroid 
receptors which may exist at. the cello lar level; haw.ever, the steroid 
was present in the subce.llular fraction of all tissue.a studied. It may 
be pres.ent in all body cells and e:,c:ert some effe.ct, but niot nec,essarily 
the same effect, in ,each cell. 
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EXPERlMENr I 
OXYGEN UPTAKE (MICROLITERS/100 MG PROTEIN) BY BRAIN HOMOGENATES FROM 
FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED RATS TREATEP IM WITH 5. 0 MG CORTI-
COSTERONE AND FROM FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED CONTROL RATS 
INJECTED IM WITII CARRIER :V]):HICLE 5 HOORS BEFORE 
SACRIFICE. HOMOGENATES INCUBATED IN WARBURG 
FLASK UNDER AIR 
Tre,ated Control 
Incubation Time (Mi~u-tes) Incubation Time eMinutes) 
10 20 30 10 20 30 
41 83 52 80 104 
95 191 262 52 186 258 
102 200 287 108 192 216 
64 124 PB 73 130 186 
74 157 239 93 165 232 
82 130 223 50 85 126 
56 115 170 68 122 177 
49 95 139 52 118 173 
66 139 196 62 126 146 
46 94 130 53 100 146 
48 108 153 51 103 150 
36 85 133 ,50 98 139 
53 94 113 45 94 138 
67 128 179 37 75 113 
42 .78 121 62 125 174 
38 93 139 62 113 156 
35 83 125 25 71 113 
79 141 193 42 90 131 
45 92 129 57 114 169 
43 90 131 47 88 123 
63 114 166 45 82 123 
87 152 212 41 82 123 
110 201 2_56 67 126 178 
67 136 182 ,70 124 168 
73 148 211 79 135 183 
67 131 193 
Mean 
62 122 176 58 113 155 
S.D. 
21.2 36.8 ,50.4 17.4 32. 2 34.7 
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EXPERIMENr I 
OXYGEN UPTAKE (MICROLITERS/100 MG PROTKJ;N) BY HEART HOMOGENATES FROM 
FASTED .ADRENALECTOMIZED RATS· -TREA'tED IM WITil 5.0 MG CORTI -
COSTERONE AND FROM FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED CONTROL RATS 
INJECTED IM WITH CARRIER YF;HICLE 5 HOURS BEFORE 
Mean 
s.n. 
SACRIFlCE. HOMOGENATES INCUBATED IN WARBURG 
FLASK UNDER AIR 
Treated 
Incubation Time (Minutes) 
10 20 30 
85 
109 
160 
76 
104 
77 
33 
30 
178 
92 
19 
154 
82 
l09 
140 
136 
83 
97 
169 
150 
37 
106 
120 
102 
45.2 
144 
161 
.245 
124 
168 
150 
65 
74 
.251 
129 
29 
195 
114 
175 
210 
200 
139 
161 
293 
241 
96 
237 
198 
165 
66.0 
182 
209 
331 
167 
265 
218 
124 
127 
295 
154 
53 
222 
144 
222 
281 
245 
180 
208 
384 
304 
101 
249 
249 
213 
77.0 
c;ontrol 
Incubation Time (Minutes) 
10 20 30 
70 
198 
83 
55 
180 
136 
64 
161 
121 
86 
58 
134 
102 
117 
122 
143 
175 
129 
149 
75 
121 
158 
119 
41.5 
103 
297 
124 
93 
235 
198 
126 
248 
166 
130 
85 
196 
152 
201 
189 
215 
.240 
196 
241 
111 
177 
239 
180 
58.4 
128 
366 
182 
285 
223 
158 
313 
194 
156 
112 
233 
169 
259 
240 
265 
283 
24 6 
303 
143 
198 
297 
226 
44. 2 
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EXPERIMENT I 
OXYGEN UPTAKE (MICROLITERS/100 MG PROTEIN) BY DIAPHRAGM HOMOGENATES 
FROM FASTED .ADR~LECTOMIZED RATS TRE:ATED IM WITH 5. 0 MG CORTI-
·COSTERONE AND FROM FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED CONTROL RATS 
INJECTED IM wrm CARRIER :VEHICLE 5 HOURS BEFORE 
SACRIFICE. HOMOGENATES INCUBATED IN WARBURG 
FLASK UNDER AI.R 
Treated Control 
Incubation Time (Minutes) Incubation Time (Minutes) 
10 20 30 10 20 30 
40 74 84 53 65 T5 
91 137 170 .51 66 76 
25 46 72 84 98 156 
17 43 47 71 96 135 
85 111 158 1(:)5 155 180 
35 113 18 30 
08 19 48 16 20 57 
18 76 121 27 53 66 
36 66 25 48 72 
24 43 64 13 24 44 
13 .33 50 27 16 
47 78 102 07 .22 32 
.21 44 54 04 20 29 
30 57 79 63 96 124 
25 44 57 62 70 91 
42 73 94 08 15 18 
100 141 168 41 59 75 
44 74 94 81 118 148 
63 93 115 .59 99 121 
134 172 202 18 26 .37 
60 89 110 45 65 81 
11 33 03 40 86 
53 115 135 
23 53 
Mean 
43 70 98 41 59 79 
S. D. 
33.9 40.6 44.4 30.0 38. 2 47. 0 
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EXPERIMENT I 
OXYGEN UPI'.AKE! (MICROLI.TERS/100 MG PROTEIN) BY LIVER }IOMOGENATES FROM 
FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED RATS TREA,TED IM WITH 5.0 MG CORTI-
COSTERONE AND FROM FASTED ADR~ALECTOMIZED CONTROL RATS 
INJECTED IM WITH CARRIER V~CLE 5 HOURS BEFORE 
SACRIFICE. HOMOGENATES INCUBATED IN WARBURG 
FLASK UNDER AIR 
Treated Control 
Incubation Time (Minutes) Incubation Time (Minutes) 
10 20 30 10 .20 30 
103 209 256 99 117 143 
188 332 423 208 267 334 
227 436 561 231 394 479 
160 247 331 149 220 318 
1.59 283 365 166 273 308 
222 279 389 186 266 310 
167 302 431 149. 228 283 
129 269 390 61 111 165 
127 192 250 39 79 108 
213 432 553 74 129 174 
122 220 280 74 122 161 
30 64 93 16 55 87 
119 174 217 38 55 83 
157 296 408 137 276 373 
132 205 251 141 225 268 
130 261 386 93 146 189 
128 232 280 119 200 247 
125 220 276 136 215 274 
134 266 348 114 173 215 
107 205 265 103 163 211 
188 291 363 146 266 334 
100 1.55 207 140 230 282 
128 .208 272 91 149 206 
163 262 341 103 169 253 
127 312 271 181 288 356 
Mean 
143 249 328 119 193 246 
S.D. 
42.8 78.6 104 53.0 82.2 96.3 
] 11 
EXPERIMENI' I 
OXYGF.;N UPTAKE (MICROLITERS/100 MG PROTEIN) BY KIDN~ HOMOOENATES FROM 
FASTED AD~LECTOMIZED RATS TR&\.l'ED IM WITH 5.0 MG. CORTI-
COS'I'ERONE AND FR<l1 FASTSI) ADRBNALECTDMIZED CONTROL RATS 
INJECTED TM WITII CARRIER VEHICLE 5 HOURS BEFORE 
Mean 
S .D. 
SACRIFICE. HOMOOENATES INa,JBATED IN WARBURG 
FLASK UNDER AIR 
Treated 
Incubation Time (Minutes) 
10 20 30 
64 
84 
103 
78 
84 
91 
76 
61 
57 
66 
92 
97 
46 
33 
58 
32 
59 
60 
70 
62 
57 
88 
99 
148 
112 
72 
70 
25.2 
90 
140 
211 
130 
151 
120 
120 
113 
110 
116 
166 
158 
93 
67 
106 
62 
110 
.113 
127 
114 
106 
161 
161 
234 
198 
130 
131 
40.8 
125 
218 
296 
.198 
215 
187 
174 
158 
154 
162 
222 
204 
127 
96 
140 
91 
149 
147 
165 
156 
138 
207 
206 
279 
249 
181 
178 
51.3 
Control 
Incubation Time (Minutes) 
10 20 30 
55 
164 
99 
76 
105 
85 
59 
75 
59 
35 
72 
54 
36 
39 
75 
51 
51 
58 
67 
57 
50 
72 
96 
80 
116 
104 
74 
28.7 
85 
275 
173 
132 
204 
140 
157 
135 
106 
68 
126 
97 
78 
70 
133 
90 
94 
107 
123 
101 
84 
113 
151 
136 
179 
185 
128 
47 .0 
111 
361 
255 
207 
256 
183 
2 15 
177 
148 
101 
179 
130 
108 
97 
176 
11 1 
134 
136 
1 66 
130 
114 
148 
189 
176 
213 
242 
171 
61.0 
112 
EXPERIMENT I 
OXYGE;N UPTAKE (MICROLITERS/100 MG PROTEIN) BY TESTIS HOMOGENATES FROM 
FASTED ADR~CTOMIZED RATS TREATED IM WITH 5.0 MG CORTI-
COSTE!RONE AND FROM FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED CONTROL RA'.I'S 
INJECTED IM WITH CARRIER VEHICLE 5 HOURS BEFORE! 
SACRIFICE. HOMOGENATES INCUB4TED IN WARBURG 
FLASK UNDER AIR 
Treated Control 
Incubation Time (Minutes) Incubation Time (Minutes) 
10 20 30 10 20 30 
13 28 49 22 32 46 
32 48 93 97 132 166 
33 92 148 39 68 97 
19 41 73 24 57 102 
43 71 101 38 80 96 
26 56 63 34 64 85 
30 57 91 44 68 84 
19 41 62 24 48 62 
25 56 76 29 54 81 
24 49 73 19 41 .56 
17 56 57 18 39 48 
23 36 47 22 41 56 
33 60 77 10 33 49 
34 62 79 32 58 76 
34 62 79 28 45 57 
29 56 73 17 34 55 
26 49 63 21 43 56 
27 40 67 26 46 62 
22 41 58 33 56 72 
' 21 41 58 16 24 30 
39 63 81 32 47 64 
50 81 105 37 65 83 
21 37 26 35 51 
35 69 91 44 49 52 
15 36 54 23 39 58 
Mean 
27 53 7 1 30 51 69 
S. D. 
8.4 14.8 26.2 16.5 21. 2 26.8 
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EXPERIM~NT i 
PROTEIN (MG/GM DRY TISSUE WT.) IN -BRAIN AND HEART HOMOGE;NATES FROM 
FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZ.E!D RATS TREATED IM WI.'Ill 5.0 MG CORTI-
COSTE!RONE AND FROM FASTED ADR}:!NA~CTOMIZED CONTROL RATS 
INJECTED IM ¥/ITH CARRIER YSHICLE 5 HOORS BEF.0RE 
SACRIFICE. SAMPLES TAK~ BEFORE AND AFTER 30 
MINJTE!S INCUBATION IN WARBURG FLASK 
UNDER .AIR 
Brain Heart 
Treated Control TFe.ated Control 
B~fi>te After B~fore After Before After Be:fore After 
382 403 389 389 325 244 358 303 
3.99 479 346 348 507 340 452 452 
409 450 448 390 435 508 520 486 
476 409 373 435 444 384 457 472 
391 410 369 384 499 526 514 587 
533 416 506 422 570 484 513 513 
432 328 556 620 191 ' 191 289 289 
356 248 565 451 318 237 306 286 
498 563 498 236 177 301 252 
376 412 673 602 220 191 374 251 
400 606 471 250 190 319 265 
340 409 514 440 396 497 4_36 348 
427 467 340 438 .297 254 .580 506 
477 558 383 452 367 367 .326 .365 
585 ~.94 502 545 394 373 325 344 
735 677 578 591 540 469 .478 521 
398 407 556 505 514 514 657 597 
4.58 407 600 6.59 585 552 5.23 523 
4_21 377 492 540 6.28 46.3 507 6.35 
428 ·485 397 356 549 641 
420 450 516 364 454 454 
320 273 539 497 
345 345 355 296 
440 440 351 310 
400 460 
Mean 
445 436 492 483 .405 364 435 4.26 
s.D. 
88.2 87.5 101 8'9 123 138 101 125 
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EXPERIMENT I 
PROTEIN (~G/GM D~.Y T.ISSUE! wt.) IN' l)IA:PHRAGM.AND. LIVER ·HOMOG2NA'i'E!S 
FROM FASTlm ADR]i!NALE:CTOMIZ.® RATS TR.SATED iM WITH 5 .. 0 MG CORTI ... 
COSTER.ONE .AND FROM FASTED.ADR$1AtEC'l;OMIZED CONTROL RATS 
:tNJ:ECTEO IM WITH CARRIER Vl!!HICLE 5 HOURS BEFO:aE 
SACRIFICE!. S~LES 'I'AKll!N :BEFORE J\ND AFTE!R 30 
MtNJTES IN(DBATION tN WAg.BtJRG FLASK 
UNDER AIR 
. . . . . Diapltra.e 
.. 
• ~, ;:_:,, L.iver . ·. 
rreat¢d Control Treated·· Control 
B~fore.. .. Aft~.r Be:eore . Aft-er Befor:e After B~fo.re Aft.er 
440 2.54 305 407 446 485. 399 -317 
305 376 453 502 545 665 ·448 $61 
·418 386 441 481 .530 626 450 468 
528 497 S61 601 847 484 531 531 
461 577 .290 290 ..515 461 574 798 
Ti3 1.73 .no 143 356 283 . .508 524 
4.00 .285 364 229 437 347 389 389 
285 .285 404 353 338 377 337 297 
438 .571 387 -3-87 341 389 426 380 
3.27 410 .402 402 280 280 493 493 
456 492 432 516 395 346 4,25 319 
612 $7!5 711 711 390 407 427 304 
491 .532 750 683 448 4,15 .512 512 
722 826 546 656 621 507 478 585 
641 479 645 645 686 731 426 456 
403 307 708 497 683 611 601 650 
509 361 457 307 763 794 833 799 
215 200 ,493 393 703 742 114 910 
396 390 .284 238 807 745 834 787 
290 3.50 352 352 4.93 493 822 722 
.3(l0 260 7ll'O 844 684 627 
623 !574 816 .729 
,487 487 616 :556 
530 490 510 553 
490 .560 
Maan 
431 417 4.52 430 840 .524 5,:$0 553 
$~0. 
140 i.56 152 163 159 163 1..51 111 
.. "ii 
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EKPlmn@!NT l 
P!WTE;IN (M$/GM '.QRY T:t$$Uli! l¢1\ ) llt KI:PNJn' !\ND TlsSTIS HOM:QGE;NA.TSS FROM 
EASTl:!D .ADU,NAUCX-OM1:ZiID RATS -TREATED .tM .w'tm s •. o MG OORT!GO_S,. ... 
. . ';rJnitO'.NE! AND FROM FAS'l'Ji;l) . .ADR~AtECTOM!ZE:P -CONTROL RATS .. 
. _INJECTii:O :tM Wl'.TH: CARRIE:R :V$il'..C:t~. :$ ll()U.RS Bll!POR~ 
SACRiF!Cl!! •. SAMPLES TAK~ BEFORE. AW AFTim 30 . 
.Ml'.W.TE:S J:tiaJBAT!ON IN W.ARBUaG Fl.ASK 
. UNI>E!R Alli .. 
(. 
Ki~n-e'l 
'. ! ( 
' : 'li$ti$ 
*·r· r i . :1 · .... dontra.f I ' ··, 
,•i 
'aoatt'(>l' T:r~at.e<i 'I't~ted 
:a~to~ .after. Be:fl'!>t~ Aft~r J3~f.&1"$. Afte~ · Ba.f-tlr¢. After .. 
4~4 .Sltl 456 407 417 472 4:2$ 39a 
412 4f,7 4-70 484 449 479 _$-02 $$:.2 
416 !>~ 468 406 483 483 498 468 
48'9 4.23 004 529 485 .566. 438 383 
455 599 534. $0~ 468. 482 .. $10 518 
~05 452 .36-9 369 44:5 ·48() 4S5 380 
-32·6 3U 406 291 368 368 412 425 
306 2tU 481 428 39'7 342 490 453 
446 )17 627 543 436 363 653 663 
428 418 $2(l ,a1 "57 567 JjjS9 SSS 
.,..··. 
4:66 491 491 1· 556 :.504 669 -sa, 
42S 428 350 385 sqi .502 .4.59 478 
47:0· 35~ 346 371 4.29 429 .500 4tS4 
350 484 :580· S49 438 4.23 59.5 595 
26.6 266 640 532 ' .574 ita 600 600 i 
612' 543 69.t 69~ t:S93 655 765 851 
'$'75 S:32 760 d84 583 .583 901 704 
13(): 6d9 671 S8ti 703 717 1aa 661 
66 . .2 592 66.tS 616 _7l9 7'19 688 619 
367 343 43;5 2.98 . ·, !ilS 509 555 508 
552 483 448 .539 492 492 575 642 
36$ .'546 5.20 .555 54,5 .52.0 570 51b 
448 448 67Q 678 
43(). 430 $10 .5.50 
·Me~ 
·. 4j0· 
-443 S29 498 522 52.~ .57·() 546 
S.D. 
!51 1-08 U9 J,24 105 110 1.22 J.16 
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EXPERIMENT I 
GLYCOGEN (MG/100 G PROTEIN) IN BRAIN AND HEART HOMOGENATES FROM 
FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED RATS TREATED IM WITH 5.0 MG CORTI-
COSTERONE AND FROM FASTED ADRENALECT(MIZED GONTR,OL MTS 
INJECTED IM WITH CARR:t:ER VEHICLE 5 HOURS BEFORE 
SACRIFICE. SAMPLES TAKEN BEFORE AND AFTER 
30 MINUTES INCUBATION IN WARBURG FLASK 
UNDER AIR 
Brain Heart 
Treated Control Treated Control 
Before After Before After Before After Before After 
Mean 
S.D. 
37 
166 
234 
173 
325 
466 
145 
160 
236 
818 
985 
307 
566 
625 
197 
362 
272 
57 
194 
69 
367 
311 
80 
325 
391 
532 
185 
300 
530 
164 
269 
155 
84 
36 
303 
197 
267 
109 
106 
145 
228 
780 
528 
122 
464 
559 
397 
288 
212 
13 
49 
284 
109 
89 
219 
127 
109 
93 
314 
251 
70 
355 
345 
233 
177 
114 
780 
396 
52 
404 
521 
702 
278 
513 
610 
427 
345 
370 
114 
596 
436 
208 
104 
360 
247 
52 
173 
51 
34 
128 
106 
77 
49 
575 
66 
156 
150 
360 
163 
180 
315 
447 
339 
107 
45 
256 
428 
484 
729 
473 
245 
845 
361 
114 
39 
120 
118 
83 
121 
5 
36 
85 
107 
42 
91 
37 
117 
211 
86 
52 
lJ7 
&XPE~T I 
GliYCQGEN (MG/100 G PROT1UN) IN DIA:VHRAGM AND LIVER HOMOGE:NATF.S FROM 
FASTED ADRINALEGl'OMIZED RATS .TREATED IM WITH 5.0 MG GORTI-
COSl'ERONE AND FROM FASTED. APRENAI.ECTOMIZ:ED CONTROL RATS 
. · .. INJECTED IM WI'l'H. CARRIER V$HICLK 5 HOURS . BEFORE . . 
SACRIFtC~. . SAMPLES TAK$.. BEFOJUi AND AFTSR ··. 
30 MI~TES . INCUBATION 'IN WARBURG FLASK 
UNDER A!Il 
.•: 
Diaphtagm. Liver 
Tt'.ea:ted Control Treated . Control 
.Befor~ After Before .After Before .A,fter Before After 
133 66 209 71 ,.1400 120 23 
360 .257 .221 181 5746 70 180 13:5 
488 292 346 173 2811 648 176 131 
41 41 .232 93 552 237 105 104 
43.5 2:56 312 793 104 .54 26 
262 82 176 70 1018 87 58 90 
193 145 35 1696 99 65 21 
238 29 128 4.2 2015 . .51 130 65 
278 4.6 285 ·95 906 69 47 42 
304 60 112 32 · 1708 153 42 10 
216 :54 382 54 1893 118 100 50 
619 61 306 74 3883 446 66 21 
205 24 648 404 3866 317 123 8.2 
498 43 507 253 1118 112 90 135 
222 3279 693 
2531 545 
Mean 
305 109 286 121 2200 241 89 70 
S.D. 
159 985 149 107 1420 224 48 46 
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EXPERIM_ENT I 
G~YCOGEN (MG/100 G PROTEIN) IN K!DNEY AND TF.STIS HOMOG~NAT&'3 FROM 
FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED RATS TREATED IM WITH 5.0 MG CORTI..-
COSTERO,NE AND FROM FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED CONTROL RATS 
INJECTED IM WITH CARRIER VE:HICLE 5 HOURS BEFORE 
SACRIFIC~. SAMPLES TAKEN BEFORE AND APTER 
30 MINJTES INCUBATION IN WA~URG FLASK 
l)NDER AIR 
Kidney Tes.tis 
Treated Control T,reated Control 
Before i\fter Before After Before After &efore After 
59 46 41 41 44 44 146 36 
211 108 96 150 150 112 90 
197 164 131 98 140 140 125 125 
69 69 64 80 47 78 60 49 
122 122 41 62 54 60 60 
211 105 77 76 34 34 26 25 
48 69 52 85 85 45 48 
78 39 107 45 50 25 59 71 
109 104 64 42 37 37 21 21 
84 42 50 25 70 84 51 38 
79 66 110 54 56 56 52 26 
214 133 26 87 56 49 60 
30 46 105 70 125 133 100 120 
104 140 136 67 
112 67 
Mean 
114 84 88 59 76 79 69 59 
s.D. 
63 40 33 36 37 41 37 33 
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EXPERIMENT I 
GLUCOSE (MG/100 G PROTEIN) IN BRAIN AND HEART HOMOGENATES FROM 
FASTED ADRENA~ECTOMIZED RATS TREATED IM WITH 5. 0 MG CORTI-
COSTERONE AND FROM FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED CONTROL RATS 
INJECTED IM WITH CARRtER V~ICLE 5 HOURS BEFORE 
SACRIFICE. SAMPLES TAKEN BEFORE AND AFTER 
30 MINUTES INCUID\TION IN WARBURG FI,ASK 
UNDER AIR 
Brain _Heart 
Treated 
Before After 
Control 
Before After 
Treated 
Before After 
Control 
Before After 
Mean 
S .. D. 
58 
41 
24 
16 
14 
46 
.53 
62 
42 
7 
46 
53 
58 
8 
10 
86 
74 
36 
91 
42 
41 
25 
58 
13 
24 
16 
31 
21 
7 
23 
21 
39 
21 
35 
23 
80 
3 
20 
28 
19.8 
65 
46 
111 
58 
64 
18 
39 
43 
65 
36 
27 
51 
63 
4 
31 
26 
57 
51 
79 
143 
42 
76 
54 
30 
22 
46 
57 
16 
31 
56 
17 
29 
27 
10 
38 
21 
4 
31 
24 
', 78 
5 
23 
135 
2.2 
23 
34 
29 
245 
198 
322 
145 
280 
174 
175 
78 
197 
240 
46 
151 
115 
170 
102 
51 
209 
143 
203 
277 
23 
74 
164 
81 
245 
279 
402 
440 
370 
135 
232 
19 
229 
191 
72 
152 
90 
138 
52 
89 
176 
172 
238 
221 
47 
47 
183 
118 
404 
335 
144 
192 
114 
222 
205 
75 
223 
104 
120 
114 
80 
172 
100 
209 
189 
62 
72 
165 
91 
269 
447 
248 
193 
95 
81 
177 
307 
105 
191 
46 
6 
63 
63 
203 
100 
265 
236 
149 
108 
167 
106 
120 
.EIPERIMENT I 
GLUCOSE (MG/100 G PROTEIN) IN DIAPHRAGM AND LIVER HOMOGENATES FROM 
FASTED ADR~LECTCM!ZED RATS TREATED IM WITH 5.0 MG CORTICO~-
' TERONE A.ND FROM . FASTED ADRENALEQTOMlZED CONTROL RATS IN-
JECTED IM WITH CARRIER VE;lUCLE d HOO RS BEFORE 
SACRIFICE. SAMPLES TA!\EN B.EF RE AND AFTER 
30 MINUTES INCUBATION IN WARBURG FLASK 
UNDER AIR 
. Diaphragm Liv~r 
Treated Control Treated Control 
Before After Before After Before After Before After 
244 306 279 419 1254 3553 458 792 
258 452 184 237 558 1257 559 838 
170 307 288 288 993 1614 578 1052 
290 290 336 336 864 2941 370 854 
185 280 221 1518 4554 609 148 
460 460 114 180 1547 4762 261 622 
172 259 141 227 981 4257 291 421 
114 127 24 73 564 1954 509 403 
47 95 210 163 784 1176 766 508 
88 215 63 79 672 2364 510 997 
70 91 111 189 748 1940 218 454 
108 145 .53 74 601 1557 294 802 
110 110 39 56 681 1846 324 934 
58 65 109 131 428 5542 185 367 
133 163 70 79 536 2111 311 765 
144 198 143 143 529 2206 291 801 
100 100 234 234 737 3070 204 715 
310 344 70 104 717 1988 219 897 
36 72 32 64 810 2466 167 657 
56 56 478 3349 115 672 
498 1991 
Mean 
157 193 143 170 784 ?690 361 745 
S.D. 
108 130 94 103 318 1228 184 264 
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EXPERIME;NT I 
GllJCOSE (MQ/100 G PROTEIN) .IN KIDNEY AND TESTIS HOMOGF;NATES FROM 
FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED RATS TREATED IM WITH 5. 0 MG CORTl-
COSTERONE AND FROM FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED CONTROL RATS 
INJECTED IM WITH CARRIER VEH:ICLE 5 HOURS BEFORE 
SACRIFICE. SAMPLES TMEN BEFORE AND AFTER 
30 MINUTES INCUB,,\TION IN WARBURG FLASK 
UNDER AIR 
Kidney 'testis 
Tr~ated Control Treated Control 
Before After Before After Before After Before After 
Mean 
S.D. 
569 
507 
625 
517 
891 
182 
273 
194 
413 
445 
378 
183 
222 
149 
126 
218 
250 
250 
508 
143 
129 
341 
310 
1424 
885 
682 
1069 
380 
460 
565 
317 
.510 
336 
381 
444 
483 
355 
408 
662 
590 
780 
402 
258 
569 
280 
354 
457 
545 
282 
865 
317 
383 
254 
568 
178 
324 
220 
317 
284 
120 
271 
241 
264 
373 
172 
120 
329 
171 
780 
1016 
1304 
736 
749 
680 
587 
526 
568 
373 
280 
127 
376 
514 
508 
716 
644 
488 
301 
593 
.no 
52 
66 
63 
9 
9 
23 
15 
44 
25 
4 
2 
1 
59 
10 
30 
22 
78 
19 
44 
15 
7 
31 
9 
47 
7 
7 
14 
21 
16 
24 
21 
134 
111 
47 
60 
195 
16 
18 
15 
40 
14 
12 
15 
15 
11 
20 
4 
45 
53 
134 
83 
47 
6 
140 
45 
19 
3 
14 
6 
15 
3 
20 
12 
40 
45.6 
122 
EXPERIMENT I 
LACTIC ACID (MG/100 G PROTEIN) IN BRAIN AND HEART HOMOGENATES FROM 
FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED RATS TREATED IM WITH 5.0 MG CORTI-
COSTERONE AND FROM FASTED ADRENALEC,TOMIZED CONTROL RATS 
INJECTED IM WITH CARRIER VEHICLE 5 HOORS BEFORE 
SACRIFICE. SAMPLES TAKEN BEFORE AND AFTER 
30 MINUTES INaJBATION IN WARBURG FLASK 
UNDER AIR 
Brain Heart 
Treated Contr61 Treated Control 
Before After Before After Before After Befo~e After 
Mean 
S.D. 
61 
47 
42 
21 
38 
43 
43 
32 
37 
31 
102 
44 
44 
44 
35 
37 
56 
41 
48 
21 
50 
43 
16 
37 
25 
72 
15 
63 
31 
32 
37 
4 
73 
31 
34 
44 
22 
29 
25 
33 
43 
30 
35 
37 
12 
65 
47 
32 
24 
54 
26 
33 
41 
32 
48 
26 
33 
50 
53 
34 
4 
43 
48 
8 
19 
17 
36 
14 
58 
44 
35 
8 
19 
23 
35 
25 
28 
40 
35 
47 
50 
29 
2 
33 
41 
2 
11 
27 
30 
14 
9 
68 
49 
80 
98 
9 
92 
7 
120 
69 
64 
59 
55 
49 
48 
91 
81 
43 
16 
53 
69 
24 
86 
59 
37 
94 
96 
30 
92 
81 
95 
90 
68 
82 
85 
58 
58 
91 
42 
68 
25 
47 
69 
22 
71 
133 
77 
89 
115 
71 
43 
80 
36 
67 
75 
76 
81 
48 
67 
77 
33 
42 
44 
69 
26 
82 
59 
104 
58 
80 
115 
78 
36 
96 
50 
81 
81 
92 
84 
75 
86 
109 
45 
28 
59 
74 
24 
123 
EXPERIMM I 
LACTIC ACID (MG/100 G PROTEIN) IN DIAJ>HRAGM AND LlVER HOMOGENA.TES FROM 
FASTED ADRENALEgTOMIZEri RATS TREAT'D IM wtTH 5. o MG CORTI-
co~TERONE. AND FROM FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED CONTROL RA.TS 
. INJE~TED IM Wl:TH CARRiER V~lCLE . 5 HOURS BEFORE . 
SACRIFICE. SAMPLES TAKE;N BEFORE AND AFTER 
30 MINUTES INCUBATION IN WARBURG FLASK 
. . . . ~ . 
UNDER AlR 
·. Diaphragm Liver 
· T~e:ated Treated · Control Control 
Before After . Bef ol;'e After Before After Before After 
80 83 118 48 l 1 9 
151 222 72 72 4 7 6 6 
49 26 28 38 5 5 28 46 
.274 82 116 116 .6 l 4 
197 197 89 92 3 27 21 19 
66 70 56 3 29 27 20 
92 100 80 10.5 3 4 20 12 
260 116 86 55 . 9 6 7 2 
95 95 148 96 14 20 25 26 
62 89 53 67 8 15 8 
.5 49 10.5 13 17 13 16 28 
73 78 116 112 8 11 10 9 
131 131 65 67 6 7 1 10 
60 60 64 38 5 13 
66 61 86 86 4 50 11 11 
116 133 118 126 5 7 l l 
101 93 55 55 .5 12 6 10 
54 6 41 16 14 5 
38 31 60 60 
45 28 
Mean 
100 88 82 69 6. 24 14 11 12 
S.D. 
69 52 31 32 4.0 11 
l24 
EXPERIMENT I 
LACTIC ACID (MG/100 G PROTEIN) IN KIDNEY AND TESTIS HOMQGE;.NA'I'ES FROM 
FASTED ADR$NAiEGTOMJZED RATS TR~TED IM WITH 5~ O ·~· CORTI-
COSTER.ONE AND FROM FASTED ADRENALECTOMIZED CONTROL ·RATS 
INJECTED IM.WITH CARRIER VEHICLE 5.HOURS.BEFORE 
. SACRIFICE;. .SAMPIJIB TAK~ Bi;iiFOR:E AND AFTER. . 
30 Ml:NOTES INCUBATION :IN WA.RBURG FLASK . 
UNDER AIR 
Kidney . ':r~st.ia 
· Treated .· Control ·. Treated · Control 
Before Aft et Before After Before . A.fter. Before- A.fte.r 
14 14 8 8 19 17 18 14 
l 15 36 17 l3 14 14 7 
57 43 36 35 96 70 3 38 
50 47 6 7 4 4 2 10 
9 .19 43 18 20 23 1.6 24 
101 23 23 72 16 18 18 
7 19 16 p 27 9 .6 
7 7 13 8 14 9 11 ·5 
28 24 17 6 10 16 
13 13 31 16 16 22 19 
22 14 34 11 13 16 12 
12 37 62 40 ~8 19 14 14 
20 16 24 22 18 19 22 27 
22 23 30 17 21 10. 17 1.5 
12 11 20 13 .3 11 9 6 
2 5 5 6 7 129 11 10 
16 110 24 9 16 15 10 1.2 
17 15 2 12 21 21 5 2 
29 .37 7 40 2 .2 
7 6· 2 
2 2 
Mean 
18 24 21 14 19 22 12 12 
s.D. 
23 25 16 10.5 24 43 8 9 
125 
. E.XPERIMENI' I 
DIEFER.J~NCES IN PREINQUBATI.ON AND POSTINCUBATION INORGANIC PHOSI>HATE 
LEVELS.• (MICROMOLES/G PROTEIN) IN BRAIN AND HEART HOMOGENATES 
.· FROM FAS'rED ADRENALEQTOMIZED RATS TREATED IM WITH s. ci MG 
CORTICOS1'ERQNE AND Fl{.OM FASTED ADR~ALECTOMIZED CON ... 
Mean 
S.D. 
TROL RATS INJECTED IM WITH CAR.RJ:.E~ VElUCLE 5 HOU.RS 
BEFORE SACRIFICE. ·s.AMPI,lsS TAKEN BEFORE AND 
Af'TER 30 MINUTES INQUBATIQN U$)ER AIR IN 
W~URG FM.SK . 
Brain Heart 
Treated . Control Treated .Control 
90 -100 130 -240 
140 -70 100 -160 
00 120 120 -300 
30 -30 -llO 00 
110 130 370 100 
90 70 540 00 
30 100 170 240 
60 160 -10 -10 
140 60 00 250 
-120 220 160 240 
120 -AO -80 350 
220 60 -120 40 
160 -30 180 5.20 
320 40 190 -30 
-130 60 00 60 
110 -60 -130 160 
00 
-10 -140 240 
00 170 210 340 
10 100 60 -20 
120 120 00 -170 
26 -40 
50 -90 
71.64 53.5 78.10 68 .• 7 
73 89 198 
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EXPERU1:EijT I 
DIFFER&NGES IN PREINQuaATI()N .AND POSTINQUBATIQN INORGANIC .PHOSPHA.TE 
~EVELS (MICROMOLE$/G PROTEIN) ·:lN DIAPHRAGM AND LIVER .HQMQGE;NATES 
FROM.FASTED ADRENALECTOMlZED R.ATS TREATED IM.WITH5.0 MG 
CORTICO$TERONE AND FS,OM FASTED AORENALECTOMIZED CON-
TROL. RATS iNJEc;TED IM WITH:~RRI]i:R YEH,IGLE.:5 HOURS 
Mean 
S.D. 
BEFORE SACRIFIGE. SAMPLES TAK~ BEFORE AND . 
AFTER 30 M;[NUTES INCUBA.TIQN UNDER AI_R iN 
WAR~URG F~K 
.·. I)j,.aphragm Liver 
. Trea,ted · ' · Control Treat.ed · · · .. C,o,ntrol 
50 -,40 -120. 00 
210 00 00 -90 
00 00 -360 00 
-400 00 -70 -70 
-330 330 -90 330 
-.190 00 -80 . 00 
-250 -.230 -60 -180 
00 260 210 -120 
-250 70 100 -170 
80 110 200 70 
290 150 190 i30 
30 -290 80 -190 
·-140 -100 -100 100 
40 -30 60 90 
1.50 40 00 -80 
.... 30 -.no 30 100 
70 00 . 10 00 
500 70 350 
-230 130 227 
3.10 90 
-32.0 -90 
-20 00 
100 c,.20 
60 
200 
-19.00 -2.4 11. 74 31.2 
.219 109 157 151 
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EXPERI],,lENT I 
DIFFERENCES IN.PREINGtJBATIQN AND POST~NCUBATI()N INORGANIC PHOSPHA,TE 
LEVELS (MICROMOLES'/G PROTEIN) IN KI];)NEY AND TESTIS HOMOGENATES 
FROM FASTED ADRENALECTOMiZED :MTS 'l;REATED IM WITa 5. 0 MG 
CORTICOSTERONE ~ND 'FROM FASTED ADRENALEGTOMIZED. CQN- .. 
TR.01. a.ATS .. INJEC;TED IM WITH CARRI~R. VEHICLE 5 HOURS 
BEFORE SACRIFIC]i:~ Sl\MPLES TAKE;N BEFORE AND 
AFTER 30 MINUTES INCUBATION UNDER AI:R IN 
. .· WARBURG FLASK ' . -
Kidney Testis 
Treate4 Contr.ol '.]::reated · Control 
00 00 50 -220 
220 -90 .... 40 00 
50 00 -40 -40 
-80 -60 60 00 
-90 80 150 140 
180 40 00 120 
-50 240 140 00 
40 -270 80 160 
100 -270 .00 00 
220 210 -270 40 
-140 -130 -10 70 
280 150 10 120 
10 40 -·20 100 
280 -240 00 70 
10 180 00 60 
80 00 100 -50 
40 -80 100 26 
-30 230 -40 110 
... 60 50 230 160 
120 210 
30 250 
Mean 
48 25.71 ·26.3 45.58 
$.D. 
48.2 166 103 91.4 
0 *. 
,2 
.©CJ:>E:R.U1ENT 11 
:OxYGEN GONSUMPTION, AtP FORMED, A.NP P/0 RAT!OS. IN BAA,IN 
MI'l'OCHQNDR.IA ISOLATED FR.OM .ADRE:NALECTOMlZED GORTI-
C.OSTERONE!-'I'RSATED RA'l'S AND. ADR~Cl'O~IZED . 
. NON;..TREATED RATS 
. Succina1;.e us.ad as .Substrate' 
Treated .. No.n..,'I'reate.d .. 
. .ATP** 02* Af P** .. 
128 
Uptake. ferm.ed .P:O Uptake F'or:med P:-0 .. 
63.5 
114.0 
102.s 
66,.0 
49.6 
61..3 
313.0 
38.6. 
38.0 
33.3 
67.5 
125.5 
108.5 
80.5 
66.6 
75.3 
4:5.3 
44.6 
43.7 
40.0 
l.06 
l.10 
1.06 
1.22 
1.34 
l.·23 
1.19 
1.16 
1.15 
1.20 
77.0 
74.5 
84.5 
75.5 
94.0 
63.5 
47~3 
:52.6 
37 .• 6 
37.3 
77 .o 
113.0 
117 .5 
82 .• 0 
107.0 
54.0 
69.3 
62.9 
49.3 
36.6 
1...00 
l.52 
1~39 
l.08 
1.14 
0.85 
1.46 
1.20 
l.31 
o •. a2 
Maan 
60.:5 69.8 1.17 64.4 76.3 1.18 
S.D. 
27. 9 .28. 9 0.08 19.9 29.0 0.2, 
* Ei:prt:3SSed as microatoms t.aken up .per G •. mit:oeh:0ndrial prot.ein per 
minute. 
** Micromoles of inorganic phosphate disappearing .per G. mitochondrial 
· · protein per minute. 
()2 
EXPERIM;ENT I I 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, ATP FORMED, AND P/0 RATIOS IN BRAIN 
MITOCHONDRIA ISOLA'tED FROM ADRENALEC'I'OMIZED CORTI-
COS'I'ERQNE-TR1$ATED RATS AND ADR~ALECTOMIZED 
NQN-TREATEO RATS 
Ma late lJSedas Substrate 
Treated Non-~reated 
ATP 02 ATP 
Uptak~ formed P:O Uptake Formed .P:O 
27.5 37.8 l.37 28.0 37.0 1.32 
29.5 24.5 0.83 33.l 23.0 0.67 
26.6 34.4 1.29 25.5 21.1 0.82 
17.3 22.9 1.32 25 .• 3 24.0 1.00 
25.3 4$.3 1. 79 22.0 43.3 1.97 
18.3 36.6 2.00 22.0 30.6 1.39 
24.6 26.6 l.08 23.3 32.2 1.38 
22.0 32.0 1.4.5 22.6 23.3 1.02 
18 •. 6 30.0 1.61 20.0 32.0 1.60 
18.0 50.6 2.81 
18.6 29 •. 3 l.57 
20.6 25.3 1.23 
Mean 
.22.2 32.9 l.53 24.6 29.6 1.24 
S.D. 
4.3 8.5 0.51 4.0 1.5 0.14 
1,29 
I. 
0 2 
EXPERI~T I! 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION, ATP FORMED, .i\ND P/0 RATIOS IN BRA:rn 
MITOCHONDR!~ IS.QI.At® FROM ADRENALECTOM!ZED CORTI-
COS1'E:R()N~..:TREA.TE!D RATS AND:ADRgNALE:C'I'OMIZ® 
N()N ... ,TR&\.TE!D RATS 
.ATP . (?2 ATP 
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. Upta,ke . Fl!lrred . P: o Upta,ke . . Forme·d .. P: o 
·.c ... 
.Mean 
S.D. 
4L3 
33.6. 
. 4i.o 
.39.3 
33.3 
42.6 
38 .. 7 
4.3 
86.6 2 • .10 
80.0 2.38 
78.0 1.86 
123.3 3.14 
74 .• 6 2 •. 24 
88 .• 6 2 •. 08 
2 •. 3 
0.5 
35.3 
40-.6 
·45.3 
40.0 
.2.0.1 
39.3 
36 .• 9 
8.5 
62.8 
114.0 
91.3 
110.0 
56.0 
89._3 
87 •. 2 
23.8 
l.8 
2.,8 
2.01 
2.75 
1...16 
~.27 
2.21 
o .. 49 
Bl 
E!XPgRDf~N't I,I 
OX'YG~N CQNSUMPTIONj .ATP FORMED, AND P/0 RATIOS lN HEART 
M;['I'OCRONDlUA lSOLATED FROM ADRENA,1.ECTOMl.ZED CORTI-
COSTEROm!-tR:E;ATED RATS AND ADRE.NALB;CTOMIZED 
02 
Uptake 
140.0 
123.5 
124 ... 0 
156.. ·(i 
76.6 
l40o0 
144.6 
NON .... TRnA,TED RATS 
suecinafe Used _as substr.ate . 
· . Tre~:ted · .Nt>n~Treated 
ATP . 0 . .ATP 
.2 
Fotmed 
98,.0 
80 .. 0 
29.0 
59.3 
.38.6 
96.0 
50 .. 0 
P:O. 
0.70 
o •. 65 
0.24 
0.39 
o .. _so 
0.69 
0.35 
. _ Uptake 
.130.5 
108.0 
142.0 
139.0 
148.0 
65.2 
105.3 
90.6 
85.0 
106.5 
105.5 
63 .. 0 
73~3 
26.2 
40.0 
40._0 
P:O 
o._6:s 
0.99 
0.14 
0.45 
0.5 
0.4 
0.38 
0.44 
Mean 
129.3 64.3 o.s 116. l 6.7.4 o .. 57 
S .• D. 
26.0 27.8 (} .. 2 28.9 30.6 0~2 
02 
EXPERJM$NT II 
OxYGEN CONSU'MPTT()N, .A'l'P .FORMED, AND P/0 RATIOS :rn HEAaT 
MITOCHONDRIA ISOI,i\TED FROMADRENALE!CTOMIZED CORTi-
COSTERONE-TREATSD RATS AND ADREN.ALEC'l'OMIZED 
.... · .. · - . ... NON-TRE!A.TED RATS . 
~late used ~fl Subs.tr-ate . 
· · Treated ·· ·. Nt>n-Treated. . 
. ATP 
132 
.. Uptake 
ATP· 
Formed. P:_O 
02 
u;rt~ke. Formed .P:O 
• Q ts .. 
Me~n 
s .],) . 
25.1 
22.:5 
35 .• 3 
.. 23.3 
11.3 
28 .• 6 
21.3 
28.6 
30.0 
2.5.8 
.5.4 
62.5 
80.0 
22-.. 6 
73.3 
6.8 .• 6 
52.0 
24.0 
65.3 
83.3 
.:59. l 
22.3 
2.4 
2.13 
0.64 
3.14 
3.96 
1.83 
1.12 
2.28 
2.78 
2.25 
LO 
39.0 
46.0 
.51.5 
20.:5 
20.6 
23.3 
26.0 
36.0 
43~3 
.28.0 
. 24.0 
40~Q 
33.2 
10. 7 
72.0 
95.0 
118.0 
49 .. 5 
2.9 .. 8 
46.6 
33 .• 3 
86.0 
tS6.6 
43.3 
24.0 
33.3 
5·8 .. 1 
29.6 
l.8.5 
2.07 
2.29 
2.41 
1,.45 
2.00 
1.28 
2.40 
1~54 
1..55 
1.00 
0.83 
1.72 
0.53 
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lttPUU:1$:N'I' II 
0:x;YGEiN CONSUMPTION, 4TP .FO~, ,AND P/0 RATIOS .IN HEART 
. M:r'l'OGH,0'.NDRIA ISOLATED F,RC)M :AlJRENAt'SCTO:MI.ZE::O CORTI- .. 
. I .t . 
02 
, . . U.pt.a.ke 
M~~n 
$ .•.. D. 
66 .• o 
43.3 
12.3 
71..3 
44.0 
62.0 
Ji9 .• 9 
13.,l 
OOST~ON:e-TREA'l'ED RATS .AND ADR~AL:ECTOMlZED 
. . . NON"".'TUATED RATS · . . 
. .. A'tP . 02 A'tJ? .. 
Fo·tmeg , , ~=9. . t12ta.ke · ... ·.. F;t,S!;E(d ... P:O . 
14:5 .. 3 
100.0 
132.6 
.195.3 
.48._0 
139.0 
126.1 
49.3 
2.18 
2.30 
l.83 
2.14 
1.09 
.2.25 
2 •. 06 
o.;:ss 
so.o 
88 ... 0 
56 ... 6 
.S0.6 
20.6 
53.2 
24.0 
137 .. 3 
224.6 
.12a.o 
16.0 
3$.3 
119.8 
13~7 
.2.8 
2.,55 
2.26 
1..5 
1.61 
2.14 
0.51 
M~ln 
s.n. 
51.0 
-96 .• 0 
94.0 
97.0 
15.3 
106.6 
55.9 
53._3 
.53.3 
75._8 
22:s 
EXPERI~:S:NI' II 
0:xYG:$N CONSUMPTION, Al'P FORME!D, _AND P/0 RATIOS IN t.:rnR 
MITOGR~NbRIA ISOLATE!D FROM.ADR~ALECTOMIZE!D COR,TI-
COSTE:R:ONE..;.'I'Rlt<\TED RA.TS . AND .. ADRE,:NALECTOMIZED 
NQN~TR~TIID RATS 
Sneeinat¢ used aa substi.ate . 
· .. ATP. O· ATP 
·. 2 
. Fo~d P:O Upt;;tke Fcir~d .P:0 
55 .. 0 
106.5 
l01 .. 0 
.1::2..5 
66~0 
1.20.0 
59.3 
45.3 
48,.6 
.74.9 
.27 .• 4 
l.08 
1.11 
l.07 
0.75 
0.88 
. Ll3 
1 ... 06 
0.85 
0.95 
0,98 
0.13 
.57.0 
49.o 
62.0 
11 • .5 
(ii2.5 
1.02 • .5 
76.0 
98 ... 0 
.5.2.0 
50.6 
72.6 
68._!5 
18.2 
68.0 
64.5 
61.5 
70.:5 
5t3~() 
69._5 
60 .. 6 
116 .. 6 
.50.6 
31.3 
5.5.3 
64 .. 2 
.20.6 
1.19 
l.32 
0.,99 
0.99 
0.93 
0 .. 68 
o.ao 
1 .. .19 
o •. 97 
. 0 .. 62 
0.76 
o. 9.5 
0 •. 23 
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13.5 
E!XP$I{tMJNI' lI 
,Q~GE:N ,CONStJWT.lON, ATP FORMED; AND P/0 AAl'l()S IN ii1V,ER 
. MI'l'OCllONDRIA !SOI.AT.® FROM .ADRENALSC'rOMIZED CORTI""· 
.·.·. COST:ERPNJ.l: ... 'l'J.UATim RATS .AN>. ADRENALECT.OMtZED .... 
.:1.6. 8 
13".0 
19 .. 0 
18 .• 6 
28 .. 0 
22.0 
22-~6 
14..;2 
19,.3 
17.0 
16.6 
.:22: .. t> 
21.._3 
ATP 
Fo.rtaed 
.. IT. J .•. ·; 
2.S-..5 
26.1 
29 • .5 
36.6 
J:;.(':)_.4 
38 .• 0 
36.0 
21 ... _3 
20.0 
40.2 
36.6 
NQN ... '1'1:l~T:ED RATS· 
P:() 
.I .. ~ 
l.52 16 .. 5 
2.<>1 : 19.5 
1.55 19.0 
l.96 8.0 
1._ao 18.6 
1 ... 13 22.3 
L.59 .29.3 
1.92 22~.2 
1.03 17.3 
2.36 18,.6 
2.20 2().·0 
2 .• $9 19.3 
_4.,!59 .21.,3 
.ATP. 
1totme-d . . 1_ ,P. o 
.24 •. .5 1 .. 48 
sa.o 2~.23 
27.0 1.42 
8 .. 1 1 .. 01 
'21.7 1..:16 
37.5 l._68 
37 • .4 l._28 
33,.3 1.,0 
3L.3 1,.80 
26 6 
. . ~.; 1 .. 43 
.l:5. ~- o .• :7s 
iO. () .l,03 
il.3 LOO 
. 16 .. 6 
· 46._0 
55.3 
39.3 .2.36 11 •. 3 14.2 0.82 
M~P.,n 
19 •. 1 3.6 •. 2 1,94 ·19"2 26~9 1...33 
s.n. 
3.9 9.9 0.41 4..6 12.0 0.4 
Me,<:1.n 
S.D. 
l .: 
3.0 .. 0 
.24.6 
21.3 
28 •. 0 
.22.6 
24 .. 6 
2.5 .. 2 
3.3 
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EXPElUMlj!NI' I:r 
OXYGE;N GONSU'MP'I'ION, ATP F'O~D, A.ND P/0 RATIOS IN LlVE!R 
MITOCHONDRIA ISOLATED .FROM A,J;)R~LEC'l'0MIZE'.D CORTI-
COSTE:RQN$!"1'1'RMTEO RA.TS AND ADR~Cl'OM1Zll!D 
. . NON--TREATim. R,ATS 
~alate+P)!I'UvAt~ used _.a,.$ Sub.strata, .. · ... 
A'I'F .. 02 .. ATP 
F-o~,d ... P:O .•_. Uetake . Fo,r~d . P:0 
61..0 2 .. 02 
60.0 2.43 
36 .. 6 1.72 
66.,l 2.36 
39.3 l.73 
49.3 2.()0 
'52.l 2.04 
12.2 ·0 .. 3 
.20.0 
.2.5. 3 
2.5.3 
.22.0 
20.6 
;?0 .. 6 
22 ... 3 
2.42 
47~6 
41.3 
33.3 
22.2 
24.0 
2.5.3 
32.3 
13.l 
2.,40 
1.63 
l.32 
LO.O 
1.16 
1 .. 23 
1.47 
0.49 
. .!i. .. 
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EXPERIMENT III 
. . . . . ' . 
~BCEL1ULAR DISTRI13UTiqN OF (3ll) CORT!CQ$'rE;R(1NE IN a,\T BRAIN 30 MIN. 
AFTER AN IV INJEOTION OF 20 MICROqrJRJ;;ES.OF (3H) CORTICQSTERONE. · 
.DISTRIBUTION REPRESENTS DISINTEG~TIONS/MIN •. FOR.THE VA.al.,.. 
QUS.FRAC'l'IONS ISOLA.TED FROM l GRAM .WITT WEIGHT OF TISSUE 
. . . . . . 
... : BRA'.1N ·. 
Hom.ogenate . · Nuc le. i .. Mitochondrta .M1crosom.ea .. . Supernatant .· . 
.. · .... DP,M DPM . J>ERC;E;NT* DPM PERC~T*: .. DPM . PEllCB,NT* .·· DPM . . PERCE.NT* 
3086 485 16.0 144 .5. 0 115 4.0 2196 72 
2653 394 15.0 211 0.0 ' 13:.t s.i 1803 68 
6444 781 12.l · 386 6.1 ~66 5.0 4431 69 
Average 
14.4 6.4 4 .• 6 69 
. ·. ·. ·. . ... :' . 
. $UBCEi.WLAR DIST?,I:aUTION OF (3n). CORTICO$'I'ERQNE IN RAT THYMUS 30 MIN. 
. AFTER AN IV INJECTION OF 20 m'.CROQORl~ OF (3u) .CORTICOS'l'ERONE. 
DI,STRI~'.rI.ON REPRESF;NTS DIS;INTijGRATIQNS/MIN. FOR THE VAR+~ . 
qJS FRAGTIONS ISO!A'TED FROM l G~ Wltt WElGHT OF TIS$UE · 
. . . . : ~ . 
. THYMUS 
Homogenate . ·. Nu.cl,¢1 · M.itochondtia · Mic:tosomes Supe:triatant 
. . Dl'M ... • . DPM . P~~* . Dl'M PERCENJ.''k ' DPM' . P:&RCENT:k DPM PERGEN'T* 
691 67 9,6 28 4.0 3.5 s.o 62e 91.0 
3564 335 9.3 419 11. 7 71 2.0 331.5 93.0 
1307 2~5 19.0 58 4~4 61 4.6 778 59.5 
1615 288 17.8 119 7.3 71 4.3 1007 62.3 
Average 
,13. 9 6.8 4.0 76.5 
* Valnes·in t>ercent of total contained in homogenate. 
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EXPER¥:lENT II I · 
SUBCELUJLAR l)ISTRIBUTION .OF (3H) CORTICOSTERONE IN RAT HEART 3_0 M;[N. 
.. AFTER AN rv: INJECTION OF - 20 _ MICROqCJRJ;ES ()F (3n) coRTIC!OS'$RQNE. 
DISTR];:BU'l'ION REPRESENTS DIS'!NTEGRATIQNS/MIN. FOR THE VARI- -
qlJS FAAQTIONS tSOI,.ATED FROM 1 GRAM W1fi WEIGl:lT OF TISSUE 
HEART 
Homogena:t'e _ · --- Nuclei · Mitochondria Microsomes · SapeI'.nata_nt 
- Di.PM DP.M PERC~* : DPM - PERC~T~ · my PERCJ!lNT:*' . 'DPM PERC_ENT* 
.... 
2215 335 15.1 71 3.2 104 4.7 1787 80.7 
6194 1050 16.9 158 2.5 390 6._2 5141 93.0 
1500 227 15.l 69 4~6 155 11)~3 1291 86.4 
3807 523 13.8 81 2.1 127 3.3-- _2014 52~5 
Average 
_l5.2 3.1 6.12_ _ 15.65 
'·'•,, I• I 
$UBC&L~UL,\R DI$TRp3UTiqN OF _(:5ll) CORTICQ$TER.ONE: _IN RA,'.1' LIVER 30_ MJ:N • 
. -- AFTim: AN IV UUEqTlQN OF· 20 MICROC(;rRl~ OF (:3H) COR'.t'ICOSTERQNE. 
DISTRIWTIQN REPRESJijNTS DISINTEG~TIQNS/MIN. FOR THE VARI---
OUS'FRACTIONS ISOLATED-FROM 1 GRAM WET t,fflIGRT OF TISSUE 
. I . . ···. . . . .. . ·, . . ., . . . 
- . LIVER 
Hc:,mo ena.te • .. Nµclei · •- Mitochotidrf~ Microsomes 
'l.)'PM - ~PM PERCENT* . PPM l'ERCEN'!* _ -- DPM _- PERC~T,- _ -_ 
15,265 4514 29.5 796 5. 2 2502 16.3 6869 45.0 
12,250 4799 39~1 819 6.6 1642 13.4 8211 67.0 
5, l.91 634 12~2 219 4~2 414 7.9 1915 37.4 
6,229 896 14.3 627 10~1 1212 19.9 2051 42~9 
Average 
23_.8 6.53 -14 .• 4 4"8.0 
·:·· · ... , 
* Values in perc.ent of total contained in hpmogenate~ 
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EXPER1MENT.Ill 
DISJNTE;GRATIONS PER MINUTE PER GRAM WET WEIGHT .OF TIS.SU,E THIRTY 
. . . ·. MIN(fTES AFTElt AN IV INJECTION OF 20 MICROCOlUES OF .. 
·· · · .·. (3n) CORT!COSTER~NE · · · · 
Aver- Tissue/ 
Rat Number l 2 3 4 age B'.Lopd 
Blood dpm/g 7236 6042 3997 8498 6443 
Bra.in dpm/g 3086 2653 5370 3705 0.57 
Thymus dpm./g 2303 3564 2178 2692 2684 0.42 
Heart dpm/g 2215 7743 1500 4759 4056 0.59 
Liver dpm/g 15265 122.50 .5191 6229 9734 1.51 
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